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Every Lady should have for

Summer Needlework
*

--> Barbour's

º Prize Needlework

- Series, No. 3.

(Issued Oct., 1894 )
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UCH VALUABLE and recent information about Lace-Making, Embroidery and all

kinds of Needlework is contained in Barbour's Prize Needlework Series, No. 3,

11o pages, profusely illustrated with sketches of work.

The book is full of practical suggestions. It will be sent

to any address on receipt of 10 cents.

A limited number of Prize Needlework Series, Nos.

1 and 2, are still to be had. Price 10 cents each.

Barbour's Ulster Rope Linen Floss
- carries

Mou Made in 75 Shades. this Trade-Mark.
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THE BARBOUR BROTHERS COMPANY.,

New York. Boston. Chicago. St. Louis. San Francisco.

When all other Foods fail

USE

Lactated

FOOd

The Food that Makes Babies the

Happiest, Healthiest and Strongest

BUT WHY WAITP

Why not commence with Lactated Food, which

combines sugar of milk with the nutritious elements

of the great cereals, wheat and barley, and so

prepared as to be readily digested and assimilated 2

As a trial of Lactated Food is all that is necessary to prove its great

superiority, we will furnish sufficient for a thorough test to any mother

who will send us eight cents in stamps to pay postage.

WELLs, Richardson & Co., Burlington, Vt.

;
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Every lot of Ivory Soap (every “boil” a Soapmaker

would say) is carefully analyzed, and frequent comparisons

are made with analyses of the best of the popular castile

and toilet soaps. Ivory Soap contains less of impurities,

less of free alkali and more real soap than any of them ;

that is why it can be freely used without fear of injury to

the rose leaf skin of the baby, to the sheerest of linens or

to the daintiest of laces.
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THE LATEST PARISIAN NOIV.ELTY

ED. PINAUD'S Sº"

Roman Smelling Salts
(SELS ROMAINS)

-----

º

º

-
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Superior to and unlike ANY now on the market, unequaled for

delicacy of odor, Permanency, Pungency and Elegance. It immediately

changes the atmosphere of a sick-room, refreshes the patient and re

- moves lassitude. Useful for headache and fatigue. Don't fail to take a

bottle for use on the cars and in the country. The salts are cubical,

novel and attractive in appearance, and the perfumes such as have made

the name of “ED. PINAUD” world-renowned. -

Muguet (Lily of the Valley), Lavender, Lilas, Heliotrope, Iris, Violet,

Rose, Jasmin, Royal Peach, Verveine, Peau d’Espagne.

Where not sold by your dealer, we will send, securely packed (all charges paid),

any of above odors on receipt of 70 cents.

Roman Liquid for filling up the salt bottles twice after evaporation,

per bottle, charges prepaid, 50 cents.

VIOLETTE REINE

The most exquisite Violet Essence, now the European fad. Used by Fº

the nobility and gentry generally throughout the continent. 8%
-

-

New York Importation office, 46 East 14th St., New York tº
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tº WAY, where stretches that hazy line,
! J Where the town and country meet,

That line where the city's confines lie,

And begin the meadows so sweet,

It seems to me that a mystic spell

Possesses my heart and brain,

When I cross the bound’ry and enter a while

To walk in Nature’s domain.

I feel, as I catch the first Sweet breath

Of clover-Scented air,

That a higher power my whole soul claims,

And I pause for a moment there,

And wonder if waiting at Heaven's gate,

With all life's battles complete,

I shall not feel as I do when I stand

Where the town and the country meet.

-

-
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THE ROMANTIC LIFE OF MADAME FEUILLET

By Th. Bentºon (Madame Blanc)

ADAME OCTAVE FEUILLET, the

widow of the celebrated

French novelist, has lately

published some recollections

of her life, the life of a very

witty and distinguished

woman. Only a few friends

ever suspected her fingers

of being stained with ink; she was chiefly

known for her sparkling talent for conver

sation, her devotion to her husband who

suffered from very delicate health, and to

the two sons, of whom only one now

remains. Always busy with household and

social duties, she concealed her literary

pursuits with excessive modesty, while she

slowly, day after day, filled the pages of a

carefully locked and hidden book. But

after her husband's death the idea came to

her that in publishing a record of many

years passed with the man whom she so

dearly loved she would pay a public

homage to his memory. It happened to be
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something more. Those “Memoirs,” so

simply and truthfully written, will be in the

future precious material for the history of

her time, and even now they make the new

generation of republicans acquainted with

a society which has almost entirely dis

appeared. They bring back the surround

ings of the Emperor and the Empress at

the Tuileries, at Compiègne, St. Cloud

and Fontainebleau where Feuillet was

always a welcome guest.

z

VALERE FEUILLET had been brought up

a Royalist in the provinces by her

mother, Madame Dubois, who belonged to

the most prejudiced ancien régime, and

there are pretty anecdotes of little Valérie's

childhood, when she was bidden to kiss

a lock of blonde hair belonging to King

Henry V, who was to be King only in exile,

and when her pretty, dainty, frail mother

going to some ball in a sedan chair, took

Valérie with her as far as the threshold of

the fête and then sent her home to the old

Norman house where the little girl had first

seen the light. The mother of Madame

Feuillet was own niece to a heroine of the

revolution, Mademoiselle de Ste. Suzanne,

who saved her father from the guillotine by

going alone on horseback into the midst of

the battle-field to ask the condemned man's

pardon of General Hoche. Monsieur and

Madame Dubois lived sometimes at their

chateau of Grécoeur, sometimes in the little

city of St. Lo, the ultra-provincial society

of which is described by the author of the

“Memoirs” with an extraordinary spirit.

It is very easy to find in these portraits the

types which inspired her husband with the

elightful “Story of Sibylle,” and with the

provincial scenes of “Camors.”

In fact there was always between them a

kind of almost involuntary collaboration,

the clever young woman telling at random

anecdotes of her romantic childhood and

of her curious surroundings, which, col

lected by a great writer, became master

pieces of art; an intellectual union as pre

cious to both of them as the union of hearts.

OTHING, I think, could be more interest

ing for American women than to study

the power of natural gifts and the wonder

ful originality of mind in a young French

lady belonging to the best society, brought

up in the old way without high schools and

without colleges, knowing nothing but a

little history, a great deal of religion, how

to play a sonata more or less well, and to

daub a water-color. But what imagination,

what exquisite naturalness, what a free and

&, straightforward movement both in the

style and the language. Study can give

nothing of all that. It comes from one's

self, one's birth and surroundings. In her

surroundings Valérie Dubois might, we

must acknowledge, have become wretch

edly superstitious and reactionary, but she

had as much good sense as wit, and she was

very sensitive to ridicule. Moreover, new

generations have always in their inmost

depths a certain spirit of opposition which

saves them from routine. Here is the

proof of it. M. Dubois was Mayor of St.

Lo in 1850, and consequently found himself

obliged to receive Louis Napoleon, then

President of the Republic, during a journey

that the latter made in Normandy. It was

thought proper that the Mayor's daughter

should present a nosegay to the Prince at

the ball which the town gave in his honor,

and her mother consented reluctantly.

Louis Napoleon arrived that afternoon with

a numerous staff of generals and high

officials, and the town cheered him with

such enthusiasm that

Valérie herself could not

help exclaiming “I’ve

Napoléon / " Upon which

she felt her ears smartly

boxed by her Royalist

mother, who carried her

home weeping and much

ashamed. But when the

moment came for dressing

for the ball the mother was

stronger than the Royalist;

the same hands which had

boxed poor Valérie's ears,

put flowers in her beautiful

black hair and helped to

make her pretty, as she in

deed was, with her small

lithe figure and mischievous

dark eyes. Valérie danced

the first quadrille with the

Prince, and next day Louis

Napoleon, on taking leave,

said with the serious grace

that was peculiar to him :

“You offered me yesterday

a charming nosegay; allow

me to give you back one of

its flowers.” Whereupon

he gave her a branch of

diamond lilies resting upon

an enameled green leaf.

Future events were des

tined to often bring face to

face the young girl, now

grown into a beautiful

woman, and the President, become Em

peror of France.

HE marriage of Valérie was a thoroughly

French one, a marriage arranged by

the family and yet happy, as is more often

the case than is generally believed with

these mariages de convenance, which are

sometimes love marriages after all. When

she was eighteen her mother presented a

new suitor each week; she always refused,

and they thought at last that she had a voca

tion to be a nun. But when her cousin,

Octave Feuillet, who lived in Paris, and

whom she only knew by having danced

with three times, asked for her hand, Valérie

decided immediately that he was superior to

all the men she had ever known. Dazzled,

perhaps, by the reputation which his plays

and novels had already made, she accepted

him with only one reservation, that she was

neither beautiful enough, nor well enough

dressed, nor wise enough—too inferior in

everything to really please him. Modesty

so great and so sincere is in itself a charm,

and Octave Feuillet felt this charm ; he was

very different from his fiancée both in char

acter and temperament, being as nervous,

melancholy, fond of solitudeand rest, as she

was lively, gay, hopeful, energetic, and

impatient to see the world, but admiration

and devotion on one side, and gratitude

and tenderness on the other, established a

perfect understanding. The young wife

deserved some credit at first for being

happy. After the wedding journey, in

which she saw a little of Paris, she had to

live with a widowed father-in-law, whose

age and infirmities required her care, in a

majestic and mournful mansion at St. Lo,

where she never set foot without imagining

that she was going into a church. The

father-in-law had been one of the remark

able minds of his time. He belonged to

the liberal party and was of a philosophical

rather than a religious turn of mind, but he

was a tyrant at home, and expected his

daughter-in-law to spend her time in per

fecting by reading, her neglected education,

to keep the accounts in two big books, to

mend the linen and direct the housekeep

ing, and to try and get it well into her head

that life was not a perpetual holiday. No

more was expected of Cinderella herself,

and besides Cinderella went to the ball,

which never happened to pretty Madame

Feuillet. Yet she was always gay, darning

the old worn-out silk curtains which were

falling to pieces, pasting up with her own

hands the paper that was torn by the damp

ness, filling the gloomy and desolate house

with flowers until she made it cheerful.

THE one regret of the young bride seemed

to be that she could not make her

husband's study pretty enough—a garret

over a carriage house—for Feuillet al

ways told her that to describe his worldly

heroines well, he ought to have lived under

satin hangings. For want of satin she

took him to dream on the grass in the

neighborhood, in the pretty places she had

often explored as a girl with her father

during the rides which were no longer

allowed her. Angling was a favorite

amusement for Octave Feuillet, and seated

at his side, in the shade of a large parasol,

she talked charmingly, keeping him from

catching any fish, but bringing back inspira

tion, so often driven away at home by the

cries of the elder Feuillet, when his fits of

gout were tormenting him. A child came

as her best reward for so much good will

and cheerful resignation. Then she and

her husband made the journey into Brittany,

from which came the celebrated book,

“The Romance of a Poor Young Man.”

Then she started for Paris, her heart full of

rejoicing, to be present at Octave Feuillet's

triumph, the representation of “Dalila.”

But the dreadful father-in-law had to spoil

everything again. The very evening when

all Paris had given “Dalila” an enthusiastic

reception he was suddenly carried off by

the gout, and a telegram changed the joy

of the author into the despair and remorse

of the son. It would not be rash to believe

that the regret of Madame Feuillet was less

sharp at bottom ; she was freed from her

occupation as sick-nurse and was at last

going to live at Paris; but how thoroughly

French everything is in this story of a

delightful provincial. She had next to

take into account the tears of her mother,

who accompanied her as she could not

make up her mind to the separation, and

was carried off by a severe illness a little

while after. This mourning threw a gloom

over the pleasure which Madame Feuillet

would have felt at finding herself for the

first time in the home of her dreams.

EANWHILE, her husband went on from

one success to another, and was only

too much sought after in society, which he

did not like, and had, lastly, received the

most flattering invitation, one which sum

moned him to the Court established at that

time for the hunting season at the chateau

of Compiègne. Madame Feuillet was not

included in the invitation ; families were

seldom asked to Compiègne ; to be invited

there was an honor awarded to talent, but

the young wife took lodgings in the town,

followed the hunts, was presently mixed

with a limitedand carefully-chosen audience

at the evening theatricals, and lastly went

to see her husband at the palace; that was

how she once saw the Emperor sitting on

the carpet making playthings for his son,

and again she saw him making punch in

the forest in a fit of rustic sovereignty

which awoke her former liking for the

Prince President. It is true she was a little

jealous; she was always afraid that her

husband would think her countrified after

staying so often and so long with the beau

tiful Empress and the brilliant ladies of

honor, but she recovered confidence when

she saw with what pleasure he always came

back in the summer to their Norman home.

Besides, every one made her welcome at

Paris; she was constantly the guest of the

Princess Mathilde and of the Bonaparte

Princesses, as well as in the families of

poets and artists who were friends of her

husband. Octave Feuillet had won a

success more difficult than any other by a

work which is, nevertheless, not one of his

best, far from it. The Empress had wished

to act in private theatricals and he had writ

ten for her “Les Portraits de la Marquise,”

in which she took the principal part, while

no one had to touch her or to allow them

selves the least liberty. Her Majesty was

so much pleased that she had her portrait

painted in miniature in the costume of the

part, and offered it, surrounded with

diamonds, to Octave Feuillet. Soon after

this Madame Feuillet dined at the Tuileries,

and nothing is funnier than the story of the

toilette which was improvised for her in one

day by Worth, whom she had gone to wake

up for the purpose at four o'clock in the

morning. The Empress complimented her

upon it. “You will tell me,” she asked,

“the name of your dressmaker?” “Mad

ame, it is a man, an Englishman ; he is

called Worth ; he has only been in Paris a

little while.” And, perhaps, the lilac

dress of Madame Feuillet made the fortune

of Worth himself.

The second time it was the Emperor who

noticed her. She was dressed in Spanish

costume for a fancy ball given at the Hotel

d'Albe. As she got there too soon she

was pirouetting before the glass, and amus

ing herself watching the long row of little

Spaniards turning like her from one mirror

to another, when suddenly she noticed that

a domino hidden in the shadow was watch

ing her. She went nearer, to puzzle him

according to custom, when she recognized

the Emperor, who had taken off his mask.

He rose, and walked toward her. She

began to run away, he followed her, and

the crowd which was coming watched them

pass, as she was saying aloud, distractedly :

“The Emperor, the Emperor l’’ At last

the sovereign, tired out, gave up, and

dropped into an armchair laughing.

THES; little scenes are told charmingly,

and the picture of the Court, of its

habits and its pleasures, is so animated that

you seem to see what is seen with delight

by this woman so simply amused and, at

the same time, so virtuous, for her children

are always her great joy and her great occu

pation, and in Normandy her life became

again that of a country housewife who is

none the less a lady in the full sense of the

word. As for faults, she has some, thank

God; she is excessively impulsive, very

heedless and she makes fun of herself in

telling of it: witness the adventure which

she tells so comically of the ball given at

the town hall at Cherbourg to the Duke of

Somerset who had come at the head of the

English fleet. She arrived wonderfully

dressed; the Duke admired her very much,

and asked to have her presented to him ;

she was going up the steps of a platform

for this purpose on the arm of some im

portant personage when she noticed with

horror, under the folds of her gown of

tulle embroidered with silver, two feet still

shod in dressing slippers, and what slippers,

horrible and red . The eyes of the whole

platform were upon them. Half frantic,

the unfortunate woman suddenly turned

round and ran to lose herself in the crowd.

“That is the way,” she says gayly, “that I

was presented to England.”

A complete absence of self-consciousness

is the characteristic trait of this thorough

bred French woman, who, when she had

become a grandmother, retained all the

youthful graces of her mind. She has the

French gayety, no shadow of prudishness,

and besides that, the tact which allows

you to go far, and never too far. Worldly

she certainly was, at least in intention and

wish, but in her, reason was always the

strongest. When her husband, already

some time a member of the Academy, was

appointed librarian to the Emperor, she

had a moment of rapture at the idea of

living in the beautiful palace of Fontaine

bleau and having for a garden the incom

parable park which surrounds it. The

Court festivities, of which she had had a

taste, tempted her exceedingly, but sud

denly she thought that the education of

her children would suffer from this removal,

that her old father would be abandoned in

Normandy, that their modest fortune would

not be enough for the expenses that such

a brilliant circle would require, and she

went bravely back to her country home in

Normandy, while he whom she loved with

the most absolute disinterestedness, filled

his new office. That is why, in the book

called “Quelques Années de Ma Vie,”

there are so many letters from Octave

Feuillet, letters written during the periods

when they were necessarily apart, and

which give the most exact picture of the

Court of Napoleon III, while at the same

time they show such a touching love for his

wife, whom he called so often, “dear little

one,” “dear, wise, cheerful little friend.”

THE GIRL IN SOCIETY

BY ETHEL INGALLS

IRLS the world over and in

all ages have been a subject

of surpassing interest to man

kind. It is belief in this state

ment and the desire to increase

its application to another gener

ation which has prompted the

girl of to-day to keep herself constantly

before the eyes of the public. Her greatest

desire is, further, to be considered an

enigma more intricate and difficult of solu

tion than any of her preceding sisters.

There is an indescribable satisfaction to

some girls in being considered a creature

of vagrant moods, and as she at first allows

the effect of all her happenings to show in

uncontrolled buoyancy or despondency,

she comes later to be the unconscious

victim of her own folly. She may be an

amusing and possibly an interesting study

to men whose lives are inactive, but to

those men who are in search of true women

to make happy homes for them she is a

riddle which they have no time and but

slight inclination to solve.

I am quite sure that men regard “sweet

simplicity” as the greatest charm in

women, and especially in girls. This does

not mean simplicity in the simpering sense,

but an absence of that affected air of bold

ness and mannishness which has lately

been assumed by too many really lovable

girls. Then, too, sincerity in expression is

one of the characteristics that charm men.

I sometimes wonder if girls ever realize

the moral injury which they inflict by ac

quiring the habit of making statements

which are contrary to the whisperings of

the still small voice. To be sincere and

candid the girl in society need never be

abrupt nor self-assertive. Her tact and

gentleness of heart will guide her in her

treatment of persons who are uncongenial.

The greatest kindness which a girl can

do herself in the way of laying up future

benefits is in showing kindness and atten

tion to the older members of the society in

which she moves. She thus inspires grati

tude and respect in about equal parts, and

a girl who is popular with older people,

and especially with older women, is on the

surest road to a social success.
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Nour grand

m other’s

day a young

woman’s

education

was not

complete

unless she

had a polite

acquaint

ance with

the la n

flowers.

Love's of

fering was

usually in

the form of

a bouquet,

each flower

composing

it convey

ing a cer

tain mean

ing. Pre

sented with

reverence

and accept

ed with grace the bouquet was as easily

read as a billeſ-douar. Consulting an old

fashioned “Flora's Interpreter.” I find that

Trailing Arbutus means goodness, virtue.

This woodland pilgrim travels all over the

United States, ever avoiding civilized life.

Growers consider it one of the most diffi

cult of wild flowers to cultivate. No mat

ter how carefully transplanted, some subtle

flower nostalgia affects its life, and pining

for the forest and pine trees it soon dies.

THE Hepatica reverses the natural order

of growth. Instead of leaf, bud and

blossom the little woolly buds spring up

beside last year's rusty, purplish leaves,

and the lovely pink and blue blossoms bid

the world “good-morrow ’’ before the new

leaves are unfurled.

The finely-dissected leaves of the Squir

rel Corn fling their lace over the dry, dead

leaves of last year, and the racemes of

as the Indian Pipe,

guage of

ON a spring morning, “when the world is

all a tender mist,” wediscover that the

Bloodroot is opening her starry blossoms.

The buds are dispensing with the shield

ing leaf and stand

ing as upright as

little sentinels.

This flower, as

purely American

is found in most

parts of our coun

try. Although it

does not possess

the swaying, trem

ulous grace of the

Anemone it is very

individual. The

root when broken

exudes an orange

colored liquid.

The Blood root

does not shrink

from view at the

foot of great trees,

but prefers open

space and rather

rich soil. Strange

to say, if the soil

be sufficiently fer

tile the blossoms

will exhibit several

more petals, thus

becoming quite

double.

“Jack in the Pulpit

Ispreachingto-day,

Come hear what his

Reverence

Rises to say.”

He is a very

modest preacher.

His tall three

parted leaf rises

above him, almost

concealing him. His spathe droops over

his head and he stands almost unseen.

One of the earliest wild flowers is the

Dogtooth Violet—not a Violet at all, it

happens, but a member of the Lily family.

I know of two varieties

that grow all over a wet

/7/27%0/9*
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hillside. One is pale yel

low, the other pure white.

The long flower scape

rises from between two

long beautifully-mottled

leaves, bearing a graceful,

swaying flower bell. The

petals curl back and have

some slight marking on

the inside. The native

Violets are small and in

significant. They lack

the delicious fragrance of

the deep dark Russian

Violets, or that of the

double lavender ones of

Parma, but are interesting

to a botanist on account

of their structural peculi

arities. The little white

Violet grows in wet,

marshy places through the

summer, having a most

delicate and evasive per

fume. The daintiest blue

things that grow are

Bluets.

The Wake-robins gleam

like snow in the lush May

woods. They grow by

the rule of three: the thin

green leaves are three

delicate, odd blossoms, scented like the

Hyacinth, sway above them. There is an

other member of the Dicentras which

blooms at the same time the Squirrel Corn

does, and closely resembles it; both the

tubers vie with the flowers in beauty. On

lifting them from the ground one exclaims

at the beauty of the clustered grains.

parted and the blossoms

are triangles. Solomon's

Seal is an insignificant lit

tle flower with an imposing name. The

slender stems arch gracefully, and the

little greenish and yellowish flowers droop

from the axils of the leaves.

The “first gilt thing that wears the

trembling pearls of spring” is the Celandine

Poppy, mistakenly called the Buttercup.

The Buttercup comes just a little later.

BLOSSOMS OF THE BLOODROOT AND TWINLEAF

FANCY we have but one or two native

varieties. One of the best known is a

plant with finely-divided leaves and bright

yellow flowers; it usually grows upon

rocky hillsides. Another is a creeping

variety, which inhabits the bogs and

marshes. The common Buttercup with

the bulbous base and the tall Buttercup

are both foreigners.

Mr. Higginson tells us that the “Ameri

can fields have been altered by the steady

advance of imported weeds and flowers;

the Buttercup, the Dandelion and the Ox

eyed Daisy displacing the Anemone

and the Violet.”

The Buttercups are often called

“fairy-gold.” I do not know if it is

the coin of the realm in Fairyland, but

they signify riches; and he who finds

the first bloom will not lack money

during the year.

The Lady's Slippers make their ini

tial bow in May and early June. The

Moccasin Flower is our handsomest

variety. A slender flower scape rises

from the ground with two strongly

nerved leaves at the base, and from

the end of the stem swings the droop

ing, inflated blossom. It grows where

the shadows lie deepest, and whoever

has haunted the heart of the woods

knows the delight one feels on seeing

this alien to civilization floating like a

rosy-dyed soap-bubble on a stem.

The large yellow Lady’s Slipper and

its smaller but fragrant relation appear

a little later. They usually grow high

on the hilltop and
have a delicate

harmonious beau

ty. The golden

brown of the float

ing petals tones in

with the warm yel

low of the tip.

These Lady’s

Slippers may be

ratherinsignificant

in comparison with

some of our wild

flowers, but they

are our own native

Orchids, and as

such entitled to

consideration.

The wild Col

umbine blooms

through the early

summer. It de

lights in planting

itself upon inse

cure and inacces

sible places.

HE name comes

from “Colum

ba” (a dove), sup

posedto have been

given it because of

a fancied resem

blance of the nec

taries to birds’

claws. The Col

umbine is an em

blem of Folly, pre

sumably by virtue

of its swinging

bells, but it is tan

talizingly inaccessible—as difficult to obtain

as true wisdom. The purple and red bells

droop from high and rocky places, and to

gather them is a feat worthy of that intrepid

Alpine enthusi

ast, Tartarin.

W HEN Queen Margherita of Italy adopt

ed as her flower the Daisy, it be

came so fashionable that the supply

scarcely equaled the demand.

Wordsworth writes charmingly but pat

ronizingly of the bright ‘‘day’s eye,”

calling her “thou unassuming common

place,” and also,

A CLUSTFR OF HEPATICAS

“A nun demure of lowly port,

A sprightly maiden of Love's court.

+ + k + k + + + +

A queen in crown of rubies dressed,

A starveling in a scanty vest.”

IN June the wild Roses and Goat's-Beard

ornament the roadside. They form

a striking and exquisite contrast when

growing side by side: the wild Rose,

delicately fair, with its faint, evanescent

odor, and the long spikes of Goat's-Beard,

covered with tiny cream-colored flowers,

as light and feathery as frost on the win

dow-pane. The leaves are dark and

sharply dentated. In July and August

the graceful wreaths of the wild Clematis

are bursting into bloom. We have a num

ber of native varieties, but the species

with its graceful, airy festoons of white

blossoms is the finest. It climbs by its

tendrils, revolving in the interesting man

ner Darwin describes. In the autumn the

cloudlike wreaths gleam like spun silver

in the sunshine. They look like waifs

from cloudland, drifted against the dark

woody stems.

The Cardinal Flower is one of the most

gorgeous of August's blossoms. It is like

a flame in the dark woodland shadows.

Along the side of the tall upright stalk

glow the vivid red blossoms, and it is, un

doubtedly, one of our most superb native

flowers.

The meaning of

the Columbine is

“forsaken º' ; it

is difficult to im

agine why, for it

wears the most

brillianthues and

suggests a cer

tain gay and

reckless daring.

The cheek of

our American

Daisy is not

“tipped with , a

blush, '' as in

England; it is all

white and gold.

It is ever a favor

ite theme of the

poets. Chaucer

loved it so much

that he lay all

one day in the

fields to see it

openinthe morn

ing and close at

night.

The Daisy has

played its part in

many dramas.

Marguerite in her

garden tries her

fate as she counts

its petals.

Daisy chains

are always “en

ez i de m ce” in

English fiction,

and children

have probably

twined together

the long, flexible

stems since the

golden age.

- -
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MISS TEELE, OF GILBURY GREEN

By Caroline Leslie Field

TO ME WHERE on the New

England coast, I shall not

tºll you where, lies a town

which, though always ac

counted a part of the main

land, is yet an island; for

to the northward lies High

Pond, whose clear waters

find their way through Dog

wood River on the east, and Seconnequit

River on the west, to the open bay which

forms the southern boundary of the old

Colonial settlement. It is a town with a

green—to say which of a New England

village is much as if one said, “There was

once a man with a nose ’’—but let me tell

you more.

Gilbury Green lies in the form of a flat

iron with its nose pointing seaward as

though the salt fragrance of the not far dis

tant ocean were as grateful to its nostrils as

to those of the retired coasting skippers

who dwell at intervals along the straight

road which runs between the two, and

whose houses, one and all, are built with as

close a resemblance to the “hollow oak ''

as the hard fact of underlying granite will

permit. East and west, forming the base

of the flat-iron, runs Bridge Street, which

keeps on running till it comes to the long

covered bridge across the Seconnequit,

that unites and divides the sister towns of

Gilbury and Nextuit, while from northeast

and northwest come down Lancaster Lane

and “The Old Road,” paring the green to

a point as they go, and uniting at last in

the straight road before referred to, which,

although bearing the name “Dock Street,”

in faded letters on an inert sign-post, is

always known to real Gilbury folks as

“Sea-Cap'n's Lane.”

Two hundred years ago, when the town

of Gilbury was settled, its founders, taking

a long look ahead in the interest of pos

terity, set off to themselves and their de

scendants generous tracts of land, the cul

tivation and improvement of which were

to lay the corner-stone of future fortune.

How far events have justified or disap

pointed these hopes Gilbury town records

bear musty witness; at present we have

little to do with this part of our subject;

we have only to turn the last faded leaf of

another record, the story of one little

woman's life.

She lived at the south end of the green,

in the same house wherein she was born

fifty years before ; the same house which

Daniel Teele built two centuries ago, when

he and John Ashley and Joel Drew were

the sole dwellers and land-owners on their

three several sides of the great pasturelike

common. It is not much like a pasture

now ; the fresh green turf lies close-cut

and velvety, with well-kept pathways wind

ing here and there like soft brown ribbons,

its sanctity rather indicated than secured

by the slender white rails which outline it.

Time was when “the rude forefathers of

the hamlet slept '' within its historic

bounds; but in these latter days only two

monumental stones, at opposite sides of

the inclosure, lift their granite shafts to

meet the pendent boughs of the grand old

elms which tower so high above them and

offer, after all, a better and more lasting

tribute to the memory of those who planted

them than any roughly-graven slab could

yield. There have been other changes,

many of them, since those old stones were

placed and displaced. The granite shafts

bear testimony to two great national up

heavals of which Daniel Teele and John

Ashley and Joel Drew never dreamed—up

heavals that brought into grand, decisive

action all those hidden forces and fires of

national character which, slumbering as

quietly, for the most part, beneath the sur

face of every-day life as the forefathers be

neath their green bedclothes, constitute,

nevertheless, that indestructible substra

tum on which the safety and well-being of

modern Gilbury and its kin must ever rest.

Miss Lois was proud of those two mon

uments with a pride that often quenched

itself in tears as she looked upon them.

When she passed the one which bore the

names of Gilbury's Revolutionary heroes,

and noted that of Teele conspicuous among

them both for rank and number, her head

would unconsciously set itself at a loftier

angle, and her nimble gait become slow

and stately ; but when her eye fell upon

the other, and rested on the one fair name

which led the rest, in honor as in battle,

her head would droop, the footsteps

quicken and all the exultation die away.

Then she would draw the brown barége

veil closer about her face, and slipping

between the white posts that guard the

entrance would quickly cross the village

highway to her home, and disappear, be

hind the old Dutch door, through which

few ever passed save the rector, the doctor

and old Lawyer Lunt, her father's legal

adviser and her own, for Miss Lois was

well-to-do, as Gilbury folks reckon. “Miss

Rich-an’-Stingy,” the schoolboys used to

call her, visiting the sins of the father on

this, his sole living descendant.

Ezra Teele had been stingy, undeniably

stingy—miserly, some people said. This

was why his daughter was so well-to-do ;

and Miss Lois herself was as undeniably

peculiar. No one knew much about her,

for all she had lived just there ever since

she came into the world. Her mother had

been a helpless invalid for years before she

died, and Lois never had much girlhood.

The few friends she made at school were

dead and gone, or married and gone (there's

but little difference to those remaining),

and her only brother, the flower of the

family, according to Gilbury dictum,

“more like his gran'ther than any on 'em,”

the old men gossips said, had laid down

his life for his country at Pittsburg Land

ing, and had his name chiseled on the

brown granite shaft to pay for it. Captain

Daniel Teele had organized, drilled and

commanded the first company Gilbury

sent to the war, and his fellow-citizens

felt that in placing his name first on the

roll of honor they had paid their debt for

the lustre his brave life and heroic death

had shed upon the place of his birth, and

that, so far as glory went, they and he

were quits. It never occurred to them to

fancy that his death might have left a

chasm in his quiet sister's quiet life which

even a granite monument was all too small

to fill. Lois had always been a self-con

tained, self-reliant sort of girl ; they took

it for granted that all she demanded of life

had been given her, only they thought she

did not demand very much. No one ever

saw Miss Teele in the street without her

brown veil and the quaint brown wicker

basket in which she placed her small pur

chases or carried fresh eggs to the store,

so people said, in exchange for such gro

ceries as she needed. In summer she

hired a boy-of-all-work and cultivated the

quarter acre of garden-ground behind her

house. Passers-by, glancing between the

close arbor-vitaes which hedged her in,

could catch glimpses of the spare, trim

figure in calico gown and sunbonnet, bend

ing over thrifty beds of herbs and flowers,

now and again raising itself to issue, trowel

in hand, some direction to the small boy

who was busily hoeing corn and potatoes,

or weeding out onion and strawberry beds

near by.

The best-kept garden in Gilbury was

Miss Teele's, and her strawberries were

the talk of the village in more ways than

one. Through the last weeks of June the

dusty sidewalk was haunted by airs that

might have blown straight from Paradise,

and the peeping eye of the pedestrian,

following up the suggestion offered by his

nose, was made aware of a wealth of scar

let fruitage which the jealous leaves proved

all inadequate to hide. This was all.

Where the strawberries went to when they

were ripe no one in Gilbury seemed able

to state, beyond the well-known fact that

the rector's Sunday dinner-table was al

ways adorned with a well-filled dish of the

choicest while the season lasted. The

rector always seemed to entertain a pleas

ant opinion of his prim parishioner, but

then, as I have shown, he had reason.

Miss Teele gave to the church, if to noth

ing else, such things as her garden pro

duced. She always dropped a quarter

into the contribution box, never more,

never less; “that was her miserliness,”

they said ; but whenever the font over

flowed with white roses, or a great sheaf

of golden-hearted lilies shone upon the

altar no one in all the congregation but

knew that they had come from behind the

arbor-vitaes in Old-Maid Teele's garden.

In winter Miss Lois sat by her front

window, looking out over the green, and

sewed. People were at a loss for some

years to imagine how one lone woman

could find so much required of her needle;

no one knew of her taking in sewing, and

every one knew that she had no need to.

But one autumn when poor Miss Kittredge,

the village dressmaker, caught a j.

cold in the midst of her orders, so that

extra help was imperative, the secret came

out; for Mrs. Earle, the blacksmith's wife,

passing the Teele cottage one dull morn

ing, spied its mistress working away for

dear life on the identical purple gown

which was to form the worthy matron's

Sunday best for the next six months. So

intent was Miss Lois upon securing all the

light possible for her purple buttonholes

that she did not see their owner's fat form

come to an astounded halt before her

window; but Mrs. Earle saw, and from

that day, it was whispered about, among

those who cared to listen, that “Lois

Teele, with all her money, took in button

holes to make at two cents apiece l’’

“What will she do with it when she

dies?” That came to be the question.

Mrs. Kane opined that she “couldn't take

it with her,” to which Miss Barker as

sented, though with a doubtful shake of

the head and a half-remonstrant “but then

she hain't got no one to leave it to, nuther,”

which almost seemed to imply a perplexed

notion on that lady's part that Old-Maid

Teele might possibly prove capable, after

all, of holding so fast to her hoard as, in

some mysterious way, to smuggle it into

the Kingdom. Meantime every subscrip

tion list in the parish was handed to her,

and she never failed to respond promptly

with the invariable quarter.

“Such meanness " '' the genteel beggars

would exclaim when they had smilingly

pocketed the donation and left the house.

Poor Miss Lois, she was only fifty years

old, after all. It would almost have

seemed a bit premature to talk of her

dying ; but in this queer world things that

are anticipated with an unholy curiosity

do, somehow, come to pass; and one

windy March morning, when the snow

drops were shaking discouraged little

heads under Miss Lois' window, the win

dow gleamed blankly vacant, and Dr.

Durell’s old horse stood hitched to the

post before the door.

For the first time since she had been a

housekeeper Mrs. Kane left her nicely

dampened, tightly-rolled clothes to repose

unironed in their basket, while the blue

yarn stocking she was knitting for “Sam

well’’ grew visibly as the keen eyes of the

knitter devoured the opposite side of the

green with a hungry stare that fairly com

pelled the sustenance it sought. Mrs.

Kane was an accomplished knitter ; she

could turn a heel without looking on once.

Dr. Durell came out by-and-by and

drove away. But then the rector went in

and did not come out. Then Cap'n

Colter's wife, who was known as the best

nurse and the closest-mouthed woman in

all Gilbury, came quickly up the lane and

went in, too; and finally, Lawyer Lunt

stepped out from his office beside the tin

store, and with his old portfolio under his

arm crossed the green with a business step.

The Dutch door opened once more to

swallow him, and then closed its jaws and

kept them closed.

Mrs. Kane did not know what to do. It

was getting along into the forenoon, and

there was dinner to get and the table to

set, and “father ” would be coming home

hungry, and she was fairly aching for

some one to talk it all over with ; but if she

left the window to do her work, or even

popped her head out of the back door to

call across to Mis’ Earle, something in

tensely interesting would be sure to hap

pen, and she would never know it. Mrs.

Kane disliked to lose any link, however

trifling, from a chain of circumstances. By

half-past eleven she was much more on

needles than the blue stocking.

But the laws of telepathy hold good

even—perhaps especially—among gossips.

Mrs. Earle, ºil. over her ironing-table

in the red house round the corner, found

her flats unaccountably sticky and herself

as unaccountably impelled to “step round

to Mis' Kane's an’ borrer some beeswax,”

although her next-door neighbor kept bees

and could have supplied her. She opened

the door of the Kanes' kitchen with her

request upon her lips, but half of it was

uttered to the empty air, and the other

half never was uttered at all. For there

stood the cooling irons on the cold stove,

the damp clothes in the splint basket, and

through the open doorways she could see

her neighbor's body stark upright beside

the parlor window, the blue stocking fallen

recklessly to the floor, and the informing

spirit unmistakably far away on somebody

else's business.

“Lucretia Kane why, what in the

world—?”

“Hush ' Don't say a word . She's

gone in again—now she's shut the door–

now he's opened it; he's a-comin' out—

there, she's callin' him back " No, he's

out—he's a-runnin' ' There, he's met

Durell—they’re goin' back—he hain’t

hitched him nor nothin' —they’re both

a-goin' in ; not a blanket on him this cold

day, an' he all of a sweat. They’re shut

ting the door. My, it didn't ketch —the

wind's blew it open again They're both

goin' up-stairs—no, she's met 'em half

way—they're a-talkin'—she's a-wipin’ her

eyes—they’ve shut the door. I believe,

my soul, Sarah Sophia, Lois Teele's

dead l’’ - -

For once her soul was right. Lois

Teele, as much of her as Mrs. Kane had

ever come in contact with, was dead.

The cold March winds gave way to

warm, spring airs, the shivering snowdrops

were superseded by gay, tropical-looking

tulips, the tulips faded in their turn and

roses came. Miss Lois' cottage was all

abloom, from cellar to eaves, with pale

pink Baltimore belles, and the rich, straw

berry fragrance filled the air once more ;

but no slender, stooping figure bent over

the flower-beds; no swift, noiseless feet

trod the long path that crossed the green

from end to end. The brown barége veil

and quaint willow basket would never be

Seen again on village street or byway—

Lois Teele was.

Yet, strangely enough, it seemed as if

she had never been so thoroughly alive

before. Her fellow-citizens, neighbors

who had lived within a hand-shake of her

all their lives, yet had seldom shaken

hands, were just beginning to understand

what manner of woman she had been who

lived so withdrawn and unassumingly in

their midst for fifty years. They began to

find that lonely Old-Maid Teele had had

more friends and neighbors than any of

them. To her lifelong friend and rector,

the quiet, hard-working parish priest, who

had never been able to be selfish enough

to secure a home for his old age, she had

left her home; to him and her other life

long friend, Lawyer Lunt, she had left in

trust her money, to be used for her as she

had used it for the Lord. It came to be

known now, to that left hand which had

so misjudged her, how free to give, how

tireless to aid, how reluctant to manifest

itself the faithful right hand had been.

The monotonous quarter had but served

to cover far larger donations of which

only her rector, and He in whose name

she gave, ever knew. Not only had the

church benefited by her liberality, the town

itself, the old birthplace which she had so

deeply loved, found that much more than

the amount of her legal tax had passed

quietly, through, Lawyer. Lunt's interven

tion, into its various public channels. In

dividual testimony poured in from all sides.

Scores of hard-working, suffering, deprived

fellow-beings, men, women and children

in Gilbury and out of it, whose lips, sealed

by the knowledge of her intense shrinking

from publicity, were now set free by grief

and gratitude, came, or wrote to the

worthy rector, to bear witness to the lives

and souls and bodies that had been

helped , and soothed and comforted by

Old-Maid Teele. The fresh eggs and

strawberries were all accounted for—yes,

and the buttonholes as well—for poor Miss

Kittredge, with tears in her eyes, betrayed

how many a hard piece of work had been

lifted from her over-burdened fingers by

the fingers that were gone. And of all

which those kindly hands had wrought

only the personal ministry was at an end

even now. The work was to go on. More

work would go on, for when so fair a star

of Christian character rises in the east

men follow it, so far as they are wise.

Even Mrs. Kane dropped a few tears of

testimony, which shone forth to her credit

from “Samwell’s ” unabsorbent blue

stocking leg, and Mrs. Earle found it in

her heart to make over the purple gown

to widow Frazier, because she could not

find it in her heart to wear it, with those

exquisitely-wrought buttonholes rising and

falling on each repentant breath.

Every summer Sunday the gray stone

font is fair with flowers; every summer

day some weary hearts are gladdened by

a living message from the old garden, and

on winter days they are not forgotten.

“Blessed are the dead who die in the

Lord, even so saith the Spirit; for they

rest from their labors, and their works do

follow them.”

Old-Maid Teele has taken her riches

into the Kingdom.

THE QUALITY OF TACT

BY FRANCES E. LANIGAN

cently, a woman lecturer dis

coursed to a circle of women

on the possibility of cultivating

that most necessary and charm

- ing quality—tact. The idea

that such a gift was not a natural inherit

ance, but one which might be planted in

soil, in the beginning barren of such seed,

and, by careful cultivation, come to full

growth, was a novel and an interesting

thought to each one of her hearers.

Few people realize how readily the habit

of tactfulness may be acquired, the fashion

of so framing one's spoken thoughts that

they shall soothe and not irritate the lis

tener. Tact is second only to grace in the

make-up of the Christian. The Golden

Rule is the finest example of the applica

tion of this principle that can be made.

The reverse of tact is that most reprehensi

ble of qualities—frankness of opinion. For

frankness it is almost always possible to

read a lack of consideration. Masquerad

ing under frankness of speech is too often

to be discovered the bitter sting of a per- .

sonal grievance or a petty spite.

Tact is not dishonesty; it does not mean

the suppression of the truth nor the ex

pression of an untruth, but it does mean

the withholding of gratuitous disagree

ments from arguments in which they are

quite superfluous; it also means the effort

to induce an agreement kindly when pos

sible, and if an agreement is impossible it

demands a gracious acceptance of oppos

ing views. Tact cannot be said to be syn

onymous with policy; tact is always honest

and policy cannot invariably be said to

have that distinguishing mark. The out

ward manifestations may be the same in

both, but their purposes are entirely apart;

one looks for the advancement and care of

self, the other of its opponent.

It will not do for us to say that in the

bustle of our present civilization we have

laid aside tact as well as good manners, for

this is not the case. Courtliness is out of

date; a spirit of camaraderie rather than of

deference has arisen in its stead, but there

has never been a time when kindly thought

prevailed so universally. If this age de

serves to be termed the humanitarian era

it must induce kindly feeling among hu

manity, and while its exponent may not be

courtly manners, it may be its near cousin,

tact, showing itself in thoughtful, gentle

speech and action.

I one of our large cities re
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- ROOK FARM-I wandered over

it only yesterday. It may be

found at West Roxbury, Massa

chusetts, some seven or eight

20 miles from Boston, on the

Providence Division of the

New York, New Haven and

Hartford Railroad, whose Boston station

is at Park Square. The farm is, perhaps,

a mile and a half from the West Roxbury

Station, which is reached in less than a half

hour's ride from Boston, at a fifteen-cent

fare. The visitor will be likely to find no

conveyance to the farm from the primitive

and bowery town of West Roxbury. But

the walk will be most delightful in the mild

seasons. Let him follow the guideboards

which read “To St. Joseph's Cemetery,”

and he will find Brook Farm.

In West Roxbury old New England still

lives. The landscapes are beautiful from

the mingling of the light green foliage of

the oaks and elms with the dark green

needles of the pines and cold twigs of the

savins or “junipers.” The old New

England flowers are here; the robins sing

in the orchards; the catbirds and thrushes

in the alder bushes; here the pilfering jay

is happy and the crow caws. The swale

meadows in early summer are full of

violets, wild strawberry vines and ground

nesting birds. Groves of white birches

are here, as well as lonely savins. Ruined

orchards are everywhere.

The Brook Farm house is now a German

Orphan Asylum, supported, I think, by

some union of charities in Boston. Large

THE “MARGARET FULLER COTTAGE '' A.T

BROOK FARM

additions have been made to the solid

house associated with Professor Ripley's

literary and philosophical community, then

called the “Phalanstery.” To an eye like

Thoreau's it would be regarded as a

beautiful estate, but its charms are subtle

and simple. The brook sings forever by

the roadside under the pond willows, and

goes winding through matted grass of rich

pastures to the River Charles, that glitters

afar, a silver sheen guarded by priestly

savins. The hills are hearsed with pines.

A little way from the old house is the so

called “Margaret Fuller Cottage,” and a

little beyond, in a long, cloudy cloister of

pines that forever chant the monotonous

sweetness of the passing world’s life, is

“Pulpit Rock,” where, according to tradi

tion, the Apostle Eliott used to preach to

dusty and stoical sons of the forest. It is

this rock, and probably the tangled pond in

the picnic ground below it, that gives scen

ery to one of the most weird and melan

choly chapters that Hawthorne ever wrote.

mean “Midnight” in the “Blithedale

Romance.” No one who has read the

chapter and looks upon the pond can fail

to see, in his fancy, all the events of the

dark night that the novelist describes.

Hawthorne has denied that his Zenobia

in that grewsome tale stands for the ac

complished Margaret Fuller, Countess

Ossoli, who came to a tragic end by drown

ing, but in another

way than that so

called the “Hive.” The experiment failed

at the end of five years, when Mr. Ripley

went to New York and began to work on

the “Tribune” at five dollars per week.

He was for more than thirty years the

literary critic of the “Tribune,” and for

many years the editorial reader of Harper

& Brothers.

Brook Farm is a place of mysteries,

with all its sunny meadows, bowery hills

and happy birds. There is no mystery,

perhaps, in the psychic life of America

greater than how so many young enthusi

asts of like heart, mind and faith should

have found themselves here fifty or more

years ago. They were all apparently dis

ciples of Immanuel Kant; all Fourierites;

all social reformers. They were all

destined to become famous; they were

the elect of life, but at that time they knew

it not. They were, for the most part,

poor. Professor George Ripley, who was

content to be poor if he could do good in

the world, was the leader of these gentle

philosophers. He did good, and became

rich. George William Curtis was there;

Charles A. Dana, now of the New York

“Sun '' ; Bronson, who became editor of

the Catholic “Review "; Dwight, who did

much for music in America in “Dwight's

º of Music.” Bronson Alcott made

is social experiment at Fruitlands, but,

like Emerson, was in touch with Brook

Farm. Many of the afterward philan

thropists of Boston were there, of whom

but few now remain, Mrs. Abby Morton

Diaz being the most active to-day among

these few.

What psychic sympathy brought all these

afterward famous people together at an

early age on this simple grassy, flowery,

brook-haunted farm of West Roxbury?

I have asked the question mentally a

hundred times. Psychology will one day

make its report on such cases of spiritual

school of a new American literature. It

moulded the nation's life and character.

Its philosophers differed in after life

widely, from the views of Theodore Parker

to Orestes Bronson; but they lived in their

age as but few other men did. They were

people haunted by ideals, and uncertain as

to where directed. But they had one

common purpose : humanity.

The nature-loving souls among the

amiable transcendentalists of Brook Farm

delighted in the things that did not trans

cend experience. The secrets of the in

ward world and the high heavens found

present expression in the stream-led

meadows and hour-glass elms. With the

rifts of March sunbeams the woodpeckers

tapped the old hollow trees. Then came

the bluebirds fluting, the orioles with sun

and clouds for their mantles, the St. Martin

birds and swifts, the twitting swallows;

then the full summer bloomed and sang;

the birds gathered in flocks and went

away.

The farm in those ideal days was quite

different from what it is now. At the

entrance was the “Hive,” where some of

the socialists and boarders lived. Good

Professor Ripley lived in the great house,

and delightful in his day must have been

“Pilgrim Hall.”

The famous “Pulpit Rock” amid solemn

and shadowy pines remains to-day much

as described by Hawthorne in the “Blithe

dale Romance.” The pines have grown

again since the “Blithedale Romance”

was written. The grove is now as lovely

as the pond willows about the brook by

the wayside and all other places. The old

barn there is still large and cool.

The old church where Theodore Parker

preached at this interesting period still

stands, a picturesque ruin, in an elm

shaded station near Brook Farm. It may

be reached in a few minutes' walk from

the railroad station

called Central.

darkly pictured in

the novel, but yet -

for the most part, -

as is well known,

the thoughts, ideals

and soul of the two

characters are one.

Emerson was one

of the Brook Farm

community, though

he was only a vis

itor there ; and

Margaret Fuller,

whose name is so

much identified

with the social ex

periment, did not

live there continu

ously, although the

“Margaret Fuller

Cottage, ’’ with

many agreeable

legends, is still

shown to visitors.

Hawthorne went

there with free fan

cies to create a new

and a better world.

His imagination

here received its

first check. “I

went out to Brook

Farm,” he said,

“to drive the chariots of the sun, and

found myself milking a kicking cow in a

farmyard ' ''

To those of my readers who may know

little of Brook Farm beyond the name it

may be well to explain, perhaps, that the

community here was a plan of Rev. George

Ripley's, who was born at Greenfield in

Massachusetts in 1802. His mother was a

Colonist, his father a Unitarian, and he

was much exercised in his youth in regard

to spiritual affairs. He went to Harvard

College, where he led a most simple and

frugal life. He boarded at two dollars

per week. . He believed that true happiness

in life consisted in acquiring and imparting

knowledge, which he said he “would not

exchange for the most elevated station of

wealth or honor.” With the views of a

Cato he studied for the Unitarian ministry.

He was convinced that it was only worthy

to live for the soul, and he expected a life

of poverty. A church was built for him in

Boston, where he preached some fourteen

years, and formulated the philosophy that

competition is the great evil of life. He

desired to form a community of perfect

liberty and equality, where all should per

form one equal service, and live for what

is transcendental and spiritual. With this

idea he purchased Brook Farm, which

then consisted of some two hundred acres,

and invited there any who were interested

in a life of simple service to each other,

and the transcendental philosophy to join

him. There were many who gladly joined

him in the experiment, but some of them

were merely visitors. Their method of

living followed the Fourier theories, and

their philosophy largely the thoughts of

Kant. Mr. Ripley milked the cows and

marketed the milk, and his wife did work

in the laundry. The experiment lasted five

years, during which many young people

of poetic ideas joined the community.

There was never any large number of

people on the farm at one time.

The amiable enthusiasts lived in a home

POOL AT BROOK FARM, WHERE ZENOBIA OF THE “BLITHEDALE ROMANCE' DROWNED HERSELF

affinity. To-day it is a mystery—the

mystery of Brook Farm, to which I have

already made my own suggestions.

The amiable philosophers came here to

study the soul and social reforms; to live

simply ; to earn their own living by farm

ing. The farm failed, but they did not fail.

Brook Farm, in one sense, was the primary

Theodore Parker

settled at West

Roxbury as a Uni

tarian pastor in

}. 1837. Brook

arm may be said

to have been a part

of his parish.

Southey, Words

worth, Coleridge

and other idealists

proposed in their

early days to emi

grate and to estab

lish a community

in America like

Brook Farm. The

end of the dream

was the literary

community in the

English lake dis

trict of Cumber

land and West

moreland. The

literary community

at Concord, Massa

chusetts, was one

of the outgrowths

of Brook Farm.

Theromance of the

Lake poets was re

peated on the

banks of the Con

cord, on whose pine hills in “Sleepy Hol

low ’’ Emerson, Hawthorne, Troreau and

other geniuses sleep.

The Brook Farm theories anticipated

those of Tolstoy and Bellamy. They were

genius' young dream of a better life for

jnd, and belong to the things that the

world long loves to remember.

THE FAMOUS “PULPIT ROCK,” WHERE, ACCORDING TO TRADITION, THE APOSTLE ELIOT

USED TO PREACH -
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THE VOICE OF HIGHEST RANGE

By Frederic Peakes

THE soprano

has been

defined as the

human voice of

highest range

or pitch, a defi.
nition reached

naturally from

the etymologi

cal derivation

of the word,

from “sovra

no,” the chief,

head, highest.

As used in

modern speech

this term is applied alike to the highest

voice in women and to the treble of boys.

For the purposes of this article it is neces

sary only to consider the former. Soprano

voices are, by nature, divided into three

classes, each having specific powers. The

first of these is the soprano leggiero or, as

it is commonly but inadequately defined,

the light soprano. Of the three this is the

voice of highest compass, but it is quite

unsuited to dramatic or very emotional

singing. Its quality is clear and birdlike,

and in singing requiring a flutelike flexi

bility it is of highest value. Purity and

flexibility are its usual and most prominent

qualities.

The second division is that known as

mezza-carrattere, in strict translation, of

medium character. The musical definition

of the phrase is, however, “having a

moderate degree of expression or execu

tion.” By combining these definitions we

may secure an idea of both the quality and

powers of this second voice. While it

may possess the high notes and in this

upper register the flutelike quality of the

lightsoprano, it has added to this a medium

register of fuller tone and most exquisite

quality. Of the three voices this is the

most useful both for professional and

amateur use, as it is capable of singing

both light and heavy music, and an infinite

variety of songs. Such a voice had

Madame Albani in her prime, and such a

voice now has Madame Nordica.

The third division is the dramatic

soprano, with a range similar in large part

to the mezza-carrattere. The tones, how

ever, are fuller and richer. This is the

voice which can interpret the great emo

tions, the voice of emotional and sensuous

capability. Sustained and religious music

is also its field. Florid arias, dramatic

ballads, love plaints and lullabies—all the

realm of passionate and sympathetic music

is its especial scope.

OWEVER, the voice and its character are

natural gifts, and the duty devolving

upon its possessor is not to change but to

discover its character, and then to cultivate

it in its class. By securing competent in

struction its beauties will be enhanced,

skill in vocalization will be acquired and a

suitability of selection will govern the work

done or attempted. Any abuse of the

voice will result in a gradual deterioration

of its quality, and in ultimate if delayed

destruction.

A word as to the folly of a light soprano

(soprano leggiero) trying to do the work of

the dramatic soprano, and of the dramatic

attempting the work of the leggiero. The

attempt, for it can never be an artistic

accomplishment, will have an almost fatal

effect upon the voice, and will ultimately

ruin its quality and character. The strain

upon the voice is more than its mechanism

can bear, and these two classes may not

be interchangeable, from their natures.

The mezza-carrattere is, of course, able

to accomplish both. This warning applies

with equal weight to singers who attempt

to force low or high notes. Not only is

such an attempt unpleasant in its effect,

and a sign of the worst kind of bad art,

but it is also dangerous and destructive.

Under proper instruction, if there are

natural but hidden parts of the voices, they

will appear as the student progresses.

The age at which a girl should begin

the study of music is the earliest at which

her parents can bring it before her intelli

ence. A good musical training, both in

its literary sense and in actual manual dex

terity, should be a necessary adjunct in the

education of a singer. But the age at

which a girl’s voice should begin training

or cultivation is another matter. This

should not be until the character of the

voice is assured and secured by physical

conditions. The Italian school of voice

production and cultivation is, for various

reasons and especially for its results, the

accepted school of vocal training. Many

excellent graduates of this system are now

in America, and competent instruction is

therefore obtainable almost universally.

The rates of tuition are in most cases rea

sonable, as the knowledge imparted is the

attainment of a long apprenticeship to a

profession, and the value of the training

received incalculable to any one purposing

to use the voice either in public and profes

sional work or in home and social singing.

I THINK that, given an equality of skill,

women teachers are rather better in

the earlier training (the voice production

and breathing exercises) for women pupils

than are men. Women are able, I think,

to explain to a girl the breathing exercises

with greater freedom and with none of the

disadvantages that would beset a man.

After these principles have been grasped,

and the pupil has gained enough control of

the voice to show she understands what

has been imparted to her, I think that a

man teacher is able to control his pupils

better, to secure better work from them,

perhaps from the innate desire of one

sex to appear well in the eyes of the other,

and in short to accomplish more with the

pupil than can a woman. One further

reason for it may be that the average

woman is not a disciplinarian and that her

control of her pupils is therefore lax. The

exceptional woman teachers, Marchesi, De

La Grange and others, are famous as

martinets as well as teachers—and hence

as teachers I might have written. How

ever, I think that at present the woman

singing teacher is in the ascendant. The

man teacher is not nearly so inevitable as

he was five years ago.

Any competent instructor will advise a

pupil to practice only for short intervals,

but to repeat these intervals as frequently

as physical strength and conditions will

permit. Beyond this it is quite impossible

to lay down any rules regarding the length

of time for practice. It is well that a pupil

should not practice for a longer time than

fifteen minutes, but these periods may

recur after five or ten minutes of relaxa

tion. The amount of time required and

allowed for practice must depend upon so

many conditions that exact rules are, as I

have said, impossible. One pupil may

acquire in ninety minutes what another

would take four hours to attain. One

should practice with some interest in what

is to be done, with the determination to

conquer some difficulty, to acquire further

ease, with some hope of actual and imme

diate gain, not merely to get rid of time, to

get through with a necessary evil. In

placing or posing the voice, in all the pre

liminary work and in the preparatory

studies, the student should practice in a

soft voice. This is to avoid the muscular

strain and effort so noticeable and inevi

table in beginners, and to accustom the

singer to using the mezza voce—or half

voice. Advanced pupils may use a larger

and rounder tone in their studies, and

practice their songs as they are written,

with their various degrees of pianoand forte.

THE question as to whether or not people

can become good singers naturally, by

which is meant, without professional in

struction, is one often raised. There are,

undoubtedly, instances of persons of nat

ural genius learning to sing, that is, to

produce the singing voice properly, to

vocalize perfectly, and to sing with that

most artistic essence, good style, from

imitation of others and by their own ener

gies and practice. But these cases are

unusual. The average “natural ”—so

called—singer is less pleasing as a per

former than his trained fellow, and he is

never an artist. To be artistic in accom

plishment should be the goal for which

every student of every art should strive.

The finished performance—using finished

in its sense of completion, perfection—is

the artistic performance, and its rarity

speaks volumes for the lack of continued

application in humanity.

| HAVE been asked to suggest some songs

which are available and valuable for

soprano singing :

Summer Chaminade

Ritournelle --

The Skylark Schnecker

Hearts' Delight Gilchrist

Polly Willis Arne

Die Loreley Liszt

May Dew . - - Bennett

At the Midhour of Night Cowen

A.Birthday Song . - --

Villanelle - Dell’Aqua

Sancta Maria Faure

Aime-Moi - Chopin

Se Saran Rose - Arditi

ARIAs

Repose and Peace Randegger

O Splendida Notte Gouno

Thou Brilliant Bird . - - David

Scena and Prayer from “Der Frei

schutz,” . - - - Weber

Alleluia Massenet

Il est Doux --

The soprano voice, in addition to being

a beautiful solo instrument, is exquisite in
combinations. With the contralto it is at

its greatest beauty, and in such duets as,

?"; est Homo. Rossini

a Luna Immobile Boito

Come Mallika. Delibes

And those of Rubinstein and others it is

most effective.

With the tenor it is also beautifully com

bined. The following duets for these two

voices are most effective:

Night Hymn at Sea.
A Night in Venice

Duet from “II$º * . . .

“My Thoughts are All of Thee”

Goring Thomas

Lucantoni

Gomez

Garrett Colyn

field. Madame Patti

Its combination with the bass or barytone

voices is less frequent but very beautiful.

A few instances of these are:

La ci Darem . Mozart

La Dove Prende . - - --

“O That We Two were Maying ” Henschel

Calm as the Night - - Goetze

The First Song - -

In trios and quartettes for women's

voices and in mixed quartettes the soprano

is the most important, the leading voice.

Upon the proper rendition of its part de

pends almost the whole effect of such

concerted music. To sing part music

acceptably is a great accomplishment, to

sing it well requires a good musician.

HE care of the voice is the same, or

should be the same, in all cases,

whether the voice be soprano or contralto,

tenor or bass. Regular life, plenty of

sleep, fresh air and a careful diet are the

requisites of good health physically, so

why not vocally? The apparently purpose

less life of the average music student in

Italy might serve to point the moral.

Their daily lesson, a couple of hours'

practice—in short periods—a walk or drive,

a concert and sleep—unlimited sleep—com

prise their routine of life.

This is not available nor possible for those

of us who are in our homes with work as

well as play to keep us active, and yet its

underlying principle of securing all the

sleep and rest possible might be a good

one to introduce into American life, and

particularly into the lives of those who are

meditating a musical career. Certain it is

that a voice will thrive under a life of ease,

not of indulgence or dissipation, as it can

under no other conditions.

THE PAY OF WOMEN MUSICIANS

BY MRS. GARRETT WEBSTER

ROBABLY there is no field where

more varying wage is paid to

women than in the realm of

music. The greatest and the

lowest sums are alike received

by them in this profession, while

the average is probably as good as that

received by women workers in any other

is remarkable not

only as the greatest of living vocalists but

as the best paid woman worker in the

world. She has frequently received five

thousand dollars a night for a performance,

and has not sung for many years past for

less than three thousand dollars. Madame

Melba's fee, whether for concert or opera,

is never less than one thousand dollars.

Madame Eames and Madame Nordica re

ceived each seven hundred dollars for their

operatic performances during the season

just past. The latter's invariable fee for

singing in concert or oratorio is five hun

dred dollars. Madame Calvé received six

hundred dollars a performance during the

season of 1894. These prices are paid, it

will be noticed, only to those who are

leaders, who are the greatest in their art

and in their natural gifts. Each of these

women is not only an artist, but also a

beautiful woman and a clever actress, an

important combination in an opera singer.

So much for the great soprano opera sing

ers. The contraltos are scarcer but

not so well paid. Madame Scalchi receives

from three hundred dollars to six hundred

dollars for an operatic performance, and

from one hundred and fifty dollars to three

hundred dollars for a concert. Madame

Brema, whose superb voice and method

won her such golden opinions from the

critics during the recent Wagnerian season,

received about three hundred dollars a

night for her contributions to grand opera.

Of concert singers whose other work is

choir singing Madame Sapio, better known

by her maiden name of Clementine de

Vere, is reported the best paid. A few

years ago she received a salary of thirty-five

hundred dollars per annum from what was

then known as Dr. Paxton's church, the

West Presbyterian Church, in New York

City. Twelve hundred dollars was the

sum allotted to the soprano as salary by

the church treasury, the remaining twenty

three hundred dollars which Miss de Vere

received being made up by private subscrip

tion. It must be remembered, however,

that this salary was unusual, and that this

church is not only a very fashionable and

wealthy one, but that Miss de Vere was

also an unusual artist. She possessed a

beautiful light soprano voice which had

been most exquisitely cultivated and

trained, and she thus merited unusual com

pensation. Miss de Vere's concert fee

was from two hundred dollars to three

hundred and fifty dollars, her price varying

with the distance which she had to travel

to fill an engagement.

Mrs. Walter C. Wyman, an exquisite con:

tralto with a beautiful method, is reported

to have received thirty-five hundred dollars

annually from a church in which she sang

when a resident of Chicago. Her concert

fees are from two hundred dollars to three

hundred dollars a performance. A woman

concert soloist of average ability and rep

utation receives about fifty dollars a per

formance, those of less ability from ten

dollars to twenty-five.

THE soprano singer in choirs is the best

paid of the soloists, as she is the one

on whom most responsibility rests. She

will receive, according to her voice, training,

the wealth of the church in which she sings

and her individual good luck, anywhere

from one hundred dollars to one thousand

dollars per annum. From seven hundred

dollars to eight hundred dollars would

probably be a metropolitan average; from

three hundred dollars to five hundred

dollars that of the smaller cities. The

contraltos receive less—from fifty dollars

to eight hundred dollars would probably

include both extremes of ordinary con

tralto pay.

Vocal teachers receive varying sums in

return for half-hour lessons. The average

is between fifty cents and two dollars and

a half. Madame de La Grange receives

three dollars for private pupils and Madame

Marchesi, it is claimed, demanded and

received at one time seven dollars and a

half per pupil in class lessons. A pupil

might be present for but a half hour or she

might remain throughout the morning

classes, but at one time Madame did receive

this price. Mrs. Ashforth and Madame

Cappiani, two of our most famous metro

politan teachers, receive five dollars per

half-hour lesson. American prices, as a

rule, are higher than foreign.

While in singing, women artists receive

greater remuneration than men, in instru

mental work they are less lavishly paid. Of

women pianists before the public Miss Aus

der Ohe and Madame Bloomfield-Zeisler

probably receive the highest pay. The

former receives two hundred dollars for

one evening's performance, and the latter

about the same. Since Madame Bloom

field-Zeisler has added so greatly to her

reputation by her European tour she is

able to command occasionally even more

than this. A woman piano soloist of

average technique and with a small reputa

tion may receive from twenty-five dollars

to fifty dollars, although some players re

ceive but fifteen dollars. The average ac

companist receives from five dollars to

fifteen dollars for an evening's work, a few

of the better receiving as high as twenty

five dollars. Piano teachers give hour les

sons, for which they receive from fifty cents

to five dollars per lesson, a fair average

being from one dollar to two dollars.

IOLINISTS are awarded about the same

price. Madame Camilla Urso and

Miss Maud Powell, the best two in this

country, receive, the former from one hun

dred and fifty dollars to two hundred and

fifty dollars and the latter from one hun

dred dollars to two hundred dollars for an

evening's performance. Miss Geraldine

Morgan, a young violinist of ability and

talent, was paid recently two hundred dol

lars for an out-of-town concert. Her usual

rates, however, are from seventy-five

dollars to one hundred and fifty dollars.

Miss Maud Morgan, the harpist, receives

one hundred dollars a performance. The

usual concert violinist or harpist is well

paid, however, with twenty-five dollars for

an evening's labor, these higher prices

being commanded only by those who are

at or near the top of the ladder.

It must not be forgotten in reading the

above that the greater sums are received

only by great artists, and that there are

very few such in this world. And it must

be borne in mind when considering the pay

of singers that their working time is short;

that the voice lives for only a few years and

is in its prime but once; that years of hard

study are required to obtain proficiency,

and that constant daily sacrifice is necessary

in order to keep one's powers. Instru

mentalists have had years of work and

hard hours of practice to obtain what they

exhibit, and have spent, as have all artists,

large sums of money to obtain the secrets

of their art from the great masters.

It must also be remembered that one can

not secure engagements for every night, or

when popular for more often than two

nights in the week. Miss de Vere was

very unusual in more ways than one. She

was in demand constantly and in all parts

of the country, and was able to count

always on having engagements for the three

nights a week on which her physical

strength would allow her to sing.

Music is in one respect unique in the

field of labor. In it the skilled workman

receives the highest wages. The greater

the technique the greater the remuneration

is the rule and never the exception.

One point which it seems desirable that

persons who have ambition to adopt the

profession of teacher in things musical

should consider thoroughly is their fitness

for their calling. The number of persons

who attempt and claim to teach singing,

knowing nothing of even the principles of

correct breathing and voice production,

much less of voice cultivation, and of those

who hope by purchasing some book of

piano instruction to keep one lesson ahead

of their unfortunate pupils, is so consider

able as to account easily for the number of

poor musical performers there are in ex

istence. It seems impossible that the dis

honesty of accepting pay in return for

services which they are utterly unable and

unfitted to render can ever occur to such

teachers. Surely if it did they would never

continue in their vocation.
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ROSA BONHEUR, FROM HER LATEST PHOTOGRAPH

THE RECLUSE OF FONTAINEBLEAU

By Ella McKenna Friend

[With Illustrations by Bayard Jones]

N deep seclusion in her chateau on

the edge of the forest of Fon

tainebleau, lives Rosa Bonheur,

the story of whose life is one of

- earnest work. For her there is

- no rest, no recreation, no society,

in the ordinary meaning of these terms.

he animals she has gathered about her

are her friends and companions; long

drives and walks with her dogs refresh her

-body and soul—and she asks no better

playthings than her palette and her brush.

Rarely does she visit Paris, and favored

are those who are admitted to her studio.

After a life of success, Mademoiselle

Bonheur is unaffectedness and simplicity

itself. Her face—delicate, pensive, yet

strong withal—is lighted by a charming

Smile. Her black eyes are sparkling, and

her white hair, cut short at the neck, is swept

back from a broad brow. Her small figure

is alert and straight, her voice clear and

womanly, the firm touch of her hand sym

pathetic. It is small wonder that all ani

mals are swayed by her will.

At home Mademoiselle Bonheur dresses

in man's attire, and as she is seldom seen

by strangers or goes out, her friends would

find it hard to think of her in anything else

than the blue peasant’s blouse or velvet

jacket. She first adopted this costume

when, as a young woman, she went to make

studies at the abattoirs and horse markets,

where a woman’s costume would have ex

Theposed her to much unpleasantness.

boyishness of her manner and her short

hair made the disguise complete, and the

comfort of the costume caused her to cling
to it.

The Chateau de By, her home, is in the

little village of By, which consists of a

score or more of small white plaster cot

tages with picturesque red-tiled roofs, built

in a single row on one side of a road with

broad fields opposite.

The chateau at the head of the street is

an unpretentious gabled building of brick

and stone, built in the eighteenth century.

It appears to have been enlarged by wings

and stables at various times, with little re

gard to architectural style. A high wall

surrounds it, and a small iron grating

allows an outsider a glimpse of the inner

stone courtyard and d; a group of dogs—

magnificent, great, tawny creatures, that

spring forward at a footstep, as though to

ask, “Is it friend or foe 2''

And, except with powerful influence to

bear, this is all. The door is as fast closed

as that of a cell. Devoted, blue-frocked

peasants in wooden sabots guard their mis

tress jealously and effectually. If one is

fortunate enough to obtain an entrance,

however, gracious hospitality greets one.

The studios of Mademoiselle Bonheur,

for she has several in various wings of the

house, are in the upper rooms. From the

front windows there is a superb view in the

distance of the Seine, flowing at the foot

of a high cliff covered with rich verdure.

The opposite win

dows overlook the

| | - V/ 7.
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lawn and the park of

the chateau, which

extends as far as the

historic old forest, a

part of which it un

doubtedly was at

one time. Here Ma

demoiselle Bonheur

keeps a whole men

agerie—chamois,

deer, lions, rare

birds and all the

animals of a farm

yard. She cares for

them all lovingly and

tenderly, and even

the fiercest learn to

look for her morn

ing visit, when she

studies to catch each

fleeting grace of

movement.

Her principal

º §sº studio is a large

Ž% #ºft room that speaks in

Øºſº|| every detail the fact
º º |||ſ | ||||Iſº that it is a work

| // ºft In | |||ſ|| fºil room. The wide

|||||||º
chim n e y piece,

carved by the art

ist's brother, Isidore,

is supported by two

stone dogs. On the

polished floor are

scattered sheep and

bear skins, the

warm est monopo

lized by a shaggy

spaniel—one of Ma

dem oiselle Bon

heur's pets. The

few paintings hung upon the walls are the

portraits of Mademoiselle Bonheur's father

and mother, painted one by herself and one

by her brother, Auguste, and a few land

scapes by her father, who was himself a

painter of more than ordinary ability. In

odd corners are stag heads, bull’s horns,

antique weapons and old horse trappings,

all of which have served the artist as

models. On tables are plaster casts and a

number of choice bronzes given her by her

friends and brother animal lovers—Barye,

Mène, Isidore Bonheur and Cain. For the

rest, a camera with which to catch certain

furtive movements of her animal sitters, a

favorite book or two, a couple of staring

eyed manequins dressed as a shepherd or

a field peasant, and a carved cabinet of

rare stuffed birds. On various easels and

stacked against the walls are unfinished

sketches and completed pictures in every

medium—oil, water-color and pastel—de

picting the whole animal kingdom : heavy

oxen with meek, pathetic eyes, groups of

huddling sheep, startled deer with arched

necks, and majestic, imperious lions.

Covering one whole end of the studio is a

large sketch of horses of the Pyrenees

threshing corn, an old-time French custom.

Before these creations one feels that noth

ing is more wonderful and grand than the

world of beasts, unless it be the genius

that fathoms their very souls, and repro

duces, as well, the animals' superb muscu

lar strength and suppleness. Mademoiselle

Bonheur's canvasses are workmanlike,

honest, and show keen observation and

warm sympathy.

The ardor and energy of this small

woman, at threescore and twelve, do not

allow her to rest upon her laurels. She

is up at dawn to carry forward the work of

her life, which has already won her world

renown. Her heart’s desire is to finish her

numerous sketches before she finally lays

down the brush.

“It is such a little that I ask,” she says,

“since there is enough in my mind to fill

two or three lifetimes.”

For the last forty years Mademoiselle

Bonheur has not sent any works to the

º

annual French Salon. She did not care to

be bound by the fixed date each spring, at

which an artist must send in her works for

exhibition, and preferred to work at leisure

as fancy dictated. She at one time ex

plained, laughingly, that as several mem

bers of her family were exhibiting, there

were too many Bonheurs in the field.

Marie Rosalie Bonheur was born at Bor

deaux in 1822. Her father, an artist, found

great difficulty in supporting his family

then, since picture buyers were few and

drawing lessons hardly a source of profit.
He removed to Paris with his wife and

daughter and two sons, but owing to the

revolution of 1830, which deadened artin

terests for a time, he never realized the

hope that his talents would obtain recog

nition. He was greatly pleased that his

daughter, Rosalie, early showed great apti

tude for drawing, which was strengthened

and developed by the artistic atmosphere

of her surroundings. It was a labor of

love to him to give her a thorough training

in drawing from life, and by his discipline

she gained a sureness of eye and hand

that has served her well.

• Their studio in their home on the sixth

floor of an apartment house was a most

curious and amusing place. Rosa had

filled the windows with chirping birds and

the corners of the room with noisy hens

and pigeons, while at one time even a

sheep and a goat were quartered there.

Beside her studies with her father at the

studio, Mademoiselle Rosa spent whole

days copying the old masters in the Louvre,

her favorite Ponssin and Paul Potter

especially.

On other days she went to a farm in the

environs of Paris, to make sketches of the

horses and cows that their owner kindly

placed at her disposal. In later years the

farmer's wife was greatly surprised at the

sum of money offered her for a portrait of

one of her cows, which Mademoiselle

Rosa had made and given to her.

When eighteen years old Mademoiselle

Bonheur exhibited at the Salon for the first

time—sending two canvasses, one of sheep

and goats, and one of pet rabbits nibbling

carrots. They showed feeling and study,

but, of course, were simply the attempts

of a beginner.

Her canvasses sent each succeeding year

marked steady progress, and her studies of

animals soon began to be favorably noticed

by artists and art critics. She won suc

cessively gold medals of the third and first

class, and at twenty-seven her “Labourage

Nivernais” placed her at once in the front

ranks of her profession. It was bought by

the French Government, and is at present

in the Galerie du Luxembourg.

Monsieur Bonheur had held, for some

time, the position of director to a drawing

school for young ladies, and at his death,

just after his daughter's great success, his

position was filled by Mademoiselle

Bonheur, assisted by her sister, Juliette.

She did not allow this, however, to check

her career, then in its full ripeness, but

immediately commenced studies for a

more ambitious picture.

Four years later it was exhibited,

“Marché aux Chevaux,” or the “Horse

Fair,” and it brought her still greater fame.

People marveled that the vigorous touch

and the strength of color and drawing

could be the work of a womans hand. Its

skillful composition and charming variety

won herenthusiastic applause. Thepicture

was exhibited through France and England,

and now Americans are proud to name it

among their art treasures.

Having already won every medal the

Salon could give she was declared to be

exempt from examination by the Jury of

Admission.

During the ten years after her father's

death she made visits to the Pyrenees, to

the various provinces of France, and to

England and Scotland, taking home with

her new impressions and ideas, which influ

enced her later work to a great extent. At

the end of this time she resigned her position

at the school and bought the estate at

Fontainebleau where she has since lived.

ſºlº
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The palace of Fontainebleau was then

the favorite resort of Napoleon III and the

Empress Eugénie, and during the summer

months it became a very gay and fashion

able place. Mademoiselle Bonheur's soli

tude, only a few miles from this brilliant

Court, was respected, however, though her

many Parisian friends at the palace were

always sure of a cordial and charming

welcome at the chateau. The young Prince,

Louis Napoleon, was a frequent visitor at

the home of Mademoiselle Bonheur, where

#. various animals especially delighted

1111.

The artist was honored by permission

from Napoleon's master of the hounds to

hunt in the forest, and, thorough horse

woman that she was, this kindness gave

her much pleasure.

The Empress Eugénie was a great

admirer of Mademoiselle Bonheur, and

desired the Emperor to bestow upon her

the cross of the Legion of Honor. Up to

this time, 1864, the decoration had never

been given to a woman, except for acts of

great bravery. That it should be given

in recognition of talent alone was opposed

by Napoleon's counselors, and he was re

luctant to bestow it against their advice.

During his absence the next year the

Empress acted as Regent. Her first act,

when she retired to the palace of Fon

tainebleau for the summer, was to drive

through the woods, to the artist's home,

and surprising her in the blue blouse in

which she worked, pinned to her breast the

cross and bit of ribbon that made her a

Knight of the Legion of Honor, the great

est honor in the power of the Imperial

Government to bestow.

In 1893 new honors came to her. In

recognition of her work at the Columbian

Exhibition the President of the French Re

public advanced her to the grade of Officer

of the Legion of Honor, bestowing an un

usual and yet a deserved honor upon the

most famous woman painter of her time.
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If I feel irritated by the heat

There's no one by to hear me fume and fret.

There's not a soul at hand whom I can greet

please. At the hotel madame has to dress

as stylishly as she knows how, to sit in a

--- hotel parlor and watch her children, in With, “this is just the hottest we’ve had yet.'

- Sºſſº: their best Sunday clothes, dancing two- In short, this life is awful here in town :

4 - | 1 || 1- >Jºff- * \, steps and waltzes and lanciers with other I am deserving of the greatest sympathy.
-n ºrwºº///*-2 - - S-\\\\\ºx But what most seres my soul—it does it brown—

$º
There's no one by to see my misery

Aye-there's the rub There's no one by to see

How much I suffer in this lonely life

The pictures gaze down stolidly at me

And seem to sneer and smile upon my strife.

And what's the use of sorrow and of woe,

Of misery and megrims? Bless your eyes,

They are not worth the trouble, don't you know,

When nobody's about to sympathize l’’

The Cynic paused.

“Is that all?” said the Philosopher.

“Yes,” replied the Cynic. “What do

you think of it?”

“It’s great,” said the Married Man,

“ and it's true in a way too. Most of our

woes, I fancy, are cultivated. But I hope

you won't publish that poem, because it is

so true that the Lonely Man in Town might

see it, and if he did he'd be convinced that

his woes were entirely imaginary, as most

of 'em are, and, of course, you can see

what the result would be.”

“I must say I can't,” said the Irrespon

sible Person.

“You couldn't hire a married man to

desert the city and go to the country with

his wife, that's what l” said the Married

Man. “I’ve a sort of notion now to go

out and buy a new clothing outfit and

spend the whole summer here myself.”

> -
- -

-

* VIII—A QUESTION OF SYMPATHY

HERE was a frown on the

usually placid forehead of

the Married Man, and the

wrinkles were deep. He

dropped his lump of sugar

into his coffee with a vicious

impetus which caused a

goodly spoonful of it to

spatter over the cloth, and

a few drops ventured as far

as the vest of the Irresponsible Person,

whereat the Irresponsible Person remon

strated :

“I don't know what we have done to

oblige you, to be thus rewarded,” he said,

“and for my part I wish to disclaim any

desire you may think I have to share your

coffee with you.”

“Excuse me,” said the Married Man.

“I didn't mean to spatter you with coffee.

I’m not myself to-day.”

“Who are you then?” asked the Cynic.

“You “shouldn’t introduce strangers into

this club in disguise. You look enough

like yourself to be taken for the same per

son, though I must admit that as your

proper self you would never have worn, as

you now do, a white linen tie and an even

ing dress vest at your club at midday. I

was very much surprised when you came

in to see you clad that way, and had my

suspicions, which you have now confirmed,

that you were somebody else.”

“I hope,” put in the Philosopher dryly,

“I sincerely hope that you are a fit person

to associate with.”

“I wouldn't take an affidavit to that

effect,” said the Married Man, with a gruff

ness that was almost comical. “If I ex

pressed in words all that is going on in my

mind I doubt if you would consider me a

BY MRS. BURTON KINGSLAND

O man likes his wife to be his

mere echo, but there are times

when he wants to be agreed

with, when it seems sweet and

soothing and sympathetic to

feel that his judgment guides

hers, and that she accepts his

estimate of men and things.

He will be the more ready to think with

her upon other occasions.

Only great things and those involving

principle are worth arguing about, and it

is always wise to avoid letting the point of

contest become too important. When an

tagonism is aroused that which began as

º are chided if they give way to their natural

BY JOHN KEND FRI Chº EANGS going on somewhere, whereas your wife's

S.}º }% 3. £ §§ through his score the quickest is the best

has the idea that he is the only one the

There was a roar of laughter, in which “Delightful picture,” said the Philoso

“You see it was this way,” he continued put the bathtub on a high-tariff basis. Take

go with them up to the last moment, and the kind of a bath he and his family can

to the station and checked. At the station a towel. On the other hand, you, living

little thinking of the woes in store for me, more than the value of your time.

staying until Monday next at the latest. to you, I'll bottle it up and send it off to

by mistake with the other things, but as and even then she will be fearful lest the

remember, that I felt the need of one. Irresponsible Person. “There are two

and the bathing suit,” said the Cynic. comfort to put up with, but on the other

an argument often ends in a quarrel.

“but I got caught in the storm last night imagine, and she has her children with her

All-C ºw inclinations and substitute a game of snap

º the-whip for the quadrille. If you wish to

~ musical tastes off in the mountains areQX3ºE —J catered to by one of two things: a country

musician; or a selected and, expensive

orchestra of soloists temporarily out of a

- - guests are listening to, and who play 'Daisy

“Not if the chaperon has gone off with Bell' as they think Wagner would have

even the Married Man, oppressed as he pher.

was by his sartorial plight, was compelled “And finally,” said the Cynic, “I have

when the merriment had subsided: “The a man with a family of five at a summer

family went off yesterday morning to spend hotel, and his bathtub account will reach

all my clothes, with the exception of those I get in their rooms with a gill of water each

had on and these, duds I, have on, were and a slippery china wash-basin to stand on

I was met by a boy from the officeº here in town, can spend a whole day in a

ing a telegram which made it impossib tub with a fine cooling shower turned on

and promising to join them to-day. When yet you ask us for sympathy. You make

I got to the office I found that I couldn't me weary. If I have any sympathy to

Meanwhile my garments were skipping on madame in the mountains, where it will

to New Hampshire at the rate of forty delight and surprise her to find she can get

the day, was warm I, resolved to travel landlord shall discover that it has been

without it, and it wasn't until this morning, received and make her pay corkage on it.”

This old dress vest was the only one in the sides to the picture, Mr. Cynic. You have

house.” painted one side beautifully. No doubt

“Don’t you wear a necktie and under- hand she is relieved of much. She hasn’t

clothes when you travel ?” the care of the household on her hands,

without an umbrella, and the consequence for company. Here the Married Man is

was every stitch of clothes I had on was

Men soon forget what they have said

desirable associate.

with the endmost tip of the longest hair on

the top of my head to the very soles of my

feet, I am a thing of wrath.”

“I told you not to eat that farcie olive

sandwich yesterday,” said the Irresponsi

“Barlow may be able to di

gest stuff of that sort but he's nothing but

a humorist, and as he writes all the time

and thinks all his writings are funny, he

laughs enough to make anything go. . You,

on the contrary, are a serious-minded man

with a sedentary occupation, and you can't

eat everything that comes your way.”

“It isn't the sandwich at all,” said the

“I admit that it made me

sort of unhappy last night and brought me

a dream about my original ancestor that

turned my hair white, but I’d recovered

when I waked up this morning. The

trouble with me is precisely the thing the

Cynic has called your attention to.

like all possessed to come to the club with

a dress tie and a dress vest on. What is

worse, you will observe that I have on,

likewise, a blue shirt.”

“I thought it was a queer rig,” laughed

“I didn't know but what some

of these tyrannical mothers who insist upon

fitting out their lanky sons in Fauntleroy

garb had caught you, and, in revenge for

your known opinions and public expression

of them, had kidnaped you and com

pelled you to dress this way.”

“No,” the Married Man replied. “It’s

a worse compulsion than that.

necessity and nothing else.”

He paused a moment, and then, his voice

sinking into a whisper, he resumed :

“And you fellows don't

worst,” he said.

Married Man.

“Underneath, what do

you suppose I’ve got on ? Nothing more

nor less than the bathing suit I wore at

Sycamore Beach last summer.”

“Not that jersey-fitting atrocity with the halls.

red and yellow stripes in fast colors' "

cried the Cynic.

“The very same,” sighed the Married

“Only the colors weren't fast;

they ran until I looked like a rubricated

“That's what I meant when I said fast

colors,” explained the Cynic.

so fast there was no stopping 'em.”

“This is very interesting,” said the

“But what I am anxious to

get at is the reason for it all. Are you a

victim of circumstances or just daft 2 ”

“I am the first with a fair chance of be

coming the latter,” said the Married Man;

“madame has gone away for the summer.”

“And can't you dress sanely without a

chaperon P’’ asked the Cynic.

*Mr. John Kendrick Bangs' reports of “The Para

dise Club” began in the Journal of December, 1894,

and have appeared in each succeeding number.

Back numbers can be supplied at ten cents each.

-T-J ----- children who are also dressed to kill, who

THE PARADISE CLUB hear a concert there's always a good one

- > band with the idea that the man who gets

job, who don't pull together because each

all my clothes,” said the Married Man. written it, not as it is.”

to join. yet to find the summer hotel that did not

a month in the mountains. I expected to ten dollars a week unless he is content with

packed. The trunks were locked and sent one leg in, with a doily to take the place of

for me to start, so I sent the family on, you if you wish, without its *X. THE RULES OF A HAPPY WIFE

possibly get away with any prospect of lavish on any one but myself I won't give it

miles an hour. My vest had been packed anything there that isn't charged in the bill,

which was comparatively cold, as you may “Well, he has my sympathy,” said the

“But you haven't accounted for the tie madame in the mountains has much dis

“Certainly,” laughed the Married Man, which is more of a relief, perhaps, than you

soaked through.The fact is, beginning

result.”

Cynic.

Irresponsible Person.

ically.

the Philosopher.

I hate

for the nonce.”

It's dire

know the

“They ran

I didn't realize how be

reft of garments I was until this morning

when I started to dress, and then I had to

put on what I could find or remain at home

until the other things dried out.

was impossible, because of the work I had

in hand at the office, so I rigged myself out

as best I could, and what you see is the

“Well you are in hard luck,” said the

“And do you propose to go about

the rest of the week this way?”

“Not if I can beg, borrow or steal a

decent outfit,” said the Married Man.

“I’ll lend you a beaver hat,” said the

“And you can count on me for a winter

overcoat,” said the Cynic unsympathet

“And on me for an old golosh,” smiled

“I’d lend you a pair of

tennis trousers if I had 'em, but I haven't

because I never play the game.”

“There's a deal of sympathy in you

fellows,” retorted the Married Man, with

an affectation of scorn.

sider that apart from my troubles already

outlined I am a poor, lone, lorn bachelor

“You don't con

“So are the rest of us,” said the Cynic.

“I for one regard the unhappy father who

is left in town in the summer as having the

best end of the bargain.

tional people have created in fancy to lavish

sympathy upon is, to my mind, a myth.

never saw a married man left in town, while

his family were off in the mountains, that

wasn't having the best kind of a time.

has the complete run of the house undis

turbed. His wife and children are imagin

ing they are comfortable packed away in

two or three hotel rooms which are so

small that the trunks containing their clothes

have to stand outside of the door in the

If it's a hot night the man in town

can get up out of one bed and sleep for an

hour in another and then in another, and so

on until he has spread himself over every

available bed in the house.

all they can do is to get up and sit at a
window and catch an occasional breath of

mountain air, and listen to somebody else's

baby on the floor above or below crying

for a glass of water.

vegetables and all the dainties of the sea

son can be had for a song. At the hotel

when they receive a basket of peaches it is

noted on the bill-of-fare in big black letters,

like the name of a star actor on a theatre

programme, and if the children carry one

or two of them away from the table you

have to pay war prices for them, extra.

“When night comes on, you, poor, suf

fering mortal that you think you are, can

sit around in your slippers and your shirt

sleeves, and smoke and drink and enjoy

your ease alone or with company, as you

The thing emo

In town fruit and

The latter

In the hotel

enjoying a solitude vastly more awful than

that of the wilderness because he is alone

in the midst of many; his solitude is the

solitude of the deserted man, not the soli

tude of one who wishes to be alone. The

walls, the pictures, the chairs, a chance

toy, all serve to remind him of his wife and

children, and to emphasize the fact that

they are absent from his side. He comes

home from a hot weary day's work at busi

ness, puts his key in the latch, and enters

his home forgetting for an instant that the

family are away, and as he steps into the

hall he listens for the voice of his youngster

at play above, and all he can hearissilence;

he calls his wife's name aloud—and then

laughs, not mirthfully, but nervously—he

realizes that he is alone. Sitting in a bath

tub with a shower running on his head all

day without charge doesn’t help him ; con

certs don’t help him—they make his loneli

ness all the harder to bear because the

music puts him into a sentimental mood,

with no one by to share it with him. The

hard, plain fact is he's lonely in the lone

liest kind of a way.”

“Hold on,” cried the Cynic. “You’ll

make me weep in a minute.”

“That would be worth staying in town

a whole summer to see,” said the Philoso

pher. “If you are going to weep, wait

until I get a bottle, I’d like a dozen cynic's

tears for my collection of curios.”

“They'd dry up in a minute,” said the

Irresponsible Person. “There's no stabil

ity in the tears of a cynic. But I'm glad
I’ve touched a responsive chord in his

nature—I doubted if he had a chord of

that kind.” -

The Cynic, meanwhile, had been scrib

bling on the back of an envelope. . As the

Irresponsible Person spoke he raised his

head.

“Yes,” he said, “you have found it. I

didn't know it was there myself. Actually,

my dear Married Man, my picture of your

woes has driven me to poetry. What do

you think of this?

“What boots it that I've seven broad, cool beds

These red-hot summer nights to go and sleep in?

I muchly miss my curly babies' heads

That every morn at five do come and creep in.”

“That's first-rate except the expression

‘curly babies.’ I never saw a curly baby,”

said the Philosopher.

“True—it's merely an inversion, due to

my haste in writing. “My babies' curly

heads' it should be,” said the Cynic.

.." listen to this. Seems to me this isn’t

aCl .

“What boots it that I’ve vegetables sweet,

The very best the city marts provide?

I come home weary from the scorching street

And find but chairs and furniture inside.

If I lie down to take a lonely nap,

Ah bitter, very bitter, is my §:

There's not about one single little chap

To give a whoop and wake his daddy up.

themselves, but their memories are singu

larly retentive of what their wives have
said to them.

Men are grateful for forbearance in their

wives. For often while asserting most

loudly that they are right, they are fre

quently conscious that they are wrong.

Given a little time and a little silence they

will often show in actions—rarely in words

—that they have been mistaken.

Only a woman of ignoble nature fosters

her husband's weaknesses; a true wife al

ways “holds him up to his best”; without

flattery she makes him feel that she is his

fondest admirer.

A wife should always endeavor to speak

well of people if only for her husband's

sake. It is good for him to hear of noble,

true-hearted people, of those whose lives

are clean and honest, who are happy and

who love each other, of “plain living and

high thinking.” It restores his faith in

human nature that so often shows its ugly

side in the struggle of man against man for

our modern Moloch.

A man expects his wife to be better than

he. No matter how little religion a man

may have himself his ideal wife is always a

woman with the purity of soul that only a

Christian can have ; and to a good man it

is usually part of his religion to believe

that his wife is morally higher and nobler

than himself.

A wife's position in the estimation of her

husband is always what she is—not what

she claims to be.

“Before no slightest revelation of the

Godlike does man ever stand irreverent,”

says Carlyle—least of all when he sees it in

the woman of his heart and home. More

men are made better by women than by

the church.

Altogether too few wives realize that

novelty and variety are as attractive to a

man after marriage as before. The same

gown evening after evening perhaps, the

same coiffure year in and year out, may

not exactly pall upon the taste of a devoted

husband, but he soon ceases to look at

his wife with the same interest as thereto

fore. After awhile she will miss the fond

little compliments that are so pleasant to

receive, and one of the most potent of her

womanly weapons grows rusty from disuse.

The old sayings that “the way to a man's

heart is down his throat,” and that “a

man well fed is easily led,” remain as true

as ever, but the aesthetic side of his nature

has its needs, and craves a neat home and

a wife that is pleasant to look upon.
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THE LUCK OF THE PENDENNINGS

By Elizabeth W. Bellamy

[With Illustration by Alice Barber Stephens]

III

RS. GRAYSON drew

/N/\ Esther within the

º shadow of a great

magnolia tree stand

ing sentinel on the

nearest corner—for

though it was but

little past the middle

of March the stout old lady shrank from

the sunshine. “La, child, I was hoping

you could surely tell all about it,” said she

in a disappointed tone. “That Shakes

pearean banquet, you know, that Miss

Trent talked of for the twenty-third of

April.”

“Yes?” faltered Esther, with breathless

interest. She had been relying upon this

Shakespearean banquet for her reinstate

ment with Miss Trent, feeling sure that

Libbie Deane could not meet the require

ments of that lady's exacting taste; but

now she grew faint with foreboding. .

“Well, we hear that Miss Trent has just

abandoned the intention altogether,” said

Mrs. Grayson, with a sense of injury;

“pretends that it is too much trouble.

And oh, my dear, Sister Hannah and I do

deplore it so on your account.”

“Oh, you needn't l’’ Esther exclaimed,

greatly relieved, for this news seemed to

her not bad news, at least. “Miss Trent

misses me!” she decided with secret ex

ultation, while she assured herself there

was yet abundant time for Miss Trent to

change her mind again. -

“Well, I'll tell Hannah that you take it

easy,” sighed Mrs. Grayson disapprovingly.

“But young people never foresee—how

ever, go and enjoy yourself, yes, yes!”

She interrupted her lamentation with a

sudden change to beaming cheerfulness

that Esther was puzzled to account for.

“You are young, my dear, take your pleas

ure while you may.” And with “nods

and becks and wreathed smiles,” Mrs.

Grayson beat a hasty retreat.

The next moment Esther was enlightened

as to the secret of this sudden departure,

by the sight of a tall, blonde, well-attired

young man sauntering across the street.

“Dreadful old woman,” she groaned, feel

ing her cheeks aflame; “now he will think

º blushing for pleasure at beholding

inn.’’

Nevertheless, though well assured that

she cared little or nothing for Mr. Arthur

Hackett, Esther made no pretense of de

nying that his company on this occasion

was a pleasure; she knew beyond a doubt

that every girl on the avenue would wish

to change places with her. “A poor little

triumph,” she said to herself in scorn

still she was not above enjoying it, and

almost in spite of herself she responded

to the young man's greeting with a smile

sufficiently flattering to keep him at her

side.

“This isn't your “busy day,’ thank for

tune 1” Arthur Hackett said, as they

walked on. “You are taking a holiday,

and I want a holiday, too.”

“You? It is always holiday with you!”

retorted Esther. “I should think you

would be dreadfully bored with such a life.

But perhaps you are 2 ”

“What an adoration you have for work,”

he laughed. “But I assure you I can be

very busy—in my way.”

“Of course, no one can excel you, I

fancy, in devising ways and means to kill

time.”

“Ah,” he returned, “I know by the

stress of your voice that you do not ap

prove of that employment; but I warn you

that I will not be snubbed to-day. May I

ask”—and his manner became abruptly

grave—“why have you absented yourself

from Miss Trent for so long 2''

Esther turned a swift, keen glance upon

him. “Are you not in her, confidence

then?” she asked, with a little air of

proud defiance.

“Indeed I am not. When I inquired the

cause of your absence she only said that

you were staying at home by preference.’’

“You asked her?” said Esther, with

instinctive resentment, though, indeed, she

knew not why she should resent the in

quiry.

“Yes, I asked her—that one question

only. Now I wish to ask you—don't be

offended, don’t misunderstand me,” he

faltered, yet hurrying his words as though

he feared his resolution might fail him—

“was it because of my mother's—I mean

because of me?”

“Alas, no l’’ Esther answered with de

rision. “I am sorry to give such a blow

to your—excuse me—your self-esteem ;

but I have not stayed away from Miss

Trent's on account of either Mr. or Mrs.

Hackett.”

“There, I have blundered l’’ he ex

claimed with keen annoyance. “I deserve

anything you choose to say to me; but in

deed you have misunderstood me. I am

not the insufferable quintessence of idle

vanity I must seem to you. If I could but

make you listen—”

“This is my busy day,” Esther inter

rupted. “All my days are busy, and I

must leave the avenue at this corner.”

“And I may not go with you?” he en

treated.

“Not an inch farther! Good-by.” And

with a careless nod she left him.

“He is conceited,” Esther commented

to herself as she went her way; “but it is

no use pretending that I didn't enjoy hav

ing him walk with me—just as a part of

my outfit, say! Yes, he'll do for a prom

enade, admirably, but for life—what a

goose I am . If Anne were to say to me

the absurdities I am saying to myself, I

should be furious !”

Mr. Arthur. Hackett was not the only

gentleman whose admiring notice Miss

Esther Pendenning attracted that morn

ing. She had accomplished her errands

and was homeward bound when Mr. Fastin

caught sight of her.

Mr. Fastin was a lawyer more than mid

dle-aged. He had none of the airs and

graces that distinguished the young man

of fashion, but he had yet keener eyes for

Esther's merit. “What an alert, business

like bearing the girl has,” thought he,

pausing on the corner near his office to

gaze after her. “Not a bit like her help

less, inefficient little mother. There's the

making of a man in this daughter, I hope,

for the family needs somebody with more

vim than poor Mrs. Pendenning. I think

I'll have a talk with that girl.”

For not even Mrs. Pendenning herself

knew the circumstances of the impover

ished family so well as did Mr. Fastin,

whose advice Mrs. Pendenning had several

times had occasion to seek.

“Good-morning, Miss Esther,” he called,

hastening after her. “Was thinking of

going to talk over business with your

mother, but you’ll do as well, eh? Step

here into my office, won't you?”

Esther followed him into the dingy little

den and sat down in an ancient cane chair,

which he carefully dusted before he of—

fered it. -

“Now, Miss Esther,” he began briskly,

“I’m a friend of the family, as you know,

so hope you won’t think me a meddlesome

old fellow if I talk plain talk 2 I’ve a

notion you are to turn out a business

woman; you’ve made a good thing of your

abilities with Miss Trent, they tell me.

The situation is permanent, I hope? But

there—there is no telling,” he hastened to

“I am not the insufferable quintessence of idle vanity I must seem to you.”

say, seeing Esther's look of embarrass

ment. “These fancy trades are always

ºrious and Miss Trent is whimsical,

eh 2

“Sir?” said Esther, coloring.

“Your championship does you honor,”

said Mr. Fastin, peering over his spectacles.

“But I didn't bring you here to discuss

Miss Trent. I want to talk with you about

your mother's affairs; for I’ve a notion, as

I hinted just now, that you’ve a head for

business, which, to be frank with you and

* offense, your mother hasn't, poor

a. y.”

This was precisely what Miss Trent had

taken the liberty to say, but Anne's fidelity

in rebuke was bearing fruit, and Esther,

though the hot color swept her face, curbed

the hasty words that sprang to her lips.

“I could prove it to you,” Mr. Fastin

proceeded imperturbably, “but it would

take too long and do no good. This is

what I wish to say: there is a mortgage

on that place of yours—your present home,

I mean.”

“A mortgage?” Esther gasped. Her

idea of a mortgage was rather vague, but

the word had an alarming sound.

“Pity, but true,” said Mr. Fastin. “And

it is generally healthy to know the truth,

even though it isn't welcome. Yes; now

the history of the case is just this: Your

father had an old friend up in the country,

a Mr. Daniel Miller—”

“I know !” Esther interrupted. “Once,

when papa was a boy, he was near drowning

in a mill-race, and Mr. Miller saved him.”

“Well, the old man had a tract of worth

less land up in Eagle County, and being in

a strait for money applied to your father to

buy the land, which your father agreed to

do; but before the sale could be effected

your father's sudden death occurred. Your

mother felt bound to carry out your father's

promise. She did not know the condition

of her affairs, poor lady. She bought that

land—more's the pity, for it won't sprout

peas--paying for it with her own money—

that is to say, pledging her own money,

which was so invested that she could not

touch it at the time, so she borrowed the

amount and mortgaged her house—I mean

your present home—which, as I suppose

you know, is your mother's in her own

right. The money upon which she had

counted to redeem the mortgage was lost,

every cent of it, but the mortgage holds

good. It wasn't possible to persuade Mrs.

Pendenning that she was in no way bound

by her husband's promise.”

“I know,” said Esther, with a tremulous

sigh, “mamma thinks with her heart, not

with her head.”

“Well, you’re about right there, Miss

Esther. But now that you are growing to

be a business woman and making money

of your own, I thought I’d just say to you

that it may be well to save up and pay it

off—the mortgage, I mean.”

“Could they sell us out of our home?”

Esther asked, turning cold. -

“Well, I hope by good management it

need not come to that. Joe Findley holds

the note, and he wouldn’t press you ; but

his affairs are pretty shaky, as is no secret.

There, don't you take it too much to

heart,” for Esther had turned very pale.

“I'm only giving you timely warning to

take things in hand and manage, see?”

“Yes,” Esther answered, though at the

moment she did not ‘‘see’’ in any sense;

everything looked black before her, liter

ally and figuratively.

“You can pay off the mortgage by in

stallments,” Mr. Fastin went on encourag

ingly, “and secure your home. And it’s

not a bad place to make a living on, if

rightly managed.”

But Esther heard him as in a dream.

She felt dazed and stricken, yet through it

all there was a sense of responsibility that

fought against despair. Who was there

to rescue the home if she did not? Her

mother, her dear little gentle, meek, patient,

mother, was as unfitted to cope with the

difficulties of their position as a child. And

Anne—what could the half-invalid Anne

do? As for Lucy and Roger, they were

but children.

“I will do my best,” she said.

“And you'll succeed; I’m sure you

will !” Mr. Fastin declared. “And re

member, Miss Esther, you come to me as

you would to a father.”

Esther thanked him and hastened away.

Was it only this day that she had walked

on Myrtle Avenue with Arthur Hackett?

It seemed a thousand years ago, and she

hardly knew herself as the same girl.

What an idle trifle was the pleasure of the

morning in comparison with the weight of

care and anxiety now laid upon her; how

evanescent the one, how permanent the

other | "For one thing I am thankful,”

said Esther to herself, “I am not in love

with him—nor likely to be with a whole

family on my hands. Ah, me! twenty

five dollars a month, how little it is, and

yet how much—how much for us.” Then

she remembered that she was still in ex

pectation of a message from Miss Trent,

and her sinking spirits revived.

“Any news for me, Anne?” she asked

breathlessly the moment she arrived at

home.

As Anne shook her head Esther's heart

sank heavily, and that twenty-five dollars

a month attained proportions almost co

lossal.

“Then I'll go to see Miss Trent to-mor

row morning,” she said. “It is too late to

day, for she does not like to be interrupted

after one o'clock. Oh, Anne, I wish I had

taken your advice and gone on Monday.

I know now why mamma was crying in

the night—poor mamma.” And then she

told of her interview with Mr. Fastin.

To Esther's surprise Anne replied:

“Yes, I have been talking with mamma.

She is the dearest little mother in all the

world, Esther, the most unselfish, and I

could not endure the thought of her bear

ing her troubles all alone, so I just told

her she must take us into her confidence.

We are no longer children, you and I, why

should we not share her burden P Poor

mamma, it was a great relief to her.”

“Oh, you dear, wise Anne / But isn't it

base of me, Anne, to wish to right myself

with Miss Trent, now that my eyes are

opened to the trouble staring us in the face,

when I wouldn't consent to do it before ?”

‘‘I wouldn't analyze my motives,” coun

seled the wise Anne, “I would do what

is right.”

Accordingly, the next morning, as early

as seemed admissible, Esther went into

town. When she alighted from the car at

the nearest station to Miss Trent's street

she encountered Libbie Deane.

“Why, I was on my way to see you !”

Libbie announced in a noisy little screech.

She was a very pretty girl, but she had

neither the grace nor the dignity that

distinguished Esther Pendenning. “Can't

you stop here in the station a moment? I

have such lots to say !”

Esther, full of the hope that Libbie might

be the bearer of some kindly message

from Miss Trent, entered the little station

house very readily, and the two girls sat

down in a corner by themselves.

“In the first place, Esther,” Libbie be

gan eagerly, “I hope you don't bear me

any grudge?”

“Certainly not,” Esther answered, so

sure now of an overture from Miss Trent

that she felt sorry for Libbie.

“Well, I didn’t think you would,” Libbie

acknowledged with complacency. “Say

then, Esther, you understand Miss Trent

so well, do give me some dots about man

aging her?”

‘‘I never undertook to manage Miss

Trent,” said Esther stiffly and with sudden

surprise at herself that ever she should

have supposed Miss Trent would charge

this light-headed creature with any errand

of importance.

“You needn’t be so pokerish,” Libbie

remonstrated. “Everybody knows she

is hard to please, and all that. Kind

of sudden, too, you bet! Though, of

course, you’ve known all along that she is

going to Europe?”

This announcement struck Esther dumb:

but Libbie rattled on unheeding:

* 2
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“Yes ; she will leave to-morrow for

New York, where she will engage a French

maid; but she hates going alone, so she

will take me with her across the roaring

briny for company. Think of that l”

“It will be a great pleasure for you,”

Esther constrained herself to say, but her

voice had an alien sound in her own ears.

“‘It will be a great pleasure for you,'”

Libbie repeated, with exquisite mimicry.

“I declare, Esther, I should say you are

consumed with envy and jealousy if Miss

Trent herself had not told me, with brutal

frankness, that she had wished to take you

but you won't leave your mother.”

Esther smiled—an uncertain, struggling

smile. “Since you've asked for ‘dots,’ as

you say, Libbie, let me beg you, don't use

slang–Miss Trent is very fastidious—and

don’t, don't allow yourself to—indulge in

mimicry.”

“Oh ſ* giggled Libbie, “I can take her

off to perfection. You would die—”

“Indeed, I cannot stay,” Esther pro

tested. “I must say good-by now ; I—I

have an errand in town—to find a present

for Roger's birthday.”

For it was unendurable to have Libbie

divine that her purpose had been to see

Miss Trent.

IV

T was dark when Esther returned home,

and she found Anne on the porch anx

iously looking for her.

“You missed the six o'clock train?”

said Anne sympathizingly.

“No,” Esther answered ; and Anne

knew by her voice that something was

amiss. “I walked on purpose, to be rid

of myself. Truly is it said, ‘Pride goeth

before destruction, and a haughty spirit

before a fall.’ I’ve had my fall, Anne,

and destruction is coming.”

“Was Miss Trent so very harsh 2 ''

“Oh, I haven't seen Miss Trent; I

didn’t go there.”

“Oh, Esther

not see her ?”

“Upbraid me, Anne. You cannot say

one word harder than I think of myself,

for my wicked pride that would not let me

take your advice, and go to Miss Trent

with a proper apology in the beginning.

But come up-stairs; I’ve something to tell

ou, and I’d rather talk it over with you

efore I say anything to mamma.”

“Let me tell her that you’ve come,”

said Anne, “she has been so uneasy.”

Mrs. Pendenning, a slight, delicate

woman, with a face that was beautiful still,

though faded and shadowed by care, sat

at the table in the dining-room, Lucy on

one side and Roger on the other ; she was

reading aloud from a book that lay open

under the lamp, but as her two older

daughters came in she looked up with a

smile of glad relief.

“Oh, Esther, child,” she exclaimed,

“I’m so glad to have you at home at last !

How tired you must be '''

“A little tired. I thought you had found

out I can take care of myself, you foolish

little mother,” Esther said, smiling bravely

as she bent to kiss the pathetic, uplifted

face. “How pretty you are, mamma

Were you afraid I had run away forever?

As if I could ! No matter how charming

the world outside may show itself in the

low of the noontide, mamma, dear, ‘the

eart untraveled fondly turns to thee'

when the shadows of the evening gather,

so here I am ''' and Esther struck an atti

tude, with her hand upon her heart.

“She's talking poetry, isn’t she, mam

ma?” cried Lucy, in admiration.

“You bet she wants her supper,” Roger

commented dryly, whereupon there was a

general laugh.

“Well, take off your hat, Esther, and

make yourself comfortable,” said Mrs.

Pendenning. “We’ll have something by

way of supper presently. Chany is away

to-night, so Lucy is making the tea, and

Roger is going to set the table as soon as

we come to the end of this wonderful

story.”

“Wonderful children " '' cried Esther.

“What a real help they are, mamma; and

Lucy is only eleven. There'll soon be

nothing left for Anne and me to do but

put on airs,” and she walked out of the

room with an assumption of grandeur that

set Roger and Lucy giggling with delight.

But Esther was sick at heart. “Poor

mamma,” she sighed, as she went up

stairs with Anne, “she looks so bright to

night.”

“She has been in better spirits ever

since I persuaded her to talk over her

affairs with me,” Anne said.

“And I must crush her with my bad

news,” Esther lamented.

“Well, let us hear it,” Anne entreated,

as she shut the door. “‘Face the music,”

as Libbie Deane says—”

“Oh, Libbie Deane !” Esther broke in.

“But I would better say, ‘Oh, Esther

Pendenning !'” she interrupted herself;

and then she told Anne of Miss Trent's

unexpected plans.

“Do you suppose this news can be

true?” Anne questioned.

“No doubt of it. Libbie hasn't inven

tion enough to evolve such an idea from

her inner consciousness. Besides, I re

member that Miss Trent has often said

she would like to go abroad if she could

All day in town, and yet

orously.

persuade some pleasant young person to

go with her—on conditions satisfactory to

Miss Trent, of course.”

“She doesn't know Libbie,” said Anne.

“Oh, Anne, don't I cannot bear any

suggestion of begrudging Libbie her good

fortune when I threw my chance away. I

don't mean the travel in Europe; perhaps

I could not have consented to leave

mamma, so that is not to be taken into

the account; but what a friend I have lost,

not for myself only, but for all of us ! I

never seemed to realize until now how

kind she was and how considerate. If

ever I was kept late or the weather was

bad she always sent me home in her car

riage, and never empty-handed ; there was

always something nice for you and mamma

and the children—”

And at the recollection Esther broke

down completely, while Anne could only

sigh in sympathy.

“But this will never do l’’ said Esther,

presently recovering herself. “Of course,

after what Libbie told me, it was out of

the question to go to see Miss Trent, so I

went to the cemetery. I’ve spent the most

of the day beside our father's grave, try

ing to think ; but the outcome of it all is,

I just feel—wrecked.”

“Why should you feel ‘wrecked' 2"

said Anne, with mild rebuke. “But,

Esther, you are always vehement and ex

aggerative.”

“Oh, thank you, Anne ! You, at least,

are always frank,” Esther retorted rue

fully. “But there is Lucy calling us.

We'll talk this over to-morrow, after I’ve

slept off my excitement.”

Amidst the painful confusion of her ideas

one clear, guiding thought was Esther’s :

the thought of the duty she owed to those

she loved. Therefore, she devoted this

evening to making her home gay, hiding

her own depression ; and even Anne did

not know of the hot tears that fell in the

darkness of the night.

But Esther was young and buoyant and

strong, and the blessing of refreshing

slumber was hers, so that she awoke to the

new day with a new courage that was

ready to “mount with occasion.” She

would not enter into any discussion of the

situation until breakfast was over and she

and Anne were secure against interrup

tion ; then she began abruptly :

“Anne, has it ever struck you how few

ways there are for women to make money

—at least in this part of the world? Keep

ing boarders, sewing, teaching—what else

is there 2''

“Type-writing, stenography,

lady’?” Anne suggested.

“Let us consider the question seriously,”

said Esther. “We are in search of an

occupation, for something must be done.

How shall we make our fortune, Anne 2

Could we take boarders ?”

“Not off here in the country, I'm afraid ;

certainly not to make it pay,” Anne an

swered.

“Clearly out of the question,” Esther

decided. “And no more could we make

sewing pay. It would kill you to try, and

it would drive me wild. As to teaching,

of course, you and mamma together can

prevent Roger and Lucy growing up in be

nighted ignorance, but, all things con

sidered, do you think teaching possible

for us?” Anne shook her head. “Be

sides, I should hate it !” said Esther vig

“And as to the other employ

ments you mentioned, the qualifications

are equally lacking. I might stand behind

a counter if I could possibly remember

how many inches go to seven-eighths of a

yard—”

“Oh, Esther, do be serious.”

‘‘I never was more serious in my life,”

Esther declared. “I have been devoting

my whole intelligence to the inquiry for an

occupation, but the problem is still un

solved.”

“Mrs. Grayson thinks that Mr. Hackett

is to solve all your problems,” said Anne

demurely. “I forgot to tell you that she

was here yesterday—”

“And I suppose she told you that he

overtook me on Myrtle Avenue, Thursday

morning?” Esther interrupted impatiently.

“Don’t let her infect you with her fancies,

Anne. Arthur Hackett is not Prince

Charming and I am not the ‘Sleeping

Beauty’; I am very wide awake to the exi

gency of making some addition to our

income. Only six hundred dollars a year,

Anne, and that mortgage hanging over us!

If there were any opening here for such a

business I would send out cards offering

myself for the kind of work I did at Miss

Trent's, but Rodney is too small a place

to support an enterprise of that kind. I

am not afraid of work ; the point is to find

remunerative occupation that will be per

manent.” -

“I see,” sighed Anne; but she had no

suggestion to offer, and Esther, espying

the dress she had worn the day before still

lying across a chair, was reminded to hang

it in the closet; but first she thrust her

hand into the pocket to discover what

made it bulge so conspicuously, and in

stantly she cried out in ecstasy:

“Oh, oh! I've found it!”

“Found what?” Anne asked.

“See here, Anne !” And Esther drew

forth a package which she hurriedly

opened, displaying a collection of flower

‘sales

seed. “I could not let Libbie Deane sus

pect that I had gone into town on purpose

to see Miss Trent yesterday, so I impro

vised another errand. I remembered that

Monday will be Roger's birthday, and I

recklessly expended fifty cents, not know

ing when I could command fifty cents for

such an indulgence again. I've found our

occupation ''

“I don't understand—” faltered Anne.

“Oh, you blind, blind, blind Anne, not

to see what has been staring us in the face

all the time ! Have you any money,

Anne 2 Let us buy seeds—”

“Flower seeds P’’

“All sorts of seeds, and put 'em in the

ground. There has just come into my

mind something Mr. Fastin said, that this

is not a bad place to make a living on, if

rightly managed. And, oh, Anne, Miss

Trent was right: poor mamma has no

management. We must do it.”

“But—” Anne began.

“Oh, if we stop to say ‘but we shall

never accomplish anything !” cried Esther

impetuously. “We must “do with our

might what our hands find to do,” and what

else do we find?”

“You are thinking of a kind of—truck

farm 2'' Anne asked, with reluctance and

dismay.

“Precisely that, Anne. We’ve never

had more than a scant supply of vegetables

for our own table, when we might have

had them to spare for market. Here are

seven acres of good land and a passable

lot of fruit trees if they were only cared for

properly. We might have poultry and

bees and cows; there is room for a little

of everything.” And Esther paused,

breathless.

Anne had not caught her enthusiasm.

“Yes,” she sighed, “but—”

“‘But' again?” cried Esther.

“To accomplish anything in such an

undertaking you would have to give your

self up to it entirely—”

“Of course.”

“And then good-by to society and—your

young ladyhood, Esther.”

“Happy riddance l’’ cried Esther. “If

there is a thing I hate, Anne, it is preten

sion; and what a slavish struggle it is to

keep up a place in society for which we

have no means. Think how we've had

to contrive and work and worry to dress

ourselves appropriately for the entertain

ments people invite us to because we are

the Pendennings; and then the ‘new’

people who are building up Rodney, and

who never heard of the Pendennings, ask,

with uplifted eyebrows, “How does it

happen that Miss Trent's decorator is in

vited P’ After all, it isn’t worth the trou

ble. We always have more or less of a

home-made look, and we are tired to

death sewing our cheap finery, before the

time for the party comes.”

“But you are so pretty, Esther,” sighed

Anne, the unselfish Anne, who shared

Mrs. Pendenning's ambition for this hand

some sister.

“I do not deny that I would rejoice in a

flourishing young ladyhood,” Esther ac

knowledged frankly. “Ah, yes; vain

mortal that I am, I would rather be a lady

of elegant leisure than be the most suc

cessful truck-farmer that ever sowed seed ;

but if I cannot have what I like, then I will

like what I have. Now I have a propen

sity to dig in the dirt, a propensity inher

ited from papa–’’

“You don't know anything about it,”

said Anne despondently.

“I’ll learn then,” Esther declared, the

tears in her eyes. “You can’t discourage

me, you blessed old croaker. Oh, Anne,

I hate myself when I recall how I have

reviled this poor, dilapidated home of

ours, while right here is our God-given

opportunity. I am going to love this home

of ours as I have never loved it before. I

am going to build it up.”

“And I am going to help you,” said

Anne, laying her hand upon her sister's,

“the best I can.”

“I knew you would ' " said Esther.

“The beauty of this plan is that all of us

can work in it. You are going to be a

wholesome restraint, Anne, upon what

“Mom Chaney’ calls my “brashness.’”

“Let us look at it practically,”

suggested.

“That is to say, let us take stock,”

Esther rejoined. “Seven acres of weeds,

chiefly ; one cow, no horse, a few fowls,

no tools to speak of, and fences rickety.”

“A discouraging prospect,” sighed
Anne.

“The greater need for courage then.

How much money have you, Anne?”

“Three dollars.”

“And I only two ; whereas it would

take at least fifty to make anything of a

start.”

“Besides, we should have begun in the

fall,” sighed Anne.

“There is no sense in regretting the

fall,” said Esther, with inexorable deci

sion. “We should have begun four years

ago, but we could do something even now

if we had but the money. Miss Trent

would have lent it us, I’m sure; but I've

lost Miss Trent, thanks to my hasty temper

and obstinate pride. Oh, Anne, how I

wish—”

“There is no sense in regretting what

cannot be helped,” Anne reminded her.

--

Anne

“That is true. And we can't ask

mamma for money—she needs all she has

for expenses. But I can do this much by

way of a start: I can buy some nails and a

hammer, and tinker at the fences myself;

perhaps I may hammer out some sort of

solution. And we can hunt up the books

on gardening and study them, and we

can weed the strawberry bed. But we

won't say anything to mamma until our

plans are settled.”

“No,” Anne agreed ; “but wouldn't Mr.

Fastin lend us the money?”

“He has too many dependent upon

him,” Esther reminded her. “No, Anne,

I'll do what I can right here, right now,

and perhaps I shall see my way as I go on.

I'm sure of this—unless we begin we'll

never make a start. I’ll bribe Chaney to

get me the hammer and nails when she

goes out this evening, for her Saturday

trading.” How wearily far off Monday

does seem, Anne ! But I can hunt up the

gardening books and survey my territory.

And some of the weeds shall come out of

the strawberry bed this very day.”

And some of the weeds did come out of

the strawberry bed before the sun went

down; for to Esther, in her eager mood,

action was an imperative necessity—not

the aimless action of a restless impatience,

but the deliberate exertion of energy in the

direction of the enterprise she had in view.

And with every weed she pulled, her cour

age rose, her determination strengthened.

What she had called her “propensity to

dig in the dirt” gave zest to the employ

ment, and the sight of something accom

plished, though it were ever so little, was

a satisfaction that sweetened toil.

Her enthusiasm did but wax the fiercer,

Anne said, through the Sunday's rest, and

with the dawn on Monday Esther was at

the weeds again, leaving the fences until

after breakfast.

Not without difficulty had “Mom Cha

ney ’’ been persuaded to purchase the ham

mer and nails. “You ain't no boy ter

tackle carpentry,” Chaney grumbled. But

Esther went at her carpentry with a will

that “Mom Chaney” was powerless to

quell.

“If I never accomplish anything more

than the patching of these fences,” said

Esther, “I shall feel that I did a good

thing for my family in deciding to adopt

farming as my occupation. I had no idea

they were so rickety.”

Anne, standing near, and surveying the

bit of paling that Esther had elected for

the first attack, was overcome by dis

couragement. “I wish you would give

it up, Esther,” she entreated. “You are

making a guy of yourself to no purpose.”

Esther was attired for work in a very

short dress, stout, shabby shoes, a broad,

coarse hat, tied under her chin, and a pair

of leather gloves that Anne had manu

factured to save the hands she thought it

a shame to roughen.

“Well, I like my costume,” Esther de

clared with a laugh. “And I am not go

ing to forsake my job before I’ve given it

a fair trial. But I can’t do anything with

you hanging around, Anne, lamenting my

fate. Do go in and study what the gar

dening books say may be done at this un

avoidably late day, and leave me to wres

tle with this nuisance untrammeled by

your sympathy. Nobody is going to see

me, if that is what disturbs you; for who

ever passes along this lane at the side of

our place 2''

Anne forbore to remind the indomitable

tyro that the imp of the perverse is apt to

wait upon just such opportunities; she

sighed and left Esther to her fate.

Esther fell to work upon the fence, but

her success was by no means commensu

rate with her zeal. “Do my best, it is

only a makeshift,” she groaned. “It will

be a mercy if I don’t hammer the fence

dozen trying to patch it up. But I had to

begin somewhere, so here goes for another

nail 1 ''

While she was dealing with a particularly

refractory paling the sound of wheels

along the unfrequented lane surprised her,

and glancing up involuntarily she saw

Arthur Hackett driving alone in a phaëton

heaped high with such wild flowers as were

in bloom at that season—swamp honey

suckle, dogwood, yellow jasmine and crab

apple.

Perceiving that he did not recognize

her, Esther pulled her hat over her face;

then angry with herself for this momentary

unwillingness to be discovered at such

work, she lifted her head defiantly, to

find his eyes fixed upon her in questioning

recognition. She returned his bow with

forbidding stiffness and resumed her work,

pounding at the nails with a vicious energy

hardly commensurate with the situation,

conscious that a cloud, she hardly under

stood wherefore, had come over her spirit.

“Why should I care?” she asked herself

in impatient bitterness. “He won’t be

straying this way another day; one such

apparition as I’ve supplied is enough for

his fastidious taste.”

To her intense mortification the sudden

tears blurred her vision ; but not even

to herself would she confess that a sense

of discouragement was beginning to clog

her energy.

(To be continued in August Journal)
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THE BLOT ON

By Edward /ſ/. Bok *

OUR AMERICAN LIFE
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WISE observer of human

nature gives it as his

opinion that each gen

eration drops some

single but potent ele

ment out of life, and

that a future genera

tion, not always the

succeeding one, how

ever, sees the omission and reinstates it.

If the present generation in America has

dropped an element out of life it is the

old-fashioned and beautiful deference which

in years gone by young people paid to their

elders. A lack of proper respect for

parents upon the part of children, and the

absence of a deference upon the part of

children of an older growth for those in

authority is one of the most apparent, most

unfortunate tendencies of the time.

The respect which the average Ameri

can child has for its parents is practically

nil–that is, in comparison with what

should exist. And, to my mind, this is to

day, without any exception, the greatest

blot upon our American life. It is the first

thing that foreigners coming to our shores

notice ; it is the American fault that, of all

other American faults, impresses them the

most, and the one which they longest re

member and talk about when they return

to their native lands. And the unfortu

nate part of it is that we cannot deny it.

The fault is too apparent. It is not

easy nor is it pleasant to make such an

admission. But it must be made, alas !

Obedience upon the part of a child to its

parents is becoming to be received as a

favor—not as a duty. The child, in its

earliest years, is sternly commanded to be

obedient. Instinctively it is obedient; but it

is an obedience born of fear. After a few

years have passed the child looks around a

bit, imbibes what we call the spirit of

American independence, and is obedient

no longer except where it is to its best in

terests to be so. The real obedience born

of love or respect is conspicuous by its

absence. The parent allows what is so

amusingly termed the individuality of the

child to assert itself. If that “individu

ality” savors of a respect for elders, the

parent is delighted; if it does not, well, the

parent argues, that it must be so, and it is

passed over as a thing to be accepted, often

with a laugh—that is, with a laugh of the

face, never a laugh from the heart. If the

child is a boy he grows to be a young man

and soon becomes “independent” of his

parents. Very soon “he knows it all.”

If it be a girl she blossoms into young

womanhood, and soon either dominates the

mother or treats her as if the position of

mother and daughter were reversed.

Some will argue that I am extreme in

my position. I wish I were. Beautiful in

stances of devotion and respect upon the

part of young people for their elders exist,

lenty of them. But, unfortunately, these

instances are not in the majority, and they

serve only to intensify the glaring amount

of disrespect for those in authority which

exists in our midst.

LET any one of us, for example, look

among the girls of our acquaintance

and see how many we know who, as

daughters, turn to their mothers as readily

and as naturally as turns a flower to the sun.

How many do we know 2 . Here and there,

one, yes. But are they in the majority?

We rather find that the average American

daughter is absolutely independent of her

mother in all but those things in which she

must, of very necessity and of her very

being, be dependent upon her. By far the

majority of mothers have not the con

fidence of their daughters, and one needs

only to be in any position which invites

human confidence to know how true is such

a statement. The English girl looks to her

mother for counsel and guidance on every

point in her life. Does the American girl?

The life of a French girl always remains a

part of the being which bore her. Does

that of the American girl? The Italian

girl's life is known to her mother almost as

well, even in its most inner thought, as to

the girl herself. Is that of the American

girl? The gospel of the Swiss girl is that

of solicitation for her mother, morning,

noon and night. Is it the gospel of the

American girl? The Dutch girl never

dreams of telling her mother that she is

going to do thus and so : she asks if she

may. Does the American girl? In Ger

many, the daughter's first thought, when

she reaches proper years, is to relieve her

mother of every domestic care and thought.

Is it the thought of the American girl? Is

there need that I, or any writer, shall supply

the answers to these questions?

º
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| AM not saying that the true spirit of re

spect for their elders is not born in the

American son or daughter. I think it is,

just as much so as in the child of any other

nation. I am perfectly willing to believe,

and do so fully and honestly, that this lack

of respect is more visible than actual. The

quality of subordination is born in each

one of us. It is in the human being and

cannot be effaced. We are born with it.

But it depends upon how the germ is

nurtured whether it develops or remains

latent. And this, I believe, is the condi

tion of the matter with us to-day. The

child born to-day is created with just as

much respect for its elders as the child

born a hundred or two hundred years ago.

But our conditions are not conducive to

the best development of the quality. On

the contrary, our tendencies are rather to

stultify it, to dwarf it—I might almost say

to crush it.

HAT chance has a child of to-day to

develop respect for its elders when

these same elders are guilty of a disre

spectful attitude toward the aged? For

this is what the matter amounts to in a nut

shell. Children of an older growth are no

torious offenders in so far as their respect

toward the aged is concerned. A spirit of

impatience is evident on every hand. We

are rapidly getting to the point when we

practically pronounce being old as a crime,

when it is a positive misfortune to be help

less because of age, and an actual impos

sibility to be understood because the mind

at sixty or seventy no longer does the bid

ding of the mind at thirty or forty. Thou

sands of old people really live on sufferance.

It is a shameful thing to say this in print

where the world can read it, but the neces

sity calls for plain speech. In olden days

gray hairs commanded deference ; nowa

days when the head begins to show the

years which have passed over it, it is looked

at with pity. I am not too positive in these

remarks; any one who has observed at all,

knows that what I say is true, and that I

am not emphasizing existing conditions too

strongly. Whatever the element is that is

coming into life and diminishing a proper

deference for the aged, it ought to be ban

ished and stamped out. And the sooner

we take the first step to change the present

order of things the better.

HAT are the causes which have led to

this, some one asks, who is to

blame, and, granting that this disrespect

exists, how can we remedy it?

The causes are simple, even though they

aim at the very root of our social conditions.

In the first place, the children of this gen

eration are not having the lesson of respect

for their elders included in their curriculum.

It is absent. The young people are not to

blame. They are simply accepting a con

dition of affairs created for them by their

parents. It is the American parent, and

he and she alone, who is to blame for this.

The lack of the proper training of children

is apparent on every hand. The fathers

are too much immersed in business affairs;

the mothers are beginning to drift away

from the home, and the children are suffer

ing. And the false idea that we must

let the “individuality' of our children

assert itself and have full play is one of the

prime causes of this evil. Not enough

care, not enough attention, not enough

time is given to a proper shaping, a wise

moulding of that individuality. It is an in

dividuality that is allowed to individualize

of itself. We think this is right; that it is

correct; that it is in accordance with the

laws of nature, whereas it is exactly against

the laws of nature and the laws of being

that any individuality shall develop with

out a constant, careful, strong, steady,

guiding hand and influence. Parents call

it unselfishness to let their children have

their own way. It is a wrong unselfish

ness, granting that it is unselfishness, which

I do not. The child grows into a mis

guided or an unguided individuality, and

develops a spirit of self-reliance which has

no real basis, no foundation.

We may talk all we like about a higher

and advanced education in this country.

But the thing that is really needed in our

American education to-day is a higher and

advanced attention to those elements in

life which form the greater and more im

portant part of our being. It is the edu

cation of the heart that we want in this

country just at present rather than the

elevation of the mind. We are living in

what is undoubtedly one of the most ma

terial and iconoclastic ages which man

kind has ever seen. Everything that we

do takes on a material view.

WF measure things, we measure pleas

ure by their material and not intrin

sic worth. We cannot help all this; it is the

fate of any nation which has yet to lay its

truest foundation of actual living. But to

offset this materialistic influence which has

fastened itself upon so much of our being,

there must be a stronger contrasting

influence of the softer element along

our educative lines. Our young people

must be taught what it is to have a heart

as well as a mind, and that the noblest

characters are those which have harnessed

both together for their own good and the

good of their fellow-beings. We applaud

the materialistic too much ; we clap our

hands too much at the person whom we

deem to be clever. It is all well enough to

be clever of mind, to be bright of intellect.

But there is something else that is needed

to insure full-rounded happiness. It is the

heart; the development of those senti

ments and feelings which bring us not in

touch with other intellects to be judged as

inferior or superior to theirs, but with other

hearts, with other natures, with the truer

parts, the higher parts, the better parts of

the beautiful structure of God called the

human being. We want our children to be

a credit to us and all that ; we want them

to shine before other men and before the

world. That is a pardonable feeling; it is

the parental pride, but we want something

else. We want our children to be flesh

and blood; to be men and women full of

kindly feeling, of love for others, of respect

for any one who tries to do his or her duty;

to have in their hearts that milk of human

kindness which makes the best kind of

men and women. In all this rush for learn

ing we want to think a bit about loving,

too, and especially the love, the respect,

the deference for parents and elders, with

out which a son or daughter stands before

his or her God as a being with only half his

life or nature developed.

THE force of parental example has done

as much as any other element to de

velop this lack of respect upon the part of

the rising generation to its elders. The

spirit of ruthless criticism is prevalent in

nearly all of our homes. We criticise

people whether we understand them or

not; sometimes we do not even know

them, and for the most part their motives

are absolutely unknown to us. But our

criticism of them goes on just the same.

The time was, and it is not so long ago

either, that it was considered ill-bred to

discuss other people's houses and servants

and belongings; nowadays we discuss

people's motives as well as people's be

longings. Nothing is safe ; absolutely

nothing is sacred. And this disrespectful

criticism goes on in our homes, at our

tables, in our sitting-rooms and before our

children. What is the result? The lack

of respect which parents show in their

criticisms of others is unconsciously and

yet surely imbibed by their children, who

grow up in an atmosphere of what we call

the free expression of our opinions, the

option to criticise whom we please. We

call this freedom, liberty, and ascribe it all

to the great and inestimable privilege of

living in a country whose watchword is

free speech, free thinking and free writing.

It is about time to pause and consider

whether we are not overdoing this freedom

iust a little. How can we expect our chil

dren to have respect for us as their elders

when we, as elders, show absolutely no

respect for those who are older or wiser,

or, at all events, as old and as wise as

we are 2 Children are tremendously, yes,

almost entirely influenced by the examples

set before them. This relentless spirit of

criticism in which we indulge is killing to

the development of respect in our children.

But that is a point that we seem to over

look.

NE of the most unfortunate elements in

our American life, and I say it

frankly and boldly, is what is called our

“free press.” What was intended to be

an honorable opportunity for the expres

sion of honest convictions on the part of

journalism has degenerated into a journal

ism that must sooner or later meet with the

outspoken indignation of every respectable

man and woman in this country. A great

deal of this spirit of free criticism to which

we are so prone has been injected into our

lives and natures by the newspapers of to

day. Any fair-minded person who looks

at the matter calmly will agree with me

that no single agency in this country has

done so much to spread this evil among

all classes as the modern newspaper.

And when I say the newspaper I speak of

it as an institution. There are exceptions,

and notable ones, thank the Lord, which

are managed by men of upright motives

who have not abused the freedom im

parted to them. But these are exceptions.

For the most part, the newspaper in this

country has degenerated into a vehicle for

the calumny of people whose work brings

them before the public. And the greater

the man, the greater is the abuse heaped

upon him. There is scarcely any one who

has had any work to do in this world, or

who has any circle of friends whom he

loves and cherishes, but has felt the sting

of American journalism as it is carried on

in so many instances in these days.

ONE of the most disgraceful features in

our modern style of journalism is that

the President of the United States, whose

very station should command respect for

him, is made a constant target for disre

spect. It makes not the slightest difference

whether we admire or do not admire the

man who occupies the Presidential chair.

He is placed there by the expressed suffrage

of the people, and when he is so placed and

is the occupant of the high office, he has a

right to the respect of the people of the

country over which he presides. But this

is denied our President. The decent re

spect which we mete out to ordinary men

is refused him. We excuse this by saying

that he was not our choice, or that he holds

the position by accident. No man elected

to the office of President of the United

States can be an accident. He is placed

there because of his fitness for that office.

And although we may not agree always

that he is as able as some other man, it is

only pure justice that we give him the

benefit of the doubt.

But do we do this? No. A Democratic

parent will sit at his table before his chil

dren and heap abuse upon a Republican

President, and vice versa. I have seen a

discussion of a President’s motives carried

to such an extent at the family table that

the children have sat with open mouths

staring at their father as he poured forth

his calumnious opinions about the first

citizen of the Republic. And he had im

bibed this spirit from the newspapers.

And so the thing goes. On a direct line

from the editorial room of the newspaper

to the smallest child runs this comment of

disrespect and criticism.

OME writers have tried to shift the blame

for this prevalent lack of respect upon

the children. But that is simply shifting

the responsibility where it does not belong.

We, as elders, are the teachers of the

young ; we are their living examples. It

is not to our children that we must alone

teach the duty to their neighbor as defined

in the catechism contained in the prayer

book of the Church of England. We

must first read it over and over again for

ourselves ; absorb its spirit and live its

teachings in our own lives, showing by

our examples what we want our children

to do : “To love, honor and succor my

father and my mother. To honor and

obey the civil authority. To submit my

self to all my governors, teachers and

spiritual pastors and masters. To order

myself lowly and reverently to all my

betters.” This is the true spirit, and when

that is injected into our lives we shall of

ourselves refrain from showing disrespect

to others, and in turn our children will

show a higher and nobler respect for their

elders. This is not a case of beginning

with those who are in our arms, on our

knees, or who stand head and shoulders

with us. It is a case of ourselves: we who

are old enough to know better, who

should have learned the lessons years and

years ago, but did not, and have not.

And until we learn the lesson ourselves

our children will never learn it.

WE must put a stop to willful and reck

less criticism of other people's do

ings and motives. We have a very big

lesson to learn, we big people in this big

country. And we must begin at the begin

ning—and that is, to cultivate patience with

those who are older than ourselves. True

respect is born of patience. If God has

placed in our keeping some aged soul

for us to nourish and protect until He

sees fit to take the spirit to Himself, we

should do it, and not alone do it cheerfully

and willingly, but unremittingly, no matter

what the sacrifice to ourselves may be, no

matter what strain it entails upon our pa

tience. We must not forget that a day

may and probably will come to us when we

shall be old ; when the mind will not be so

quick to perceive and the understanding

not so ready to absorb. And as we minister

to those who are in our keeping now, our

ministrations shall be seen by those follow

ing close behind who some day will minis

ter to us. The years go by very quickly

and the position of the young and the old

is soon reversed. Then we shall fully

realize what a loving touch, what little acts

of kindness, what a constant presence,

what true consideration and respect mean

to an aged soul | The attentions which

the aged sometimes demand may be a little

exacting at times. Butlet us rejoice that

we are given an opportunity to return some

consideration to the life from which we

sprang, and in part to measure the bless

ings which were poured upon us night and

day when we were helpless. Nothing that

can come into the memory of man or

woman can be more precious than the re

membrance that, when we had the oppor

tunity, we did all we could do, in respect, .

love and tenderness, for those who pre

ceded us into this life and who have

preceded us into a greater life to come.

They welcomed us to this earth ; we bade

them farewell from it. But they will wel

come us again, and our welcome there

will be much in the way as we bade them

farewell here. We live here now, but not

for always. And the more tender our fare

well of them, the more loving will be their

welcome of us.
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ARRIAGE is a divine insti

tution, and its sanctity is

assured only as its divine

ness is appreciated and

acknowledged. God

Himself married the first

bridal pair and has been

a factor in every perfect

consummated since. Inunionnuptial

view of the significance which, in my pre

vious articles, I have conceded to the

family, it will follow necessarily that the

Supreme import of the conjugal relation

in which the foundations of the family are

laid, should be recognized. The most

important thing in regard to this entire

matter that can be said is that the family

structure will denote only so much in

point of beauty, dignity and power as is

denoted by the marriage tie in which it is

grounded. Whatever disturbs or menaces

the foundations disturbs or menaces all

that those foundations are set to sustain.

A CHILD, therefore, as it approaches ma

- turing years, needs some initiation

into the meaning of the relation subsisting

etween his own father and mother. The

difficulty involved is no sufficient reason

for evading the difficulty. The fact that

there is an element of the instinctive in

volved still leaves ample room for the

play of intelligence and parental guidance.

hildren have very often in later years to

pay for the equivocal and prudish unfrank

ness of their parents. Undoubtedly the

mutual bearing of father and mother in

the presence of their children will be itself

the best exposition of what the marriage

relation betokens, and will operate with

vastly more effect than any other influence

to give to the children either an elevated

9r a pauperized sense of its interior mean

ing ; but there remains still a field for the

occupancy of precept, provided such pre

cept has the support of wholesome and

Corroborating example. The object of

these intimations is rather to set the

reader thinking than to do his thinking

for him. The existence of a perfect mar

riage relation between a husband and wife

will itself do almost everything toward in

ducing sound matrimonial opinion among

the children; but something additional

may be done toward securing for them

sound matrimonial practice. The whole

matter is an involved and delicate one.

There are influences operating in the case

that are of a very high order, and other

influences that are a great deal less fine.

ſarriage is a unique combination of mo

tives drawn from very different quarters.

It is sometimes proper matter of wonder

ment that married life is not even more

frequently than it is, a disappointing and
disastrous failure.

The presence in the case of ingredients

that are distinctly unspiritual and physical

makes all the more necessary the emphasis

to be given to the sanctity of marriage as

a whole. It is on this account that mar

riage needs so scrupulously to be safe

guarded. Scripture is exceedingly frank

in its dealings with the subject, but always

Succeeds in leaving the impression of the

unspeakable sanctity of the tie by which

those properly in the marriage relation

are combined. The Bible is a wonderful

authority to consult upon this matter as

upon so many others. It can treat even

the most commonplace aspects of the

problem without either compromising its

own dignity or tarnishing the lustre of the

relation which it handles.

THE little girl's affectionate care of her

doll is a prescience of maternity; it

is unconscious prophecy. Children should

be taught to expect that they will be mar

ried some time, and not only that they

will be married but that they will have

children of their own. Paul, in his letter

to Titus, among other matter which he

gave him to preach upon, charged him to

See to it that young women were instructed

oth to love their husbands and to stay at

Ome and take care of their children.

The Apostle pre-supposed motherhood as

well as wifehood, and knew that it was

only the evasive handling of the matter that

would issue in possible mischief. Dealing

with an honorable relation as though it

were a semi-criminal one is just what will

make it in effect to be a semi-criminal one.

There is a great deal that this is not the

place to say, but that mothers should not

e, slow to say to their daughters, or

fathers slow to say to their sons. Mother

hºod so far from being a questionable cor

ollary of marriage is one most important

element of its sanctity. There has never

been a time in the history of our country

when that doctrine has been a more im

Portant one to be taught than it is to-day.

ITS SAFEGUARDS

By Rev. Charles H. Parkhurst, D. D.
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It is becoming the habit of society to dis

courage motherhood. My impression is,

although I am not yet in possession of the

figures to justify it, that it would be dis

covered that low estimate of marriage and

aversion for maternity keep in very clear

and even pace with each other. People

who are at all familiar with the present

tendencies of thought and action are aware

that something, beside the high-pitched

tone of our civilization is needed to account

for the diminished number of children now,

as compared with what it was fifty years

ago.

ASY laws of divorce are another menace

to the sanctity of marriage and the

sweet dignity of home life. The indestruc

tibility of the marriage tie is the only means

by which there can be assured in us a

sense of its holiness. Marriage, I believe,

to be the most sensitive point in the entire

matter of our civilization, and the prospects

of our civilization can, therefore, be pretty

accurately measured by the amount of

sacred and enduring meaning that the gen

eral mind attaches to the marriage tie. In

creased facility of divorce, and the increas

ing respect in which we are coming to hold

divorced people are, therefore, evil omens

of social and national destiny. Christ's

law is in this particular, as in so many others,

extreme, but I am perfectly willing to be

called an extremist in matters that touch

our present so intimately and that bear so

immediately upon our future. Society is

not safe under a compromising or tempo

rizing policy. I remember how as a boy I

felt in regard to a certain woman that I

was told had been divorced. She was in

my esteem a kind of outcast and moral

outlaw. It is difficult for me to-day to

have exactly that old-time feeling repro

duced. Public sentiment has in the mean

time retrograded, and I have retrograded

with it. “Till death us do part" is in the

marriage service without being in the

marriage relation. We clergymen are in

some measure responsible for this. We are

often making marriage cheap by marrying

over again people that had gotten tired of

their previous marriage. I have done that

thing myself within a month, although only

subsequently made aware of the real facts

in the case. A preacher would have to

deliver a good many sermons from his

pulpit on the sanctity of the home to rub

out the mischief he would do to the home

by standing at the altar and making one,

two people that had no business to be

anything but two. “For better or for

worse’’ can be in the marriage service

without being in the marriage relation.

There is no farce which is so full of the

promise of issuing in tragedy as to pass the

nuptial ring to a couple who have no sense

of marriage as a holy and indestructible

covenant. There is not a great deal of

difference really between having two wives

at the same time, and having them at

different times and changing off at the

suggestion of whim or convenience. The

essence of polygamy is in it in either case,

only in the first instance it is contemporary

and in the other consecutive ; in one case

side by side and in the other “tandem.”

In one as in the other it is essentially

adulterous ; is so designated by Christ,

and requires to be so considered by those

who have professedly submitted them

selves to His law.

The only way to kill divorce among

people who have any ambition to be ac

counted reputable is to treat as being a

little “off color '' remarried people who

have been divorced on unauthorized

grounds. How we carry ourselves after

we are married will depend very much

upon the conception we have of marriage

before entering into that state, and that

conception is one that we need to be

equipped with by parental example and

initiation, and by the strongest example

and most care-taking initiation.

IT is closely in keeping with the whole

train of argument to say a word in re

gard to early marriages. That is the

natural order of event. Divine intention

seems quite distinct upon the matter.

Such marriages when properly consum

mated are a means of personal establish

ment and security to the parties implicated.

For a young man or a young woman to be

wholesomely married is the next step to

being regenerated. To be out of that con

dition is counter to nature, and to disregard

nature subjects to all kinds of exposure.

It is sometimes forgotten that nature's

arrangements and intentions are in the

nature of a divine ordinance, which may

be of the same authoritativeness as though

drafted literally and included in the deca

logue.

HE writer has learned that it is one of

the unfortunate features of our modern

life in large towns that so few opportunities

are afforded to young men and women of

the middle classes of being thrown together

in a healthy and unaffected way. It is in

that kind of atmosphere that relations

more naturally form themselves which

may be expected to develop into marriage.

A great many young men, at any rate,

would instantly appreciate the significance

of what is here intended. They come into

the city from outside where they are known

and respected, but on entering the city

they are nobody. The unknown young

man in the city is always distrusted. Per

haps that is right, but whether right or

wrong it is fact. It is not easy for him to

come into social relations with such mem

bers of the opposite sex as stand upon a

higher or even upon the same social plat

form with himself. It is exceedingly nat

ural, therefore, for him to drop down to a

lower social platform. This makes clear a

. deal that would be otherwise inexplic

aDIC.

It is unfortunate that so many young

men feel themselves compelled to postpone

marriage till they have acquired a compe

tence and can maintain themselves and

their family in a condition of ease and

semi-luxury. Sometimes this is the fault

of the man, sometimes of the girl, and

sometimes of the girl’s parents. With

whichever of the three the blame rests it

works hardship and injustice. If there is

ever a time in a man's life when he needs

the encouragement and coöperation of a

wife it is in the earlier years of his man

hood, when success is still unreached, and

when every possible resource needs to be

availed of in order to make success attain

able. It is not quite the fair thing for the

girl to refuse to become his bird till he has

fabricated a golden cage for her to sing in ;

it is a great way from realizing the scrip

tural idea of “helpmeet.” All of this is

in the line of treating the wife as a mer

chantable delicacy instead of recognizing

her as a consort. The very parents, too,

who are least disposed to surrender their

daughter until there is a visible equivalent

in sight are sometimes the ones who never

would have attained their own affluent

estate had a like policy been observed

toward them, and had they not stood

together while still at the foot of the ladder

and helped one another up its ambitious

but tiresome rounds.

THE meaning and sanctity of marriage is

badly enfeebled and tainted by being

brought into the market and made a matter

of trade and dicker. Love is liable to be

foolish and more passionate than intelli

gent; at the same time nothing can take

the place of love as the axis upon which

the whole matrimonial matter ought to

swing. A marriage in which discrepancies

are evened up by considerations that are

foreign to the main point is alien to the

genius of the holy institution, and degrades

into commercial barter that which is de

signed to be a contract of souls. The girl

is very likely poor and handsome, the man

wealthy and we do not know what else.

Marriage under such circumstances is quite

likely to be a blunt matter of trade. He

says to her in effect, “You give to me your

beauty and I will give you a share of my

money.” We have most of us read

“Dombey and Son.” She consents to be

labeled “personal property,’’ and he

balances the account with hard cash,

architectural luxuries and bric-à-brac. It

is shrewd in him but it is not quite what

we would have liked for the girl—that is, if

she is a respectable girl. There is another

style of matrimonial dicker that is coming

in vogue among our ambitious young

American women of the moneyed classes.

There are a good many rich girls in Amer

ica who have never kept their genealogical

record, or, if they have, take no particular

interest in consulting it, and find more

amusement in contemplating their own or

their fathers' assets. Then, per contra, on

the other side of the sea there are a good

many languid male scions of nobility whose

original royal blood has been diluted down

to almost the vanishing point of attenua

tion, but who find in that feeble dilute

more satisfaction than they do in their

still more attenuated bank account. Limp

nobility anxious for his exchequer meets

opulent commonality concerned for her

pedigree, and propose not to marry one

another but to wed their respective com

modities—his blood and her dollars, and

go before, the priest and decorate the

occasion with orange blossoms and stringed

instruments, in order to throw over the

whole the glamour of regularity.

As a concluding word to parents let it

be said that just the delicacy of the whole

matter is what makes it especially impor

tant to handle it with dignified frankness.

The children too often derive from their

parents the impression that marriage and its

related interests lie about half way between

a sin and a joke. There is nothing from

which sin is farther removed and nothing

to which the comic is more unutterably

alien : and that home which best succeeds

in making the marriage relation dear to the

finest instincts of the children most blesses

their present and lays the securest founda

tion for their future.
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A WOMAN

NE day, late in the waning

hours of leafy June or

early in the calendar of

buggy, July, pondering

over the agricultural de

partment of a religious

newspaper, my eyes

chanced upon an article

on raspberry culture, over a name well

known in horticultural circles, or more

harmoniously—rows—with the “o ” long,

please, as in dose. I am somewhat inter

ested in matters pertaining to the barren

cultivation of richly-promising and reck

lessly-defaulting ...if fruits, being a sub

urbanite in fact, and a frequent contributor

to that unpublished and popular agricul

tural journal, “One Acre, Three Acres

too Much : The Tax-Payer's Friend and

Guide.” You may have noticed my mom

de plume, “Constant Reader.” Some

times, when I have special reasons for

concealing my identity, I sign myself, “Old

Subscriber.” Oh, you must have read,

that is, surely you have seen, a great many

articles from my pen.

Some discoveries in the higher culture

of small fruits I have made along original

lines of research and investigation. I do

not know with whom they originated, but

I do know they were once original. Some

times I am inclined to think they are ab

original, the most of them. But of this

anon, as I sometimes say in my newspaper

essays. You may have observed the ex

pression over my well-known signature,

“Lex.” One discovery I have made,

which is unimportant if untrue, is that the

joint-legged microbe with a draft d. 3/4 back,

which leaves a death-dealing taste on every

berry over which he crawls, is very fond of

any infallible insecticide, and indeed pre

fers it to the berry, which is its natural

habitat. In order to preserve the berry,

therefore, you have only to sprinkle the

insecticide thickly on the canes, or on the

adjacent weeds, which should be carefully

propagated for that purpose, when the

microbe will instantly leave the berry to

feed and fatten on his favorite powder.

The insecticide is invariably fatal to human

life, if by chance it falls upon the berry.

This, I am informed, is the only objection

urged against its universal use.

BUT I digress, as my saying is. I intro

duced this remark in one of my pub

lic addresses, at a Fourth of July celebra

tion many years ago, and many times have

I heard public speakers use it on the stump

and in the pulpit, without giving me credit

therefor. ‘‘’Twas ever thus '':

“Genius and its rewards are briefly told:

A liberal nature and a niggard doom,

A difficult journey to a splendid tomb.”

But here is the paragraph in that treatise

on raspberry culture:

“On my way home I called at the house

of a neighbor to engage some clover-seed,

if there should happen to be a crop this

fall, and I found his wife busily engaged

in filing the edge of a bright hoe. “What

are you going to do with that hoe?' I asked.

‘Hoe my raspberry patch,” she replied.

‘I go over it with a sharp hoe about four

times every season, and shave off all the

sprouts and weeds in the rows that John

cannot reach with his plow. You see

my hoe is as sharp almost as a razor, and

it is bright as a needle, because I keep it

in the house. It is my own special hoe,

and no one uses it but myself.’”

That is not all ; there was nearly a col

umn of it. But that was enough if you

didn't care for any more. The rest of it

was mainly something about the best

method for securing a large crop, conven

ient market and high prices—points which

do not at all interest the suburbanite who

“grows ' his own, berries—except the

price, of course. The suburbanite is al

ways a bear in the produce exchange.

The lower he can keep the prices of fruits

and vegetables the more cheaply he can

buy them from the hucksters, who bring

them to his door from the city. But I

meander.

What I want to know about raspberry

culture on this “busy woman’” plan is

this : Does it work both ways 2 What I

want to know, Mr. Speaker, and I rise for

accurate and specific information on this

oint, if the gentleman will permit me to

interrupt him a moment—when this “busy

woman's' husband came in from the field

that evening, did he—I demand an answer,

Mr. Speaker, that I may carry it back to

my constituents—did he, or did he not,

cook the supper for the family, help wash

the dishes and put at least some of the

children to bed? Speaking for “Phoebe,

our sister,” and all the rest of Romans

XVI, I demand an answer.

IN A RASPBERRY PATCH

º By Robert J. Burdette

OW, Mr. Speaker, it was very kind of

“John ”—he seems to have been that

kind of John—may his kind and kindness

increase until his name is writ a good

second to that of Abou Ben Adhem—it

was the act of a thoughtful and considerate

husband to go through the raspberry patch

with his plow, and shave off “all the

sprouts and weeds that he could reach,”

while the horse drew the crooked plow.

Of course, no reasonable woman—alas,

that there should be so few reasonable

women in the world—would expect a man

to plow under the sprouts and weeds

that he cannot reach. A plow is not made

to dive and dodge and creep into crooked,

hidden places under the bushes; it is built

to go straight down the middle of the row

and take whatever stands in its way. Man

is very like the plow he guides across the

fertile globe : it is not in him to sweep

under the bed or in the corners. When it

comes to bending the hingeless column of

the human back under the blazing mid

summer sun, prodding into the airless

corners, getting close down into the pesky

little out-of-the-way places, inaccessible to

man, “whose Heaven-erected face the

smiles of love adorn,” to that noble animal,

the horse, whose neck is clothed with

thunder and the gleaming colter of the

laborious plow, the link that binds these

splendid co-workers in the yoke of honest

toil—then woman, Heaven’s last best gift,

comes to the front with her polished hoe,

“grace in her steps and Heaven in her

eye.” What recks she of the briars that

scratch her hands and tear away from her

queenly head the “calico-slat” of the

Puritans or the “sun-bunnit” of the Cava

liers, that veils its shapeliness? This

seems to be her “sphere '': to follow the

plow ; to work with her bright hoe where

the plow cannot reach. It is harder,

meaner, more irritating work than plowing,

ten times over. And the man knows it.

Possibly that is why he sneaks out of it

whenever he can.

ND this was no “jag ’’ of a raspberry

patch, either. It must have been a

portion of the original farm. We have

the “busy woman’s ’’ own unintentional

testimony for that. “We have all we can

eat while they last,” she says, farther on

in this same treatise, “and I tell you we

eat lots during harvest.” We listen to her

“tell” us that, because we have profound

reverence for a woman with a bright hoe

in a raspberry patch, but the remark is

quite superfluous. Any one who has

dined with the farm hands, neighbors,

hired men and the boys who “watch the

gaps’’ and get in everybody’s way save

when they are sorely wanted, has no need

to go to the census report in order to be

assured that a harvest dinner is somewhat

more robust than the hollow and trans

parent mockery of a five o'clock tea. “I

put up sixty cans,” the busy woman goes

on, “and we have quite a lot to sell. The

buyers do their own picking ”—why

they didn’t pick “what they could reach,”

and make her pick the rest, is a mystery.

It lends strong color of confirmation to the

theory that the pickers were other women

“under my supervision”; ah, I thought

she couldn’t get out of that patch com

pletely. A horrible suspicion was begin

ning to obtrude itself, that this woman

“had waxed fat’’ on raspberries, “and

kicked.” Perish the unmanly thought.

Listen : “This is the third time I have

done this job this season,” she said, “and

once more after the berries are gathered

will complete it.” Noble woman Good

girl go up head. If there is any berry

money left after “John ”. pays his lodge

dues, and buys a colt for his own driving,

and a light road wagon that will only seat

one, you shall have a fan next Christmas,

if there is such a thing as a reduction sale

at the nine-cent counter in all this land, no

matter how hard times are. Angel of the

hoe, farewe– Hold on just a minute;

just one more apt quotation from this most

excellent treatise on raspberry culture.

Sometimes, of course, the hoe gets dull.

Such things will happen, even among

“busy women.” I have known a woman's

watch to run slow, although she, with her

own careful touch, had set the hands ten

minutes ahead with a buttonhook. I have

known a carving-knife, placed on the

table by her own housewifely orders, turn

blue in the cheeks and lose its edge at

sight of a fowl yet in the tender years

of infancy, but nine sweet summers old

last August. And sometimes this busy

woman’s “hoes got dull.” What then?

“She filed them herself.” “Many daugh

ters have done virtuously, but thou ex

cellest them all !”

THERE is no faultless being save your

own blessed husband on all this planet.

Wherefore my mind should not dwell so

darkly on the fact, frankly confessed, which

half atones for the fault, that this busy

woman stood by “supervising ” while the

“buyers did their own picking.” Can it

indeed be that the women on American

farms are growing a trifle la—indolent, or

careless, as it were 2 Small wonder, then,

that so many men fail as farmers; that we

hear of so many abandoned farms in New

England, and life-crushing mortgages in

the West, when women, after hoeing the

crying raspberry patches but four times in

one summer, abandon their work and go

rushing away to all manner of Chautauquas

and conventions, picking up no end of

“new movement” fads and higher educa

tion isms, while hordes of unrestrained

buyers rush into the patch every time the

husband drives over to “the store,” and

do their own picking. This comes of the

government permitting Miss Anthony to

go about the country, voting and lecturing,

instead of compelling her to marry some

good man, and hoe raspberry patches.

Alas, poor man, woe is we, that this is not

a paternal government, under which he

might be better cared for. Why, Mr.

Speaker, even when woman does marry

in these degenerate days, she evades per

formance of her bounden duty at the

most important crises of the season.

Probably Mrs. Stanton didn't have a hoe

in her hand all last summer. I have seen

no official statement concerning it, but I

have no doubt that Dr. Livermore's rasp

berry patch could sit at this very moment

for a photograph of the justly-celebrated

garden of the well-known Sluggard, which

Solomon scored with sarcasm most piti

less and withering. Very easy was it for

Solomon to sit at the east window of his

Cedar Palace and dictate to his amanuensis

—Solomon, who had eight hundred wives

to hoe the many-rowed patches of briary

small fruit, while he sat in the shade and

learned the botanical names of everything

on the plantation, “from the cedar that is

in Lebanon even unto the hyssop that

springeth out of the wall.”

ANY a time, in my journeying to and

fro across this broad land, has it

caused my heart to ache, to see, on dis

piriting, rainy days, groups of weary and

neglected men patiently leaning against

the railway station, holding it up with their

broad, strong shoulders. I knew they

were looking forward, in painful dejection,

to the inevitable hour when the last train

would pass by, the station lights be put

out, and they would have to “hook up ''

and drive home alone, and then, who

knows, be compelled to put up the horses

unaided and uncheered, while their idle

“helpmeets” slept the precious hours

away on beds of flowery ease, stuffed

with unhaggled corn husks. Up, woman

Daughter of the nineteenth century, up

and away to the raspberry bed | That's

the kind of a bed you can make yourself

useful in. Hoe pon, hoe pever ! be your

motto. -

NDEED, it is a thing most remarkable to

the clear-seeing mind of man that

women, as a rule, should display a certain

unaccountable aversion to farm life. Men

do not share this prejudice, for it can be

nothing else. Better than any other occu

pation, perhaps, with the exception of the

trades, the professions and unskilled labor,

farming affords to man a ready safety-valve

and outlet for all the ill humors of our

nature. It gives to him blessed oppor

tunities for grumbling at every change of

the weather, at every sign of shifty restless

ness in the barometer and variation of the

inconstant thermometer. But against the

farm, with all these advantages, among

numberless others, women and boys are

apt to rebel. Could there have been a

raspberry patch in the Garden of Eden P

And was Adam, after all, a man very like

John, who drove his “limb-wood” plow

right down the middle of the row, and left

Eve to perform that petty, drudgery of

“hoeing after ’’ ” And think of the hoe

she had ' If the day was hot, and the

leafy growth on the canes was dense, and

the air was dead, when the “oh-breathe

not-his-name '’ came into the Garden he

found a woman, there so nearly discon

tented already, that it was a light task to

persuade her that there was a short cut to

a better state of things. And boys dislike

life on the farm. Cain was a tiller of the

ground, and see what an ungovernable

temper he had. But I am drifting into the

foggy eddies of the higher criticism.

boy does love the farm dearly and ten

derly and loyally ; after he gets away

from it and gets heartily sick and tired of

city life, then his heart aches and longs

for the old farm again.

Oh, I came very near forgetting one of

the best things in this “treatise ’’ on rasp

berry culture. The writer closes his paper

with this characteristic paragraph :

“And I think that every reader of “The

Investigator’ who will try her method will

agree with me when I say she was right.”
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THE BUSY GIRL'S WACATION

By Ruth Ashmore
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/D Y the busy girl I do not mean

that one who has many duties

in her home, but, instead,

that girl who devotes so many

hours each day to work in the

outer world. I mean the girl

behind the counter, the girl

who sits at a desk, the girl whose busy

fingers make beautiful bonnets and gowns

for other girls to wear, the girl who hears

the click of the typewriter all the day

long—indeed, I mean that girl who, liv

ing the right life, doing her work con

scientiously, is called the working-girl.

She is a brave girl, and the girl to whom

I feel very near. When the summer days

are at their longest and the sun begins to

shine fiercely, she gets her vacation.

Sometimes, more's the pity, the days of

rest are very few. Sometimes, and this is

oftenest, she has for rest and enjoyment

two whole weeks. Now, I like to think

that, during that two weeks, she gets

much happiness and much real rest. This

she can only do if she has planned her

outing, knows exactly, how much money

she can spend, where she will be and what

she will require. It may be that the vaca

tion is a going home. It may be that the

vacation is boarding either in the country

or at the seaside. Wherever it is I hope she

will be wise enough to choose to have an

absolute change of air, food and people,

for it is only in this way that mind and

body alike will have rest and refreshment.

ABOUT HER ARRANGEMENTS

IRST of all, there are her clothes. Being

a pretty girl she likes to look well,

and I like to have her possess this desire,

but I do not like to have her put all her

money in one elaborate frock, and be un

fitted, as far as dress is concerned, for

any other time except the evening. The

chiffon gown is unsuitable to the girl that

I have in mind. Asking for my advice, I

say to her, have two or three pretty cotton

frocks for your outing, one a sheer thin

batiste, which need not cost over twelve

and a half cents a yard, but which can be

made up with some cheap ribbons to look

as dainty and pretty as possible, quite

elaborate enough for any summer evening

entertainment. Let the other two cottons

be a little thicker, and wear them in the

morning, and be sure you will always feel

fresh and will look properly dressed for

the hour and the place. The wool skirt

which you have already, will, with a cotton

blouse, constitute your traveling dress, for

you will not require a jacket, nor a sleeper

get-up, since your time on the train will

not be very long. Freshen up your shoes,

see that the underwear that goes with you

is in good condition, if possible get one

new pair of gloves, and having attended

to all these things there will be nothing

but pleasure waiting for you during your

holiday trip.

THE PLACE ITSELF

You who are not going home will be

wise in choosing a quiet country vil

lage for your resting place, inasmuch as

the more fashionable places would absorb

all your money for board, and you would

be thrown among people living a different

life from your own, and there would always

be the fear that seeing so much of those

who know nothing of the workaday world

you might grow discontented. I like

to think of your being in a pleasant little

town, close enough to the country for

agreeable drives and long strolls, and yet

where you will meet nice girls and their

friends, have a glimpse of their lives, and

when the time is over go back with a fresh

determination to succeed in whatever you

do, and always to hope that these summer

days will be repeated.

Do not let anybody persuade you to go

to another city, for if you do you will sim:

ply loll away your days in the house and

only be able to go out when the sun has

gone down. What you need is to be out

in the open air, and to rest after the fash

ion that pleases you best. It may be that

ou have decided to read a couple of

ooks. Then you would put on your light

cotton gown, fix a shady corner for your

self and enjoy your story. It may be that

your rest will come by being among other

girls and hearing of their lives, listening

to them to the accompaniment of your

needle as it flies through the fancy-work

that at other times you can only do at

night. But you must not sew too much.

Indeed, I would rather you did not sew any

at all, but, instead, follow up a croquet or

tennis ball and grow healthily warm in

your determination to control it. Let your

whole body grow new and strong through

this delightful exercise, half play, half work.

- WHAT TO FORGET

You must forget all about your work.

That is good for you. You have a

false little pride, too often, of wanting to

thrust in the face of a stranger the fact

that you are a working-girl. Now, what

you are is nobody’s business, and when

you meet a pleasant woman and have a lit

tle chat with her, which, for all you know,

may end there, there is no excuse for

tossing your head back and saying in a

half-scornful, half-proud tone, “Oh, well,

I am a working-girl.” She did not ask

you what you were ; she simply began to

talk to you pleasantly, and all that it

was necessary for you to be, as far as

the new acquaintance was concerned, was

agreeable in return. Of course, if you

get to know people very well there is

wisdom in saying a little something about

your life, but usually the people who have

brought you together have spoken of you.

I want you to sleep a little later in the

morning, forget what your breakfast used

to be, and, as far as possible, eat the good

country food and avoid those dishes that

you get all the year round. And, my

dear, try and forget the worries of life.

Really and truly, I believe what I want

you to be during the vacation is a proper

little butterfly dancing from one pleasure

to another. But remember the butterfly

takes the perfume of the roses and not that

of the poisonous plants. And so you

must choose the right pleasures. Do not

tire yourself out with joy, so that you will

o back to town longing for sleep and un

fitted for work. Go to bed as Cinderella

did, before the clock strikes twelve, and

cultivate your beauty sleep.

THE DRIVES AND THE WALKS

DAM: ETIQUETTE, who is counted by

many of the girls as a severe old

lady, is a thoughtful one, and though cer

tain laws prevail in certain places, I wish

occasionally you would remember her

dictates. I know there are hundreds of

good girls who go out to drive with young

men alone, but I do not like it. And I

think you would not make any enemies if,

when you were asked to go and see the

famous falls eight miles away, you sug

gested that some other girls and some

other young men be asked, and that all

go together. Then among the girls could

be arranged a nice luncheon basket; you

could have a little picnic, and it would be

more unselfish and you would have just as

good a time as if you went off with one

young man, and possibly, though it would

all be as innocent as possible, gave rise to

some unpleasant words. -

The girl in the village who becomes

your friend has heard of the big city, and

has an idea—a false one—that even nice

girls there do little things that she would

think very awful. Usually her information

is gleaned from letters in the newspapers,

written by people who know nothing of

good society but who must fill the column

of space accorded them. Now, do not you

permit yourself to do anything that is not

refined simply because something different

is expected from the city girl. The last

new slang does not sit well on a girl’s lips,

even if it is laughed at. A stride, a swag

er, an air of independence, are a little

ast and do not make you attractive; in

stead, only an object of curiosity. By being

your own refined self it may take you a

little longer to make new friends, but you

can be very certain that the friends will be

better worth having.

By-the-by, do not make the mistake of

buying cheap jewelry to wear in the coun

try. It is never in good taste, and with

the green grass and the blue skies for a

background it looks positively brassy and

makes you appear vulgar. Avoid all pre

tense. Do not permit yourself to be mean

enough to say you know people who are

only familiar to you by name, or that you

go to houses of which you have only read.

Your country friend surprises you by

her willingness to play games and, some

times, to indulge in rough pleasures that

are strange to you. . Here is your op

portunity to do good in a pleasant way.

Make her understand how odd it seems to

you that she, who is devoted to Prince

Charming, who expects to marry him in

the early autumn, should, at a picnic, per

mit herself to be kissed by the young man

fleet-footed enough to catch her as he ran

from out of the rope. Ask her if she has

any idea as to her appearance after this

romp : her hair disarranged, her face

flushed, her hat way back on her head,

struggling in this man's arms against the

kiss awarded him in the game. It is not

nice. Decline to play such games, but de

cline politely.

THE LISTLESS GIRL

HE is the one who announces that she is

going to loaf all the time, and she

does it. She sleeps extremely late in the

morning, and when she does get up, trou

bles herself very little about her appear

ance, lolls around listlessly during the day,

has no interest in anything and is tired all

the time. Now this girl’s vacation will do

her no good. She will go back to town

as tired as she left, unless, indeed, she is

an ill girl, and this is not often the case.

What the busy girl wants is something to

do, but something quite different from

that which occupies her at other times.

She wants to be busy, not lazy, but busy

in having a good time, and a good time

means rest. I like to think of her as fish

ing, rowing, walking and enjoying herself

in the open air in every possible way.

Then, too, I want her to take care of her

money. She pays her board, and, very

properly, gives to a servant who has ren

dered her any assistance, a little present.

She pays her share in any pleasure that is

to cost each one a stated sum, but she

must think out the pleasures she can afford

and not permit herself to go back to town

in debt, having to send money either to

the people with whom she had been board

ing, or to some one from whom she had

borrowed it. The girl who assumes the

burden of debt for the sake of pleasure

will have no real vacation, for she will be

worried during the several months that

will have to pass before her accounts are

square. During all that time she will have

to think how she can spare a portion

of the money she owes from her small

salary, and this constant fret will make

her conclude that next year she will take

no vacation. However, the wise girl will

calculate exactly what she can spend and

not go beyond it. And she will be the one

who will gain most pleasure because she

will have the courage to say “no '' when

she cannot afford to say “yes.” It is true

a little courage is required to say the right

thing, but each time it is done it becomes

ºr. and after awhile it is no trouble at

all.

THE STRANGE YOUNG MAN

HF is attracted by you because you are

bright and quick and different from

the other girls, and he does everything in

his power to make you have a pleasant

time. It is possible that he says some

words that sound as if he had more than

a mere liking for you, but I do not want

you to let that affectionate heart of yours

go out to the strange young man whose

interest in you may disappear as does the

train which carries you back to every-day

life. It is more than possible that he is

attracted to you, but if he is, and if he

thinks that you are the girl made especially

for him, be sure that he will manage to

see you after you have gone away, and

that in time he will tell you just how much

he cares for you. These lovely summer

nights, when the air is full of perfume,

when the moon is like a great, glowing

globe of silver light, and you and the

strange young man are taking a little

walk, all the sentiment in you is awakened,

and he says words that he never thought

of saying, and you listen with delight.

Listen if you will, but do not always heed.

A WORD OF ADVICE

T is about the home-coming. The pleas

ure-time is over and you must not

follow it with regrets. Tell about it if

you will, but not during the working hours.

Your employer did not give you a vacation

that you might waste your time afterward

gossiping about it with the other em

ployees. Severe 2 Well, it is not meant

to be so, and I do not believe the con

scientious girl will think it so. You have

brought home with you little souvenirs of

the pleasant hours, and during the long

winter days they make you live over the

happy vacation times. Then, too, if your

friends of the summer should come to town

there will be the pleasure of renewing their

acquaintanceship, and as a hospitable girl

you will long to give them some of the

city's pleasures. Make them understand

that this cannot be done during your work

ing hours, and placing yourself in this way

in an honest position you can be agreeable

to your friends and yet not suffer from a

single twinge of conscience.

You get blue, possibly, for the pleasant

ness seems so far away, and you are a bit

tired. When this feeling comes do not

count the days until your next vacation,

but the seasons. For no matter how black

everything may seem, no matter how long

the days are and how hard the work, good

times are bound to come, and that is what

I want you to think. Then the skies will

seem brighter, the days shorter and the

work easier. Just learn to say over this

little verse—I believe it will help you :

“There is ever a song somewhere, my dear,

In the midnight black, or the midday blue;

The robin pipes when the sun is here,

And the cricket chirrups the whole night through.

The buds may blow and the fruit may grow,

And the autumn leaves drop crisp and sere;

But whether the sun, or the rain, or the snow.

There is ever a song somewhere, my dear.

There is ever a song that our hearts may hear—

There is ever a song somewhere, my dear.”

Editor's Note—Miss Ashmore's answers to her

correspondents, under the title of “Side-Talks with

Girls,” will be found on page 29 of this issue of the

Journal.
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The “FORMOSA"

DOubly-WOWen Finger Tip

SILK GLOWES

Not

bulky at the

finger ends

Fits like a

Kid Glove

º \ Price:

* A 50c., 75c.Nº º y

- and $1.00

If

you cannot

obtain from

your retailer,

communicate

with the sole

owners and

importers,

Lord & Taylor
Wholesale

NEW YORK

“IF YOU ARE TIRED

of your undershirt working up, and your

drawers working down, then it is about

time that you decided to dress yourself so

that you would be comfortable. This is

what I wear, and I get

more comfort and satis

faction in wearing the

Lewis

Union

Suit

than I everanticipated,

even after studying

their beautifully illus

trated catalogue

(showing all styles of

garments for men and

women), which they

send free to any one

that will write and in

close stamp to the

LEWIS KNITTING CO.

200 Main Street, Janesville, Wis.”

»e-eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeººwººººººº

You will NEVER be annoyed with a 3.

Broken Corset

if you wear the improved

Pearl &
Corset Shieldsº r

*:::
-

º
º: corsets %iº’ſVºl.

breaking at the sides. : º-º-º-º

make your broken cor

set as comfortable as new, --

and do not enlarge your º'

waist.

Mrs. Frank Leslie says:

“I have found them of great

use in preventing the break

ing of corset bones and also

in keeping them in shape.”

sold everywhere. If $4.

your dealer n’t them, º.

send his name, your cor- ſº

set size and 25 cents for ;

! sample pair to º

EUGENE PEARL

: 23 Union Square, New York.

Weeeeeeeeee-eeeeeeeoºwºººººººººººººººº.

FOR SALE woºps.
A property on the St. Lawrence River, two miles from

Clayton, N.Y., with 15-room cottage, stable, barn, boat

house, gardener's house, ice house, summer houses

good wharf, hot airFº engine, large tank, and 13

acres of ground. Also skiffs in best condition. Piumb

ing excellent and almost new. For price and other par

ticulars, address Mrs. ALEx. Mitchell, Jacksonville, Fla.

DON'T USB DRUGS ºfrestore your

health if you

eat proper Foods. “THE FOOD CURE” gives new

system for self-treatment. Justout. By mail. Send

stamp for circular. C. F. HART, Box. 681. Philadelphia

!
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The purpose of this Department is to bring the members of the Order of the King's Daughters

and its President into closer relations by personal and familiar “Talks” and “Chats.” All letters

from the “Daughters ” bearing upon this one and special purpose only, should be addressed to

MRS. BOTTOME, care of THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL, and she will be glad to receive them. Please

do not, however, send letters to MRS. BOTTOME concerning membership in the Order, or business

communications of any nature. All such should be addressed direct to the headquarters of the

Order, 158 West Twenty-third Street, New York City, and prompt attention will be given.

HEART TO HEART TALKS

-** HAVE just laid down a little

º! book entitled, “How to

Begin to Live Forever.”

*_º I find myself these days

º: wanting to tell you all I

-*. - learn in every way, but,

alas, how little can I write

you. I wish you would cultivate the

thought that you are spirits. I am sure

it is true what I have just read, that peo

ple never have a clearer head, stronger

common-sense, steadier nerves, a warmer

heart and a better spirit than when spirit

ually minded. Then I wish I could help

you in regard to your work. I read a

sentence only this morning, and I said I

should like to give that thought to my

Journal readers. It is a wonderful truth

that no one of us is put into life with

out a special and particular work to do.

Emerson says, “Nature arms each man

with some faculty which enables him to do

easily some feat impossible to any other.

How true it is . In all the universe of God

there are no two souls alike. There are

no two persons whose talents are rivals or

whose gifts conflict or interfere. How

this thought ought to put an end at once

to all the envy of life. Grieving at an

other's good His good is not my good.

It was never meant to be. I could not

gain it if I tried. On the other hand what

I can do my neighbor cannot. Why should

either of us be jealous of the other, or im

agine that we conflict? Each human soul

can say, ‘ I am unique. In all the world

and worlds, in all the ages and ages, there

has never been any one like me, and in all

time there shall never be again.'” As I

read this I thought of how much George

Macdonald did for me years and years

ago, when he said, “There is a place for

you in God, and if you do not fill it it will

never be occupied, for it is for you alone.”

Oh, how glad I was of my own place.

+

GOOD-LOOKING CHRISTIANS

WAS asked a curious question the other

day, for which I thought I would try

to find an answer. A lady said to me,

“Why are good people generally not

good-looking?” and she added, “I have

noticed they are not. When you take a

look at people in church and compare

them with the people that are termed

worldly, the worldly people have the ad

vantage in brightness of faces.” Now if

it is so, I think it must be that most re

ligious people do not get far enough into

the Kingdom, for if one gets a life of love

and joy and hope they are bright, and all

other things being equal they will be the

best looking. But many Christian people,

I think, live at the North instead of in the

tropics, so they are chilly and cold and

growth is stinted, nothing is luxurious—

they need to go South, to have an interior

Florida.

joyousness that comes from not being at

home with God. I fear most professing

Christians are not free. They do not act

as if they were God's dear children, and

they are merely servants, and servants

never act like the children; they are efer

ential and respectful and serious, and this

is about as far as the ordinary Christians

get. They fear to do this or that, their

conscience will not let them, they fear they

will not do their duty, and the worldly

class my friend compared them with have

no fear nor care. These do not think of

God at all, and as far as the animal life

and the beauty of their physical life go I

think they have the best of it, and are the

best looking, but the physical will give

out some day, and then there will be a

change. I have known beauty of face to

come to some poor saints who, perhaps,

had gone mourning all their days, but

when the voyage of life was drawing to a

close there was a lighting up of their faces

and a joy that transfigured them into

beauty. But it is our privilege to have a

wine of the Spirit that the early disciples

had after Pentecost, and we need not

wait till we are leaving earth to be lighted

up ! If we are filled with the Spirit of the

Holy Ghost, the Comforter, we will be

worth looking at now !

There is a lack of freedom, of .

WRECKS

|N traveling from St. Augustine to the

extreme of Southern Florida last win

ter I was kept in a state of delight over

the beautiful cocoa palms that skirt the

Indian River. I had never seen such

palms. After I reached Lake Worth I

learned that all these wonderful palms

came from a wreck. A Spanish vessel

with cocoanuts was wrecked off this coast

and her cargo strewn along the shore, and

from the seeds thus planted sprang up the

wonderful cocoa palms. At once it oc

curred to me how much this world is in

debted to wrecks. How much we in our

own characters are indebted to the wrecked

hopes, wrecked fortunes and wrecked lives

of others. On my return North the first

work that awaited me was to speak at the

opening of a wonderful mission house,

with one of the new model tenement

houses by its side. The founder of the

Helping-Hand Association was a physical

wreck for thirty years. I never saw her

except when she was seated in her rolling

chair, yet she became a wonderful palm

tree, a source of happiness and benefit to

many, and the mission house is a “palm ’’

from her wrecked physical life. I have

often looked at her dear little hands, de

formed by pain, and wondered how she

could write as she did, wondered even

how she could hold a pen. She wrote to

the poor, pondered over their needs, put

her thoughts for them in writing, prayed

for them and wrote prayers for them,

had her little books printed and they

were strewn along the shores of the

lives of the poor of this great city. It

would be an interesting study to find out

how much we are indebted to wrecks such

as these, for all the great humanitarian

work done in this world. No one will ever

know how many lost girls have been found

through the death of the angel child, which

wrecked the hopes of the noble man who

founded the Florence Mission, and I might

fill this entire page with examples of bless

ings which come from wrecks. However,

just now I want to speak to those of you

who sometimes write me concerning your

own wrecked lives and hearts. I want

you to take courage and have hope, that

from your wrecks the palms will come. If

childless, let your hearts go out to mother

less children; take your trouble, no matter

what it is, and make it work for the good

of others. At least you can smile instead

of carrying a joyless face. Perhaps you

say that if I knew your trouble, and the

greatness of it, I would not ask you to

smile. . However great your trouble be,

right above that trouble is a God of love.

I remember a time when I would believe

the written words, “His tender mercies

are over all His works—over all His works

of judgment; over all His punishments

are His tender mercies.” Over every

wreck is His tender love.

+

REAL BEAUTY

EVER since my visit to Florida I have

loved to think of you as you will be,

not as you are. I said to flowers that I

had known for many years, and only in

conservatories, “Is this you?” (for they

were trees there), and they seemed to say,

“Yes, we are the very same, only we are

in Florida now.” And I feel sure that

there is a Florida ahead, where the atmos

phere will be so balmy, where the chilling

winds will never come. Why even the

Atlantic Ocean, that I expect to cross be

fore I write to you again, was not the

same. As the surf broke upon the lovely

beach of innumerable shells it was as

clear as crystal and as blue as the Medi

terranean. I wish I could get you even to

dream of what you will be. Before you

read this I suppose the beautiful apple

blossoms will have turned into fruit. I

saw the apple trees in March when at

Dansville, New York, in the beautiful

Genesee Valley. I had seen those same

apple trees in the May previous, when they

were a sight to behold, and this March not

a sign could be seen of what they had been

when covered with beauty, but as I passed

them I thought they whispered from the

roots, “It doth not yet appear what we

shall be,” and I smiled as I thought of May !

A LITTLE EXTRA

| HAVE just been talking with one of our

Daughters who wears the little silver

cross. Myfriend, whose guest I am, said to

me, “My baby's nurse is in our Circle, and

I think she would appreciate a few words

from you at any time you get the oppor

tunity to speak to her.” And I did. And

as is so often the case I got when I only

expected to give. Her face will stay with

me. It bore the impress of real royalty.

And she told of a “ daughter’’ of our

King, in whose service she lived before she

crossed the sea, and how she had been

taught and led by her in the life of ministry.

She said, “She taught us all to care for

others. In the kitchen she would say,

when baking day came, ‘A little extra for

the poor, you know.' So the loaf of bread

and the loaf of cake were always on one

side for us to have the pleasure of giving,

and we cared for some poor old women

until they went to the country where they

hunger no more.” I listened to her and

looked into the face that became brighter

and brighter as she talked of the mistress

that was, as she said, ‘‘so good.” In that

moment I felt richer that there were such

women in the world. And then I remem

bered what I had almost forgotten, that my

own sweet mother in the very long ago,

when I was a young girl, had done the

same thing.

She used to let fall a few handfuls on

baking day for the poor, and on one side of

the closet the jars of jelly were kept and I

could always take what I wanted for the

sick, for they were there for the purpose.

Only little things, but you will not forget,

will you, that this Order emphasizes the

doing of little things In His Name? You

may be quite sure there will always be the

need of doing kind things. The battle of

unselfishness will have to be fought to the

end. You will find it easier to give to

yourself than to give to others. And yet

the joy must ever come from doing for

others instead of for ourselves.

I sometimes think what a change we

could make in this world we are in if we

should all start out some day to be what

we ought to be, and do something to bring

smiles to faces unused to them, and grate

ful tears for an unlooked-for kindness.

Now suppose we do something to-day “a

little extra '' .

+

MY TOWER ROOM

| HAD always thought I should like to have

a room in a high tower, and last March

my wish was granted. The room was

given me in “the tower' or “on the

heights,” as they speak of the room. How

often I had wished even to see the interior

of the room when I had taken my constitu

tional on the roof of the Sanatorium—and

now the room was to be mine. I counted

the ten windows as I took possession,

looked at the open fireplace where I was

to enjoy the long-coveted wood fire, then I

glanced at the spacious library table in the

great room, and then out on the ocean of

sky and the marvelous landscape in the

Genesee Valley, and I felt I was rich. At

last I was on the heights, and the words of

the German thinker came to me, “On

every height there lies repose.” And then

last, not least, I was lifted up above every

body, everybody was below me ; but I

soon had occasion to think of another line,

“All heights are lonely,” for the March

winds were uncommon, and we were where

they could reach us. Never, it seemed to

me, did I know the power of the wind as I

did nights when up in that tower, and I had

a few meditations at night concerning those

who are ambitious to get above every one

else, and have three times the number of

windows in their room that ordinary people

have. Still, I kept saying, this is the room

for the summer time, but if one is to be in

a blizzard why I don't know but three or

four windows in a room are enough, and

perhaps not to be quite so far up might be

better; and I must say that after one night

I had quite a respect for valley experiences.

I am very sure my “tower” experience,

when the winds blew very furiously, will

make such pictures as “He maketh me to

lie down in green pastures, He leadeth me

beside still waters,” very fascinating to me.

Oh, how many of us have looked up to

sort of “tower” people, or people with

great high houses, very spacious rooms and

all that, and we have said, “Oh, to have a

house like that; to be lifted up by posses

sion of the millions, above the crowd.”

Maybe we have not thought of how the

winds of temptation might reach us there,

and how lonely great rooms might become.

“All heights are lonely.” If they come to

you make them as warm as possible, as I

did my tower room, and entertain others

as I did on the heights. I found that

some people only wanted just to see the

room, and I invited them to come.

There are a good many lonely people

that could cure their own loneliness by

inviting more people into their spacious

brains or spacious houses |

*Cº

JUST BORN

A New

Hook and Eye!

$500

To Its Godmother!

Here is a new hook so entirely original and differ

ent, from any other ever made that it is not easy to

find the right name for it. The manufacturers want

the American women, for whom the hook was in

vented, to christen it, and have instructed the dry

goods merchants to offer the sum of $500 to the lady

who suggests the best name for the neatest and

easiest-working hook and eye ever made.

Here Are the Points

1st. The . . . 2 . . . Hook has no “hump" and

nothing else to wear out your fingers and your

patience.

2d. The . . . 2 . . . Hook has no long “bill” to

stretch over the eye when hooking.

3d. You don't have to look at what you are doing.

A blind woman can work the . . . 2 . . . Hook as

easily as one who sees. No matter how tight the

garment, press till it clicks—shut! A little twist—

open I That's all.

Will You Christen this Great Invention

and Earn $500 P

These are the conditions:

Each letter proposing a name must contain the

upper part of one of the empty cards on which the

. . . 2 . . . Hook is put up to show that the sender

has actually seen and knows about the article she is

naming.

Names proposed should be as short and catchy and

descriptive as possible.

... Thisº is open to ladies only, but compet

itors are, of course, at liberty to consult with whom

ever they please, before selecting names to submit.

This competition closes September 9th, 1895. On

September 10th all letters will be opened and the

hour and minute of opening stamped on each. They

will then be turned over to the judges who will decide

on the best name among those submitted, and by this

name the . . . 2 . . . Hook will thereafter be known.

Should the prize name be proposed by several com

petitors the $500 prizeº be awarded to the one

among them whose letter was first opened. The

others will receive $10 apiece, unless the number

should exceed 25. In this case the sum of $250 will

be divided equally among all (except the first prize

winner) who proposed the successful name.

The awards will be made and the money paid on

September 20th, 1895.

The plan of this competition has been submitted to

the editor of the DRY Goods EconoMist, of New

York, who guarantees to competitors that the above

programme will be carried out in good faith and in

every particular. Inquire at your dry goods store

what this guarantee means.

*º-If you cannot get a two-dozen card of . . . P

. . . Hooks and Eyes (price Io cents) at your retailer's

(ask for the “Blank” Hook), send us 14 cents in

stamps and it will be forwarded to you (silvered or

black) by return mail. Address all communications to

THE “BLANK’’ HOOK AND EYE

Care of DIECKERHOFF, RAFFLOER & Co.

Sole Selling Agents

364 and 366 Broadway, New York

Our Great Value

Double=breasted

Blue Peacedale

Clay Cheviot Suit

with Cap to match

$5.50

Sizes 6 to 15 years

Positively the greatest value ever

offered. The colors, the linings, the

workmanship are warranted. e

stamp of superiority is plainly dis

tinguished in our Boys' Attire.

oney refunded if not satisfactory.

Send 40 cents additional for postage.

Send for booklet of other styles and

prices, Free.

Willoughby, Hill & Co.

CHICAGO

Rogers Bros.

Spoons, Forks, &c.

There are many “Rogers.”

The mark 1847 identifies the

old original quality of Rogers

silver plate, famous the world

over. Made only by

Meriden

Britannia Co.

Meriden, Ct., New York, 208 Fifth Ave.

Chicago, San Francisco.

If you cannot procure genuine

1847 goods of your dealer, write

us, and we will give necessary

information.

most beau

YARD OF WIOLETS #:
ture in color ever put on the market. (8x35 in.) Regular

price, 50 cents a copy. To show the high character of our

work a copy will be sent, together with a specimen number of the

best art magazine published, for only tº cents. Catalogue free.

ART INTERCHANGE, 152 W. 23d St., New York

This in the
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HERE is, probably, no

flower that grows, so

universally popular

as the violet. One

never tires of it, or of

its charming perfume

so suggestive of green

fields and country

lanes. Our very real

delight in the natural

blossom awakens, as a matter of course, the

desire to reproduce it artificially, and it is

small wonder that it is so eagerly sought

after by the skillful embroideress who de

lights to linger over the graceful combina

tions of form and color to which it lends

itself. It is astonishing to note the many

varied effects attainable with this modest

little flower. One may have several table

sets, each entirely different from the other

and yet have the violet only as a motive,

ºğNº.

º

III. |
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DESSERT PLATE DOILY (Illus. No. 4)

for it lends itself equally well to conven

tional, semi-conventional or realistic treat

ment. I speak exclusively of the single

variety; the double French violet is useless

for embroidery.

WORKING OUT THE DESIGN

To suggest the working out of some of

these is now my object. I can speak

with great certainty of the results of follow

ing the suggestions given, since I have put

them all to a practical test, adding improve

ments to the original schemes wherever the

opportunity offered itself. Embroidering

is, strictly speaking, a decorative art; there

fore, both in designing and coloring, the

embroideress is allowed the full license of

a decorative artist—that is, she may take

many liberties not within the scope of the

knights of the brush. For instance, in the

charming design shown in Illustration

No. 1 the stems converge toward the

centre; not the least stiffness enters into the

composition, and this is effected simply by

exaggerating the natural inclination of the

stalks to twist and bend so that the feeling

of truth is not lost, while harmonious grace

ful curves are secured. Similar use has

been made of the separate stems in the

three smaller designs, while the second

centrepiece takes a new departure by

means of twining them into a wreath, from

whence flowers and foliage spring.

VIOLET CENTREPIECES

EITHER of these centrepieces may be

used with the designs for plate,

dessert and tumbler doilies shown in Illus

trations Nos. 3, 4 and 5. The buttonhole

border, shown in Illustration No. 2, may

be supplemented with a fringe of the linen

if desired. The fringe should be about two

inches in depth, the same as for centre

piece in Illustration No. 1. This and the

doilies have the fringe headed with a hem

stitch, for which buttonholing can be sub

stituted if desired; it gives a little added

strength. For the hemstitching, follow the

circle carefully with the needle in a sewing

machine unthreaded; then into the holes

thus made, work as though the threads were

drawn. This is a simple, neat method of

hemstitching on circular or curved forms.

The hemstitching may be executed in

white silk or with one of the colors

employed in the embroidery.

DIMENSIONS OF THE CIRCLES

WITH regard to the dimensions of the

several circles, the centrepiece with

border measures twenty-two inches in

diameter when finished ; the other one is

smaller by two inches; the doilies measure

ten, five and three and a quarter inches

respectively, all without the fringe, which

should range from three-quarters of an inch

to two inches, according to the size of the

circle. The material required for a founda

tion is fine round thread linen, heavy

enough to lie flat by its own weight after

being pressed till perfectly smooth, when

the work is complete.

SILKS TO WORK WITH

As
to the kind of silk that will give

the best results, I find none better

than that known as the Asiatic filo-floss.

It is composed of four or five strands. In

the case of small

flowers, like those

under considera

tion, one strand

will be found suf

ficiently heavy to

work with, espe

cially when theem

broidery is solid,

as in the present

in stance. The -

Asiatic dyed silks

have a rare sheen

when properly

handled, but much

depends upon the

skill of the worker,

whose aim should

be to keep her silk

smooth and free

from friction. The

very name of filo

floss indicates that

it will not brook

the kind of treat

ment that sewing

silk can bear with impunity. Floss silk

will always rough up easily and catch to

everything it touches, with the inevitable

consequence that its satiny gloss is soon

lost. The coloring should in all cases be

delicate, lighter even than the pale French

double violet for the purple variety. The

effect of working the blossoms in exact

accordance with Nature would on the white

linen appear both heavy and crude.

º
*

VIOLET PLATE DOILY (Illus. No. 3)

º

COLORING TO BE EMPLOYED

IN considering contrasts we find that

strong ones are the last thing we seek in

embroideries that are to form a setting for

the decorations of the table. So it is better

to choose the palest purple, shading almost

to white, for embroidered violets, with a

spark of deep yellow in the heart. For the

foliage take light spring greens, shaded

almost to pure yellow, only just removed

from white on the high lights. Another

very attractive method of coloring is in

creamy white, shaded into pale green

toward the centre, where peeps a gleam of

orange. This scheme of coloring is greatly

enhanced by introducing a flower here and

there with its petals stained with violet.

This is sometimes seen in Nature among

white violets, and its value for heightening

the purity of the white flower has been

caught at by the observant worker, who

VIOLET TUMBLER DOILY (Illus. No. 5)

draws her happiest inspirations direct from

Nature. Yet another scheme commends

itself for its beauty. It will be duly appre

ciated by those who desire yellow for the

keynote of their table decorations. Work

the flowers in pale yellow, shaded toward

the centre with delicate purple, introducing

a flash of deep red in the heart. For this

coloring the foliage should be gray in tone,

avoiding a yellow tinge on the high lights.

While the real flower may by all means

be used in profusion on these embroidered

pieces, thus repeating the motive of the

design, it is not in

good taste to re

peat it in like man

ner on the china

service. The col

ors employed may

be repeated with

advantage but not

the presentment of

the blossoms. A

scroll or arabesque

design in raised

gold on a pale

violet tint as a

ground would be

in exquisite keep

ing with our em

broidered sets.

Each would dis

play the other to

the best advan

tage, producing

sweetest harmony.

Should it be de

sirable, however,

to omit the violet

tint, as, for instance, at a yellow luncheon,

then I would suggest glass bowls, or vases

filled with cut ferns and grasses, or else

rustic baskets or bowls with growing ferns

planted in them. White and gold china is

yet another alternative in accordance with

good taste. I do not think that sufficient

importance is always attached to the neces

sity for harmony between the embroider

ies and the setting of the table.

FRINGED violet CENTREPIECE (Illus. No. 1) VIOLET CENTREPIECE (Illus. No. 2)

Every one knows persons troubled

with indigestion or dyspepsia. The

total number of such

OI16 cases is exceeded only

by the number of

W. “cures’’ offered. These

ay “cures” have one uni

— form feature—that is,

“take something”—a pill, pellet, pow

der or potion ; and there actually are

people to-day endeavoring to cure dys

pepsia by taking such nostrums.

There is, however, a better way to

cure indigestion, and that is by way

of the food—not byI

avoiding food but by THfS
preparing it so that

it need not be avoid

ed. There's nothing Way!
more certain than –

that food prepared with Cottolene

instead of lard loses its “richness,’’ as

we commonly call the property which

causes indigestion.

In which way is your food prepared,

with lard or with Cottolene P. The

—difference is greater

Ri Ht than you may real

g ize. Every member

W. 2 of the household

àV. is benefited when

Cottolene is used,

but the dyspeptic most of all.

Cottolene is sold everywhere in one,

three and five pound tins, with the

trade mark — steer's head in cotton

plant wreath on every package. Get

the genuine. Made only by

The N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

CHICAGO, ST. Louis, NEw York, Boston,

PHILADELPHIA, SAN FRANcisco, Montreal.

to show their own beauty.

Shingles that are stained with

Cabot's Creosote Shingle Stains

look as if they grew that color.

The tints are soft, velvety and transparent

—do not mask the grain of the wood.

Creosoted shingles never decay.

Send 6 cents postage for Samples of 24

Colors on Wood, with Color Studies.

| SAMUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer

72 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

AGENT'S AT ALL CENTRAL POINTS

For 25 cents we will, mail you
in stamps our book showing

500 DESIGNS in

tº Mexican
Sº Drawn=WorkYº.

- : * If you are interested in Drawn
- --

-

-

-

Reg. Trade Mark. Work you should have this.

Address JAMES McCUTCHEON & CO.

THE LINE/W STORE

14 West Twenty-Third St., New York

***********************:º:
-

-

:0ne Thing all Women Need;

:: OUR UNIVERSAL Wſº +:

º: Øº +:

º: DRESS SHIELD A º:

# Does not require to be sewed into ſº º:

# the dress. It is worn next to the Bºº +:

... undervest, and thus protects the tº | +:

: corsets and other clothing, and does à ºf

* not mar the fit of the dress. Easily ! -

+ adjusted. One pair for all dresses. ; :

** Sizes 12 to 20 inches, armscye meas: º:

# ure. Price, 38 genus per pair. All +

# charges prepaid. +

If you cannot obtain these goods of your dealer, º:
send direct-to-us. Lady Agents can make a lot +:

of money. **

SIGSBEE MANUFACTURING CO., Ayer, Mass. ;

-*.
ºr

º:

-*

:

###########################

S f PEAS for EMBRoidERY. We

send a 6-in. Scalloped edged

Patterns.

LINEN Doily with Sweet

Peas stamped on it with Wash

Mats, etc. Our new Book on Embroidery and Catalogue

of Stamping Patterns. All sentº," for only25c
-

--

tiful set of Sweet Pea Stamping

A 17-in. CENTRE-PIECE, others for Doilies,

Silks to work. Also a Beau

Walter P. Webber. Lynn, Mass. Box L.

By a lady of taste

SHOPPING IN CHICAGOºr
everything at lowest prices, charging no commission.

References given. Send stamp for circular.

Mrs. B. S. LEACH, 987 Wilcox Avenue, CHICAGO
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Sºº-º-º-º-º-º-Sec SALADS SUMMER STYLES
Sºº-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-ºcºCaº EGETABLE salads are delicious when one

Nºtest-sº-sº-gº-ºº-º-º-º-º: needs something piquant to prick the

Vº)
- appetite. They can be made of tomato, -

Jº J celery, green string beans, dandelion, cauli}) THE SUMMER LUNCHEON TABLE flower, Pº, cucumber, asparagus and Something

º/.4% ".. 1.1 c. ,-a-v. cabbage, beside the ever-popular lettuce. -

£(/ºg By Elisabeth Robinson Scovil Cold potatoes cut in dice and laid on a 66 Tasty 99 111 Sleeves
§ {{º}= 2 -o-, -22s -0-2cºs^2=SS-2s- Q bed of lettuce can be covered with cream

§: N- ~ dressing.

§º. 2.43 &Nº.3%@% º (Gº Dandelion salad is made of the young

*S*HEN the mercury stands at

90° in the shade and

every glimpse of the

thermometer only

serves to make one

hotter it seems almost

an insult to be asked to

think of eating. Still

the housewife fias not

only to think of it, but to plan for it, and to

provide dishes which will be acceptable to

the jaded appetite, rendered capricious by

the heat.

One cannot always have cold meat, and

salads of meat or fish pall if one has re

course to them too frequently. A few hot

dishes, which yet are not unappetizingly

substantial, may give welcome assistance

in this dilemma. Only the house-mother,

upon whom the burden falls, knows what

a task it is to arrange for the food of a

family day after day, and secure the tempt

ing variety that is necessary to crown her

labors with success.

VEAL TERRAPIN

CUT cold veal in dice; to one pint add

six eggs boiled for fifteen minutes

and cut fine. Sprinkle with pepper and

salt. Add a tablespoonful of minced

lemon peel, or a little grated nutmeg, or a

small half-teaspoonful of sweet marjoram

or summer savory, according to the flavor

desired. Allow one cup of cream or cream

sauce to each pint of meat; let it come to

the boil; heat all together and serve hot.

To make cream sauce put one tablespoon

ful of butter into a granite-ware saucepan ;

when melted add two tablespoonfuls of

flour and let it cook, stirring to prevent

browning. When perfectly smooth pour

in slowly one pint of milk. Let it boil for

two minutes.

COLD LAMB IN TOMATO SAUCE

HE remains of cold lamb or mutton are

cut in neat slices and arranged on a

flat dish. Boil one pint of canned to

matoes or a pint of sliced fresh tomatoes

for twenty minutes. Rub the tomatoes

through a strainer. Season with pepper

and salt; add a small teaspoonful of sugar

and a tiny pinch of baking soda to correct

the acidity of the tomatoes. Cook one

tablespoonful of butter and two heaping

tablespoonfuls of flour together as in mak

ing cream sauce; add the strained toma

toes, and when it thickens set it aside to

cool. Place a tablespoonful of the cold

sauce on each slice of meat, and garnish

the dish with sprigs of parsley. If desired

the cold meat can be warmed in the

tomato sauce and served hot.

HAM TOAST

UT rounds of bread with a cake cutter,

toast them a delicate brown, butter

and arrange them in order on a dish.

Have ready one pound of cold ham finely

minced, mixed with the beaten yolk of an

egg, four tablespoonfuls of cream and a

very little cayenne pepper. Heat it and

spread it on the toast. Milk may be used

instead of cream, if half a teaspoonful of

butter is added to it when heating. This

is a good way to use the remains of cold

ham when the pieces are too small to be

made presentable otherwise.

SMOTHERED FISH

TA; the remains of boiled or baked

fresh fish—codfish is, perhaps, the

best. Remove the bones and shred it.

Make a pint of cream sauce as directed for

veal terrapin. When done pour it on three

well-beaten eggs. Put a layer of fish in

the dish in which it is to be served ;

sprinkle it with salt, pepper and grated

nutmeg ; cover it with a layer of sauce; add

another of fish and so alternately until the

dish is full. Cover the top with fine bread

crumbs moistened with a teaspoonful of

melted butter, and bake twenty minutes.

COLLOPS IN BATTER

UT rare roast beef or cold veal into

pieces about one inch thick, two

inches wide and three inches long. Put a

tablespoonful of beef dripping or butter in

a frying-pan; shred an onion and brown

one tablespoonful in the hot fat. If there

is gravy left from a previous meal add half

a pint to the onion in the pan. Should

more be at hand pour in half a pint of hot

water, thicken it with one teaspoonful of

flour rubbed smooth with cold water.

Season with pepper and salt. When it

boils place the meat in a baking-dish, pour

the gravy over it and cover it with the

batter. To make this, mix one cup of flour

with two-thirds of a cup of milk; stir in

one egg, beaten light, a pinch of salt, half

a teaspoonful of soda and one of cream of

tartar, or two teaspoonfuls of baking

powder. Bake twenty minutes, or until

the batter is light and delicately browned.

YORKSHIRE MINCE

PREAR the batter as in the preceding

receipt ; bake it in two shallow pans.

Have ready a mince of veal, mutton, beef

or ham, nicely seasoned and moistened

with a good gravy. When the cakes are

removed from the oven spread the mince

on one and cover it with the other. Cut in

squares with a sharp knife or serve whole,

as desired.

CODFISH OMELET

SHEEP cooked salt codfish in fine pieces.

To each cup allow one cup of milk

and one egg. Sprinkle the fish with

pepper ; add one tablespoonful of butter

and one tablespoonful of flour, cooked

tegether as for cream sauce, to each pint

of milk used, and bake for half an hour.

ST. CROIX SALMON

AKE the contents of a tin of salmon ;

spread it on a dish and look carefully

for stray bones that may have been left in

it. Drain off any liquid there may be, and

divide it if it is not already in small pieces.

Put two tablespoonfuls of butter in a hot

frying-pan; when it is melted add the fish ;

sprinkle with pepper and salt. It may be

allowed to brown, or merely heated

through. Turn it out on a hot dish, garnish

with parsley or water-cress, and serve.

SALMON TOAST

OLLOW the directions for ham toast,

using instead of the ham, scraps of

cold boiled salmon or the canned fish.

Lay a piece of water-cress in the middle of

each round. Nothing adds more to the

appearance of a dish than to have it taste

fully garnished. Pepper-grass and the deli

cate leaves from the tips of celery stalks

may be used. Slices of carrots and beets

about a quarter of an inch thick, cooked in

salted water and cut in shapes with a vege

table cutter, look well on some dishes.

SALAD DRESSING

This is the most important part of the

salad. There are two great varieties,

French dressing and mayonnaise—to which

may be added boiled dressing, for those

who do not like oil, and cream dressing,

best served with lettuce.

FRENCH DRESSING

This is simply two-thirds oil and one-third

vinegar, seasoned with pepper and

salt to taste. Pour out the vinegar; add

the oil slowly, stirring constantly. After

the pepper and salt are in cut a small onion

in four pieces and leave it in the mixture

to soak for half an hour, stirring it oc

casionally. This imparts a sufficient flavor

of the pungent bulb. About six table

spoonfuls of dressing are sufficient for an

ordinary salad.

DELICIOUS MAYONNAISE

This dressing is usually regarded with

dread by inexperienced cooks. Suc

cess is more certain if everything used in

its manufacture is ice cold and it is made in

a cool place. Put two eggs, a pint of olive

oil, two tablespoonfuls of vinegar and two

of lemon juice in the ice-chest some hours

before they will be needed for use. When

they are taken out break the yolks of the

eggs into a cold bowl that has been on the

ice or in ice water; sprinkle in a teaspoon

ful of mustard and one of fine sugar, half

as much salt and a tiny pinch of red pepper.

A wooden spoon is usually recommended

for the mixing but a silver fork is better.

Beat the eggs until they begin to thicken a

little, then add a teaspoonful of oil by de

grees, beating constantly. As the egg

thickens add more oil until the pint is used.

During the process thin occasionally with

vinegar and lemon juice alternately. It

may not be necessary to use all the acid.

When smooth and thick set it on the ice.

It should not be spread on the salad until

iust before serving, when it may be thinned

a little with the remainder of the acid.

BOILED SALAD DRESSING

TAKE the same quantity of mustard, sugar

and salt as for mayonnaise. Melt

a tablespoonful of butter and add to these

ingredients; add two eggs well beaten, half

a cup, or four ounces, of vinegar and half

a pint of milk. Pour all into a granite

ware double boiler, or a large bowl set in a

pot of boiling water, and stir until it thick

ens like boiled custard. Remove as soon

as it grows thick or it will curdle. If put

in a wide-mouthed bottle or self-sealing

jar, and kept covered, this dressing will

keep for a fortnight or more.

CREAM DRESSING

THE fortunate country housewives who

have thick cream can make a delicious

dressing by diluting it with one-fourth

vinegar, seasoning it with salt, pepper and

mustard, adding a teaspoonful of sugar.

leaves of the plant, thoroughly washed,

soaked in cold water for an hour, shaken

dry and saturated with French dressing.

Lettuce should be put in cold water to

make it crisp, and shaken dry in a napkin

before being dressed.

Green beans are cooked, cut in two-inch

pieces, laid on a bed of lettuce and covered

with French dressing.

Asparagus is boiled, the tough part of the

stalks removed, the remainder cut in short

lengths and covered with mayonnaise.

Cauliflower is separated into sprigs, the

tender part of the stalk cut fine, and

covered with mayonnaise. It must not be

boiled too long or it becomes dark.

Cabbage is eaten raw, shredded fine,

soaked in French dressing and covered

with boiled dressing.

Cucumbers are thinly sliced, soaked in

ice water and then in French dressing.

Tomatoes are scalded to remove the

skin, cut in slices when cold, and served

with a spoonful of mayonnaise or boiled

dressing on each slice.

WHIPPED CREAM

IN whipping cream the secret of success is

to have cream and dish as cold as pos

sible. If the froth is skimmed off, as is

sometimes recommended, it is apt to fall

after a time. It is better to beat steadily

until the whole mass is the proper consist

ency. It may be sweetened by adding a

little sugar at a time and the flavoring can

be dropped in when it is nearly solid.

Very thin cream cannot be whipped. If it

is too thick it must be diluted with a little

milk or it will turn to butter in the process.

COCOANUT CREAM

WH; one pint of cream to a stiff froth.

Have ready three-quarters of a box

of gelatine which has been soaked in one

cup of milk for half an hour, and the milk

heated until the gelatine is dissolved.

Strain, and when cool add it to the cream

with one cup of sugar and two cups of

cocoanut. Either the desiccated cocoanut

or the fresh nut grated can be used. Put

the cream into a mould and set it on ice or

in a very cold place.

PINEAPPLE CREAM

To one pint of cream, whipped stiff and

sweetened with a large cup of sugar,

add half a box of gelatine prepared as for

cocoanut cream. A tiny pinch of salt is

an improvement. Scrape one pineapple

with a silver fork until it is in fine shreds

and add it to the cream. If the fresh fruit

cannot be obtained the canned answers

very well. The contents of one can is

used. If the pineapple is in slices it must

be cut into very small pieces. The mould

must be set on ice to stiffen.

FLORENTINE CREAM

SQº and strain the juice of four

lemons; sweeten it with a cup and a

half of sugar. Dissolve half a box of gela

tine and add the whole to a pint and a half

of cream, whipped until it is stiff. Pour

into a mould and set on the ice.

CANARY CREAM

This name is rather misleading. It is

“Hamlet” with the Prince left out,

for though a delicious dish there is no

cream in it. Dissolve one ounce of gela

tine in a pint of water by first soaking and

then heating it. Strain and add to the

liquid the juice of three oranges, the grated

rind of one, the juice of one lemon, the

yolks of four eggs, well beaten, and a cup

of sugar, or more if it is liked very sweet.

Stir over a gentle fire until it just boils, and

put it in a mould.

TUSCAN PUDDING

MA: a boiled custard with one pint of

milk, sweetened with half a cup of

sugar, boiled and poured on three beaten

eggs. Return the mixture to the saucepan

and stir until it thickens, but do not let it

curdle as it will if it boils for more than a

second. When cool add one pint of cream,

half a cup of sugar, a quarter of a box of

gelatine, dissolved and strained, half a tea

spoonful of vanilla, a quarter of a tea

spoonful of essence of lemon, twenty drops
of extract of bitter almond. Put in a

mould with smooth sides and pack in ice

and salt. The proportion is two quarts of

broken ice to one of coarse salt, well

mixed. . In an hour remove the mould, and

after wiping it carefully uncover it, and

with a knife scrape the frozen cream from

the sides. Beat it thoroughly, as this

makes the texture fine and smooth. If it is

nearly frozen add half a pound of sweet

almonds, blanched and chopped fine, half

a pound of candied ginger, cut in small

pieces, and half a pound of citron prepared

in the same way. If the cream is not very

stiff return the mould to the ice, repeat the

process in three-quarters of an hour, and

add the nuts, ginger and citron after the

second beating.

Our artist seems a little facetious, but

he has an eye to business and is practical

as well as fanciful. The moral of his

sketch is evidently that every good house

keeper should have the Ferris Ham and

Bacon “on hand.”

The best grocers supply them, and now

is the season for smoked meats. How de

licious, appetizing and healthful they are

for the summer months

Our constant aim is to make the Ferris

Brand the best in the world. If you wish

the Ferris Curings, don’t be put off with

something that costs the grocer a little less.

That may suit him, but does it suit you?

If your regular dealer cannot supply our

brand, you can always secure the Ferris

Curings, fresh from our smokehouses, by

sending your orders to

PARK & TILFORD

New York

A Dainty Lunch

in the country is not complete with

out a tasteful and light cracker.

UPPER CRUST

is the biscuit for just such occasions.

If your grocer does not sell our biscuits, write to

MARVIN–Pittsburg

**@@@@@@@@@@:@@@@@@

“Wears a Lifetime.”

Guaranteed 25 Years

in family use.

STERLING SILVER INLAID

SPOONS AND FORKs,

and handle, then plated entire. There is

nothing similar or “just as good” as Inlaid
quality.

Each article stamped on the back.

E. STERLING IN LAID HE.

Sold by all jewelers. Made only by

The Holmés & Edwards Silſºr (0,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Salesrooms, 2 Maiden Lane (second door from

roadway,) N. Y. A complete line of Solid

Silver, Novelties and plate to be seen.
243.

**@*@*@@@@@@:<><>().

º Pure, Delicious Flavor. Mix
WHITMAN S with"mik or water, and it’s

INSTANTANEOUS made.

chocoLATE ****"ºr * *
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Ş.. COMFORTABLE DRESSING IN SUMMER º
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IE toilette of the sum

mer must be stamped

not only with dainti

ness, but the looker

on must be conscious

that the wearer of it

is comfortable. A

sadly familiar sight is

the rather plump

woman, closely laced,

buttoned up tightly in a serge gown, wear

ing a sailor hat and looking as thoroughly

out of place as would a grate fire upon a July

day. It must not be supposed by this ob

jection to that which is close-fitting, that

believe a loose garment is either comfort

able to look upon or to wear, but when a

“trussed" effect is given, it can never be

commended. Experience teaches each

woman that which is the most comfortable

of styles, and the wise woman learns early

that “ lolling about in a loose wrapper"

does not make one any cooler, indeed

tends to make one more than conscious

of the summer warmth. Over-starched

frocks also give an uncomfortable look,

and are usually quite as unpleasant to the

wearer as to the observer. Therefore, if

one's cotton gowns are made to be “done

up,” it will be best to instruct the laundress

to give them what is known as the “soft

finish,” and which means that while a

proper amount of starch is put in collar and

cuffs and a suggestion of it in the hem, it

needs to be appreciated by its absence in

the remainder of the frock.

MAKING THE COTTON GOWN

THE cotton gown, whether it be of the

thinness of batiste or the soft thickness

of piqué or cotton outing cloth, is most desir

able when made with a light, softly-dressed

muslin lining, carefully boned and made to

fit properly, which means exactly, but not

so that it either looks or feels tight. Very

many women have the lining of the sleeve

omitted so that the bodice may pack easily,

and then have two or three sets of sleeve

linings made of haircloth and basted in

when they are needed. I have before this

described the haircloth petticoat, the wear

ing of which makes it possible either to

omit lining the cotton skirt, or the having

a very thin soft one. If you are inclined

to suffer from the heat, or have a short

throat, let the collar of your summer bodice

turn over, and do not, under any circum

stances, wear the full, plaited or gathered

guil/es of ribbon or chiffon fancied, as they

will not only be uncomfortable and unbe

coming, but it is possible that the chiffon

ones may suffer with you and grow limp

and untidy-looking.

A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

PERSONAL experience has taught me that

neither satin nor coutil stays are as

comfortable for summer wear as those

made of stiffened gauze. These are, of

course, much lighter, and permit the air

passing through them, so that, as far as

possible, perfect ventilation exists. They

are not expensive, can be gotten to suit all

figures, and, if one wishes to make them

look pretty, it can easily be done by putting

a tiny frill of white lace around the top,

concealing its lower edge under a band of

beading, through which Tom Thumb rib

bon of a faint shade is run, and then hav

ing a silk lace to match the ribbon. Silk

laces are a bit more expensive than the

cotton ones, but they do not stiffen with

perspiration, do not print themselves on

the back of your bodices and will outwear

the cotton ones many times. I would like

to say, too, that the net stays launder well

if they are put in the hands of a laundress

understanding her work, who will evenly

distribute a little starch over the entire

surface. The well-fitting stay is the one

that is a pleasure to wear, and which never

seems to compress one. Years ago, well

shaped and well-fitting stays were exces

sively expensive, but nowadays they are

made well for comparatively low prices,

and if a woman wears one that is not

shapely or not comfortable, she has no one

to blame for it but herself. A pair of net

stays, trimmed with narrow torchon lace,

having pale blue ribbon run through the

beading and a blue silk lace, are as 'dainty

as possible, do not cost much, and represent,

as you look at them, comfort and beauty.

The stays that are over-long-waisted and

having a very long front bone are never

admired. Stout women labor under the

impression—a wrong one—that they will

reduce the flesh apparently, and make them

look smaller about the hips and abdomen.

It is true that the flesh is pushed away,

Put it must go somewhere, and generally

it is noticed in the bust, the result being a

shapeless figure. The length of the stays

should be the natural waist length, and

then they will fit properly and look well.

ºxº~~~~~~~

THE SUMMER CAPE

THE tiny little cape that is not much more

than a collar is greatly fancied for sum

mer evening wear, and really is a protection

against a draught—and, infinitesimal as it

seems, will undoubtedly keep from many

a woman that evil of evils—a summer cold.

Ribbon, lace, chiffon or silk muslin are

used in making these capes, and while they

fetch large prices at the dressmakers, they

can, with a little thought, be made at home

and only a small amount of money need to

be expended upon one. She who has a

slender, rather long throat, will, for com

fort and effect, choose the cape surmounted

with a full box-plait. A very good model

for this type of woman is a cape made of

white chiffon a little over a quarter of a

yard deep and plaited in full accordion

fashion. This is fastened to a double box

plait of black satin ribbon nearly an eighth

of a yard wide, from under which, falling

down on the cape proper, are long cut jet

pendants. The ties, supposed to be the

end of the Quille, are of ribbon like it, and

when looped have ends that reach almost

to the edge of the skirt while the loops

come to the waist.

For the short-throated woman another

style of cape is shown. While chiffon or

muslin may be used for it, a turn-over

collar, fancifully cut, either in blocks or

Vandykes, is the neck finish. A very pretty

one has the cape formed of two full riffles

of rose-colored silk muslin. Rolling on

the cape is a velvet collar of emerald green

cut to form two points in front, one on

each shoulder and two in the back. These

are outlined by three rows of iridescent

Spangles. A clasp, formed of two large

imitation emeralds, set round with Rhine

stones, makes unnecessary the ribbon bow

which is never advised at any time for the

plump woman. These confections, as,

properly enough, the French modiste calls

them, give just the necessary warmth, are

delightful to wear and pretty to look upon.

A very simple cape, quite suited to an

elderly lady wearing nothing but black, is a

short ripple one of black broadcloth,

smoothly cut so that no hem nor lining is

required, with a guil/e and ties of black

chiffon.

THE SUMMER PETTICOAT

MA. women complain of the weight of

the haircloth petticoat in the summer.

When this is felt I would advise a skirt of

mohair, cut exactly as if it were a dress

skirt, and stiffened with five rows, quite

close to each other, of the narrow whale

bones that come for this purpose. They

are mounted in the centre of a braid that,

extending beyond the bone on each side,

makes it easy to sew the bands to position.

This bone is pliable, as the best quality of

whalebone is used, and it certainly will

hold the skirt exactly as fashion dictates.

A cheap arrangement of whalebone which

is covered, but which has no extension of

braid like that described, is seen, but I can

not recommend it, as in sewing it on, the

needle would be apt to go through the

whalebone, and once it is split no wear can

be expected from it. The one of which I

approve I have seen tried, and that is why

I commend it for stiffening petticoats or

gowns for the woman who finds the hair

cloth at once heating and heavy.

FOR SUMMER MORNINGS

FOR summer morning wear the cotton

blouse and stuff or silk skirt are not only

tidier to look upon than a wrapper, but are,

I verily believe, more comfortable to wear.

I do not advise too high a collar, nor a

straining after tailor effects, but instead a

soft, easy-fitting blouse, held in at the

waist-line by draw-strings, and having its

collar and cuffs somewhat stiffer than the

bodice proper. The wash-silk blouses,

those seen at the best shirtmakers, are

quite soft and have a very high turned-over

collar, and cuffs to match, stiffened with

buckram. The short-throated woman

must always be considered in summer

time, so catering to her there is offered a

rather small sailor collar on her blouse,

either of embroidery or muslin, with a

narrow lace frill on the edge. A soft

silk tie is looped in a bow and ends or

knitted in sailor fashion as is best liked.

The stiff scarf is avoided when the sailor

collar, counted a nég/igé, is worn.

The draped or folded ribbon collar may

be worn by the short-throated woman if it

is not very high. It must, too, be quite

simple, the stiff rosettes of ribbon or

bunches of small blossoms being left to

that “daughter of the gods, divinely tall,”

with the slender throat. A bodice suited

to all women has a comfortable V-opening

at the neck, and worn as a decoration is a

Marie Antoinette fichu of white muslin,

trimmed with Valenciennes lace.

material.

SOME SUMMER JACKETS

luncheon, there are shown semi-fitted

jackets of white dotted muslin lined with

the lightest weight long cloth. These

reach well over the hips, are fitted closely

in the back, are semi-loose in front and

have full sleeves drawn in to fit loosely

about the wrists. They are at once cool

in appearance and in reality, and with a

skirt of almost any kind make a dainty

house costume. A typical jacket of this

sort is of white dotted muslin fitted as

described, having the skirt outlined with a

frill of embroidery with Swiss for its

background so that it matches the jacket

This is sewed on to the skirt

edge, and above it is a wide beading,

through which is run pale pink ribbon. A

similar beading is down each side of the

fronts, the buttoning being concealed. A

high collar of a wider beading has the pink

ribbon brought through it and tied in a

bow in the front. A belt of still wider

beading is firmly fastened at the back, has

ribbon of the same width drawn through

it and is looped in sash fashion justin front.

When it is necessary to do this up the rib

bon can very easily be drawn out and it

can be replaced, or if a change is fancied

blue or pale green or a light yellow may

be its substitute.

The shoes that one wears have much to

do with one's being comfortable in the

summer. High ones are not commended,

and new ones are seldom desirable.

Probably those that are best liked are the

soft leather low shoes, laced, not buttoned,

gotten sufficiently long to permit the wear

ing of a pointed tip, while there is still

room, and plenty of it, for the foot. But

toned shoes are not liked and seldom seen.

Many women find lisle stockings heating,

and a sensitive foot is often irritated by the

twisted thread. I would advise, when silk

is not worn, that the stocking for the sum

mer be a light-weight cotton one, which,

while it is not so expensive as the lisle

thread, looks equally well and is certainly

pleasanter to wear.

Undressed kid gloves will be found cooler

than the glacé ones, though if one is in the

city I advise for street wear the heavy kid

glove called the “piqué'' one, which is

usually worn rather loose.

ABOUT ONE'S UNDERWEAR

HE idea that casting aside one's under

wear will make one cooler is most

erroneous. The same number of garments

should be worn, but they should be of

lighter weight or of such age that they have

worn thin. Almost everybody – every

woman body—has had one dreadful night,

caused by wearing a new nightdress,

starched to suit the laundress. Its beauty

was nothing to the wearer, and in telling of

her experience she is apt to say, “I was

warmer than if I had worn a fur coat.”

And she was. So in preparing for com

fort in summer time I would suggest that

even the most ancient of nightdresses de

serves consideration and a few sympathetic

stitches.

For the silk or woolen vest substitute

one of cotton, and for the other garments

select a thin fabric or else wear those that

you put away at the beginning of the cold

season to save for the warm days. Wise

women do not give away the old under

wear to the poor ; they buy new for them

and keep the others for the time when they

will be needed. A button here, a patch

there, the lace mended, and a careful darn

where it is needed will make for you more

comfortable underwear than the best Zin

gère could furnish.

With the haircloth or alpaca petticoat a

skirt of flannelette, reaching to the knees, is

to be commended, for, while it gives the

required warmth to the body, it is not

heavy, nor does it seem to become imbued

with the outside heat. See that strings and

buttons are in their places, and firmly fas

tened too, for then they will not come off

at an undesirable time, cause you to lose

your temper, and so grow ugly and warm

at the same time. Combining temper and

heat reminds me that I suggest you do not

fan too much.

THE SECRET OF BEING COOL

HERE are two women who always look

perfectly cool no matter how hot the

day may be—and these are a Sister of

Charity and a Quakeress. Yet neither of

them can be said to wear garments thatare

cool to the touch or light in weight. They

say that the secret of being cool is being

dressed according to your position in life

and keeping calm. The nervous, excited

woman is always warmer than anybody

else, and so, after all, it may be that the

secret of perfect coolness is perfect calm

ness. However, I think a smooth, well

arranged coiffure, a gown suited to one's

self, one's position, the place and the sea

son, and belongings in harmony with the

gown, do much to make a woman satisfied

with herself and tend to give her the desired

air of placidity. To keep cool one's self

has, undoubtedly, much to do with the

looking cool, and it would seem as if to

control one's angry passions, to get the

better of one's nerves and to think about

pleasant things are quite as necessary as to

have cool looking and cool feeling belong

1ngs.

knew a “good thing”

when she saw it.

YOU-DO-TOO 1

Ask your local deal

er for the Nazareth

Waist. 'Twill suit

you to a “t" and you

º will won der why

somebody did not

make such a garment

before.

THIS BOY'S MOTHER

If you don’t find it

in your local stores

send us age of child

and 50 cents and we

will mail you, post

paid, two Waists

that will make you

use these goods from

now on.

They are a perfect

Waist—support from * - - -

the shoulders—give a “braced-up feeling”—fit un

surpassed. Why use baggy, hot, hard-to-get-on-and

off, cheap-material waists, when you can get such a

splendid article for so little money? -

We make them in several qualities and for chil

dren from 1 to 12 years old at prices ranging from 19,

25, 37% to 50 cents. We prefer you buy them of your

local storekeeper, who will ji you at same prices

as we would.

If you dºn't feel perfectly satisfied, return them

and we will refund your money.

NAZARETH MFG. Co.

NAZARETH, PA.

For our responsibility and reliability we refer you

to the Dry Goods Economist, the dry goods authority

of the world.

A Handsome Figure

W. B. CORSETS

are cut in such a

manner that they

give a graceful ap

pearance to almost

any kind of figure,

reducing remarka

bly the apparentsize

of the waist with

out undue pressure.

Short, Long,

Extra Long,

Extremely Long

Waist, 4, 5 and 6

Hook Clasps,

$1 to $5

Per pair

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED CORSETS

For Sale Everywhere

THREE POINTS"º:

“FEELS WELL’’

in Favor of the HEALTH

Waist Over Any Similar Garment

- 1st–While it is suspended

from the shoulders, the dead

. and constant pull is

obviated by reason of the

straps at the back, through

which the body oscillates.

2d-A little Abdominal Sup

porter in the centre of the

waist-band in front, with ad

justing straps on each side,

enables the waist to be made

larger or smaller without

changing position of the but

tons on the waist-band. The

waist-band is a gored belt

form-fitting, impossible to cut

the flesh or bind the wearer in

*}. way.

3d-'The waist-band can be

raised or lowered to suit the

waist line by adjusting buckles

BUCK'S

“FeelsWell” V

Waist and

liose Su

& Cº.'s 75c. As on the shoulder straps. All
- 2 to 12Sº, º in front. Any

LAIMES child can take the “Feels

#!"$1 .00 Well” off and on in a moment.

The “Keystone” Clasp is

the easiest to fasten and unfas

ten. The strain is distributed

over the bottom and sides of

Clasp, so it is impossible to tear or wear holes in the hose.

Made of best materials in White; Black, Slate. If not

found with your dealer, will be mailed upon

receipt of price. Address

GEO. N. BUCK MFG. CO., Mattoon, iii.

bust measure.

º tº Send for illus.

- Catalogue.
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SOME OUTDOOR PARTIES

BY MRS. BURTON KiNCSLAND

* AIRYLAND becomes a reality to

children when reveling with

many playfellows in the free

dom of an “outdoor party.”

Manners are not so narrowly

scanned out under the wide blue

sky as in a drawing-room, and

in common with other frolicsome young

animals children seem to rejoice in their

liberty as in something for which God and

Nature intended them. The holiday feel

ing which the wee folk bring with them in

their merry little hearts, the brightening

effect of the fresh, perfumed air, and the

excitement of each other's society, make

any great effort for their amusement un

necessary.

|N the joy of receiving an invitation to a

“pound party,’” the children will be

glad of the opportunity to give pleasure

suggested in the words, “A pound pack

age solicited to be given to the poor.”

The tender young hearts will be quick to

feel sympathy for the privation and suffer

ing of the unfortunate, and it is a sweet

lesson to learn early in life that when

pleasure comes to us in any form we are

to “pass it on '' that some other may be

gladdened also. Pounds of tea, sugar,

coffee, rice, prunes, crackers—though cost

ing but a trifle—will carry pleasure and

perhaps needed relief to some poor homes.

A little donkey, gayly caparisoned in

Spanish style with worsted tassels, red,

blue and yellow galore, may be saddled

with a very large pannier on each side, into

which the parcels may be dropped. If

the animal be left to wander about the

lawn, and the children have to chase him

a little in order to make their contributions,

the fun will be the greater. If, by acci

dent, any of Jack's antics should dislodge

a package or two the catastrophe will

probably be received with peals of laugh

ter and the contents not greatly injured.

Donkeys are usually docile little animaºs,

and may be had for hire in nearly every

country town.

A ride on donkey-back may be a novelty

to some of the children. The little ones

will exchange eager confidences about

what their particular packages contain,

and the sense of importance in playing the

rôle of benefactor may be a new pleasure.

º

§§- -

To supply the little souvenirs they may

play a new game called “Bubbles and

Bundles.” The little gifts must be pre

viously prepared, each one placed in a box

or made into a bundle, and tied up as

prettily as possible in colored tissue

papers, with ribbons to match. Some

may be grotesque to excite curiosity, and

others artistic. A little practice will soon

reveal the wonderful possibilities of tissue

paper to make most dainty and charming

trifles.

These bundles are suspended by ribbons

on a strong cord, or clothes-line suspended

from tree to tree, in a manner to remotely

suggest a cobweb. The children are pro

vided with pretty terra-cotta soap-bubble

pipes, tied with ribbons, and a huge bowl

of soapsuds is brought upon the scene.

A tablespoonful of glycerine added to the

suds will prevent the bubbles from break

ing easily. Two persons at a time take

turns in blowing. The bubbles must be

thrown off the pipes into the air, and the

children get under them and try to blow

them against the packages that they wish

for their own. If the bubble hits the bun

dle the latter is awarded as a prize, and

when a child has secured one he does not

try again. It has all the mysterious charm

of a game of chance without its objection

able features.

To distinguish between the gifts appro

priate for the boys and those for the

irls, it may be determined to wrap those

or the former in scarlet, yellow and green,

while the others may be pink, blue, white

and lilac. The souvenirs may be as simple

and inexpensive as those in a “grab-bag'

at a fair—children are easily pleased—or

they may be as fine as means may permit

or taste dictate.

Little tables set out under the trees,

prettily decorated with daisies and butter

cups, will enable the children to “play tea

party” after an ideal fashion. A sensible

menu that will leave no unpleasant after

effects may consist of chicken sandwiches,

milk or cocoa, ice cream in flower moulds,

spongecake, lady-fingers and plain bon

bons. The costume mottoes never fail to

create a little flutter of excitement and fun

—the boys like the noise and the girls en

joy the “dressing up.”

º
AMUSING CHILDREN

Some Outdoor Frolics and Indoor Games

IN SUMMER

FOR INDOOR DAYS

BY WARIOUS ENTERTAINERS

NDOOR amusements are the refuge

and delight of so many people

that their consideration seems

eminently proper. The invalid

and the strong in limb, the

- wearied and the strong in mind

discover in them a means of enjoyment, of

passing happy hours in harmless and yet

social pleasure. And, therefore, blessed

be the new as well as the old forms of

indoor amusements.

Below are given instructions for two new

games of this sort:

A CHARACTER GAME

ANY number may play this game, and it

can be adapted to children as well as

to older people. Indeed, it is most ex

cellent for children and young people as

it quickens their descriptive powers.

Suppose a company of ten is gathered

together. One of the number says, “I am

thinking of a man, not an American, very

prominent in the political history of this

century. He is very old, has strong feat

ures, a decided mouth, genial eyes and

much hair. Until this past year he has

been very robust and actively engaged in

trying to bring about a reform.”

The first one who guesses who the man

is (Gladstone) is obliged to describe an

other person.

“I have in mind a woman, a daughter of

a famous clergyman. She was born early

in this century and is an American. She is

rather large, has great brown eyes, and her

hair, which was curly as a girl, has retained

its waves all through life. She was the

daughter of a minister, and had a brother

who was a very renowned and popular

preacher. She possessed a bright, sunny

disposition and a tender heart that was

moved with pity for the oppressed and suf

fering. She has written a great deal, and

made her fame on one book which has

made her name a household word.” Of

course, this is Harriet Beecher Stowe.

Or—“I have in mind a woman of great

nobility of character, of almost unequaled

unselfishness, whose books all children

love and whose books have made all chil

dren better—a woman who never married,

whose life was full of devotion to father,

mother, sisters, nephews and nieces, who

died within a few days of the father whom

she had so tenderly loved and cared for,

and whose remains lie beside those of the

father, mother and sisters to whom her life

was devoted.” Of course, this is Louisa

M. Alcott, the author of “Little Men” and

“Little Women.”

The descriptions may be long or short,

easy or hard, according to the mental

status of the company, and may include

not historical personages only but also

characters from Scott, Dickens, Thackeray

or any other books, or even people of

local reputation, always provided, of

course, that the description can be made

interesting.

For children it is interesting to take

characters from their story books, for in

stance, Carol Bird, Patsy, Alice in Wonder

land, Little Lord Fauntleroy, Little Nell,

Cinderella, etc. -

The game is an excellent substitute for

conundrums or light talk at any informal

dinner, or for outing parties in summer,

as well as for part of an evening's enter

tainment when young people are present

and anxious for something new.

FANNy J. WILcox.

A HEART PARTY

THE old-time donkey party recently sug

gested a new form of evening enter

tainment, namely, a “Heart Party.” A

large heart made of red flannel cloth was

pinned upon a sheet hung from a door.

In the centre of the heart was sewed a small

circle of white. Arrows of white cloth

with pins placed therein were given to the

guests, each arrow bearing a number, the

number corresponding to a list whereon

the names and numbers of the guests were

placed. The point of the game, of course,

was to see which person, when blindfolded,

would pin the arrow nearest to the central

spot of white. Four prizes were offered—

one each for the lady and gentleman com

ing the nearest to the centre, and one each

to those coming the farthest from the bull's

eye. The prizes consisted of a heart

shaped pincushion, a heart-shaped photo:

graph frame, silver heart-shaped pin and

a heart-shaped box of bonbons. The

booby prizes were a Brownie, holding a

tiny heart, with an arrow, inscribed “Try,

try again,” and a pincushion made of red

satin, shaped like a beet.

MINNIE MORSS.

A CHILD’S BIRTHDAY PARTY

BY MRS. A. G. LEWIS

HE mother who leads the play

£2 life of her little ones into

pleasant paths, who makes

bright and beautiful their play

thoughts, who idealizes and

refines their every-day sur

roundings, and uses pretty

songs and games and the activities they

suggest as a helpful means of relating

child life to that of birds, animals and

flowers and the varied forms of Nature

around them, is sowing the seeds of char

acter. And if, during the baby years, the

twig bends right, there is little danger for

the coming tree.

The mother or hostess who has kept

herself in touch with the play life of her

child, and has assisted it rightly, need not

fear to undertake the direction of such

plays and games as are suited to make a

child’s birthday party a happy and long

remembered holiday.

The simple games are always best—the

games you and your children have played

over and over again. Old games, like

“Blind Man's Buff,” “Puss-in-the-Corner,”

“London Bridge” and their like, never

seem to lose their interest. Any game

which, like “Thumbs Up,” has been

played by children ever since the days of

Nero must, indeed, be worth playing to-day.

Then, again, kindergarten literature is

full of new and delightful suggestions for

plays and songs, so that mothers have no

end of resources for entertaining their own

children and their child friends.

N ATURALLY a birthday party made up of

fifty little people, more or less, takes

on certain gala-day phases. There are in

vitations, either written or engraved, to be

sent, specifying the day, hour and nature

of the party. If the stationery is to be

engraved some device which will appeal

especially to children should be chosen—

something in which animals or birds are

to serve as bearers of the much-thought-of

invitation cards. Perhaps the Brownies

might be pictured as carrying huge en

velopes, inscribed with suitable monograms

upon their backs; or a team of many mice

harnessed to a cart piled high with party

notes; letter couriers riding at full speed

upon saddled chickens; a wise mother-cat,

spectacled and beruffled, reading the party

note to her frolicsome kits, or some simi

lar device may serve as a suggestion. A

simpler method, and one to be preferred

for many reasons, is for mamma to send

her own visiting-card, upon which she

writes, “Dorothy's Fifth Birthday, July

8, from 3 to 7.” This is directed to Mrs.

Blank, and at the lower left-hand corner

of the envelope “For Master Harold’”

is written. Miss Dorothy may send her

own tiny card with her mamma’s if pre

ferred.

advance of date the little people may don

their prettiest costumes; but if only three

or four days intervene let them wear

simple dresses. Whatever the occasion

may be, a pretty white dress is always in

good taste. Wash silks are preferable for

the winter season, because they can be

lined. Over-dressing children bespeaks a

lack of true refinement in the mother. If

the hostess desires that her little guests

shall appear en costume she will communi

cate with the mother either by letter or a

call in person.

BY all means let the guests be punctual,

so that all the children may be ready

to join in the opening march. Let a good

pianist lead off with familiar airs, and, if

the hostess will remember to provide a

rope made out of strips of cambric or tarle

tan lightly twisted, the children may all

grasp it with the right hand; then walk

ing, say two feet apart, and keeping the

rope mildly tº.ut, they have but to follow

their leader or the one just in front, and a

march with many turnings will not confuse

the little ones in the least. A very simple

and pretty march for young children is

formed as follows: Let the children march

in a circle six times around the room ; then

diagonally across the room by four ways,

the path along each side of the room

joining the four diagonals; then in ser

pentine paths from north to south six

times across, again from east to west the

same. March by narrowing circles to the

centre of the room; then, passing to the

left, retrace directly the same path until all

are led to form again a full circle about the

outer edge of the room. By turning to

right and left the children may march to

form scallops reaching around the entire

room. The march closes with a general

hand-clapping accompaniment to a lively

tune, the rope being dropped upon the

floor.

The hostess who entertains a large num

ber of little people needs the help of a half

dozen grown-up girls to start the march

and games and assist the smaller children

to join in them. They are also needed

during the refreshment hour.

As a rule invited children should not

proffer birthday gifts, unless their families

happen to be relatives or particularly

intimate friends; the privilege of gift-mak

ing belongs to home friends.

If cards are sent ten days in

...:------------------------------------------------>

: You Suſſer from Heat?

: BºAnolin:
Deodorant

Powder

:

:
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and similar toilet uses

Destroys all Odor

of Perspiration

The only odorless and harmless antiseptic

For SALE AT ALL NOTION COUNTERS.

Sample Box of Powder, 25c.

Mailed by NEW YORK SHIELD CO.

166 Greene Street, New York
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Yarn Dyed, Steam

Shrunk and

Fast Color

Guaranteed

for Quality

and Durability

If you cannot obtain this

Braid from your dealer,

send us 20 cents for a 5-yard

piece of any color.

Manufactured by

Some Women
WEAR SkiRTS THAT SAG IN

SPITE OF PINS AND BELTS

The Alpine

Skirt

Retainer

remedies all that. It

can readily be applied

to any costume. It

holds the skirt and

blouse in position, pre

vents exposure of un

derskirt and is simple

and inexpensive.With Retainer Without

For sale by all leading Dry Goods Dealers, or for

10 cents in stamps, we will

mail you a sample from the

factory. Address

ALPINE MFG. CO.

Pittston, PA.

JERSEY of fin

est quality made.

• - Conforms to every

movement and is

the only really satisfactory

Bicycleº for Ladies”

wear. Black, blue, tan, dark

and cadet gray. Kept in all

sizes. With price, send measure of

ankle, calf, and below knee, length of

..º leggin and size of shoe. Expr

*> unless 10 cents is sent for mailing.

SMITH & BVRON, 146 5th Avenue, chicago, iii.

SEND FOR SAMPLES
We take remnants of Fine Woolens

from our Tailoring Department and

make them into Boys' Knee Pants, ages

from 4 to 15 years, and sell them for

50 cents, 75 cents and $1.00.

MILLS & AVERILL

.Fººl

CLIMAX BABY WARDS
--~~~~ Protection to the baby and

ºffl help for the mother. Ready
| Hiſ sº 7 by puiſing open, which adjusts

|T. | “ºol, Marie.
º |: | Plain sºmeº. ". . ºo each

"lºº Io. 202, oak,

-- ºil - - | Ornamental Spindles, ºb.50 each

º - - - Delivered to any part of U. S.

KENoshA CRIB Co., Kenosha, Wis.

Cribs, Cradles, child Beds, Folding Beds, children’s Carts, Etc.

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables in winter obtained by using the

MUDGE PATENT CANNER

It “cans” by steam, from the top down. Retains color

and flavor. Write for circular.

JOHN L. GAUMER Co., 1101 Race St., Philadelphia
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SOME PUNGENT KETCHUPS

BY ELIZA. R. PARKER

HE work of making ketchups

belongs especially to the sum

-mer months, when the vege

tables and fruits adapted for

the purpose are in perfection,

A variety of delicious ketch

ups may be made this month

which will be found excellent accompani

ments to game, fish and poultry, as well

as useful for seasoning soups, sauces,

salads and other dishes. In making ketch

ups the best and most perfect vegetables

only should be used.

AN OLD VIRGINIA RECEIPT

TAKE a bushel of ripe tomatoes; wipe

with a damp cloth; put in a clean tub;

break the skins, sprinkle with salt, about

half a pint will be sufficient, and let stand

over night. In the morning put into a large

kettle; cut up a dozen small pods of red.

pepper and eight large white onions; add

to the tomatoes; set on the fire, and let boil

until tender; take off, strain through asieve,

return the liquor to the kettle and let come

to a boil. Mix a tablespoonful of ground

cinnamon, a tablespoonful of ground

cloves, half a tablespoonful each of all

spice, ginger and black pepper in a pint of

strong vinegar, and stir in the ketchup with

two tablespoonfuls of grated horseradish.

Let boil slowly for six hours, or until very

thick; add two pounds of brown sugar.

Take from the fire, let cool, bottle and seal.

COLD TOMATO KETCHUP

RECEIPT used in the kitchen of General

Washington is the following: Take

a peck of ripe tomatoes and grate them

over a coarse grater; strain through a wire

sieve; put the liquor in a bag and let drip;

take the pulp and thin with a pint of vine

gar. Season with salt, pepper, garlic, all

spice and cloves. Bottle and seal. This

ketchup retains the taste of the fresh to

matoes, and is an excellent flavoring for

soups and sauces.

TOMATO SOY

TAKE a bushel of ripe tomatoes, cut them

in slices and skin; sprinkle the bottom

of a tub with salt; put in a layer of toma

toes; cover with salt; add more tomatoes

and salt until all are in the tub. Cover the

top with a thick layer of sliced onions; let

stand three days; turn into a large kettle ;

set over the fire and let boil very slowly for

eight hours; stir occasionally to prevent

sticking. Take from the fire and stand

aside over night. In the morning strain

and press through a wire sieve ; add four

pods of red pepper, chopped fine, an ounce

of ground cloves, two ounces each of allspice

and black pepper. Return to the kettle;

set over a slow fire and let boil until very

thick and smooth. When cool, put in

Small jars and seal. Soy is an almost un

known sauce to modern housekeepers, but

was found in the pantry of all Southern

housekeepers sixty years ago.

A GOOD CHILL SAUCE

TAKE twenty-four large ripe tomatoes,

four white onions, three green peppers,

four tablespoonfuls of salt, one of cinna

mon, half a tablespoonful of ground cloves

and allspice mixed, a teacupful of sugar

with a pint and a half of vinegar; peel the

tomatoes and onions; chop fine; add the

vinegar, spices, salt and sugar; put into a

É.i. kettle; set over the fire and let

oil slowly for three hours. Bottle and

seal. This ketchup is excellent, and will

be found much less trouble than the strained

tomato ketchup.

OLD VIRGINIA. KETCHUP

TAKE one peck of green tomatoes, half a

peck of white onions, three ounces of

white mustard seed, one ounce each of

allspice and cloves, half a pint of mixed

mustard, an ounce of black pepper and

celery seed each, and one pound of brown

sugar. Chop the tomatoes and onions,

sprinkle with salt and let stand three hours;

drain the water off; put in a preserve kettle

with the other ingredients. Cover with

vinegar, and set on the fire to boil slowly

for one hour.

MUSHROOM. KETCHUP

TAKE half a bushel of freshly-gathered

mushrooms; wipe them carefully with

a damp cloth ; put a layer in the bottom of

a large stone jar; sprinkle with salt; add

more mushrooms and salt until all are used.

Let stand over night; mash them and strain

off the juice. To every pint add half a tea

Spoonful of black pepper and half a dozen

whole cloves; put into a preserve kettle

and boil slowly until thick. Strain and thin

with two tablespoonfuls of vinegar to every

pint. Putin bottles and seal.

KETCHUPS AND PICKLES

By Eliza R. Parker and Florence Barrett
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SLICED CUCUMBER KETCHUP

TAKE four dozen large yellow cucumbers;

peel and slice them ; chop two dozen

white onions and three pods of red pepper;

mix all together; sprinkle with salt; let

stand over night; drain; add an ounce each

of whole cloves and allspice. Put in jars

and cover with boiling vinegar.

CREOLE CUCUMBER KETCHUP

Gº three dozen ripe cucumbers;

drain the water off. To every quart

of pulp add two grated onions, a saltspoon

ful of cayenne and a teaspoonful each of

salt and ground cloves, with a pint of vine

gar. Put in glass jars and seal. This

ketchup retains the flavor of the fresh cu

cumber, and is an excellent accompaniment

to fish and game.

SOUTHERN KETCHUP

AKE half a gallon of green cucumbers,

after being peeled and chopped ;

sprinkle with salt and let stand six hours;

pour the water from them and cover with

hot vinegar. Prepare half a gallon of cab

bage the same way. Chop one dozen

small white onions, pour boiling water over

them and let stand half an hour. Chop one

quart of green tomatoes, one pint of tender

green beans, one dozen green peppers and

one dozen small, young ears of corn;

scald and drain. Mix two tablespoonfuls

of grated horseradish, one teacupful of

ground mustard, two cupfuls of white

mustard seed, three tablespoonfuls of tur

meric, one each of ground mace, cinna

mon, cayenne and celery seed, two table

spoonfuls of olive oil and one pound of

sugar. Put in a jar with the prepared

vegetables, and pour over boiling vinegar

to cover.

PEPPER KETCHUP

TAKE four dozen red peppers; cut in a

porcelain-lined kettle with a quart each

of vinegar and water. Grate two roots of

horseradish and six onions; add to the

ketchup with two tablespoonfuls of mustard

seed and one of salt; let boil ten minutes,

and stir in a cupful of brown sugar; let

boil one hour. Thin with a pint of vine

gar. When cool, bottle.

MIXED KETCHUP

TAKE equal quantities of green tomatoes,

white onions and cabbage; grind in a

sausage mill. Sprinkle with salt, turn into

a bag and hang up to drain all night. Put

in a jar with one ounce each of white mus

tard seed, powdered mace, ground cloves

and allspice; chop two pods of red pepper

and add. Cover with strong cold vinegar.

PICKLES, SOUR AND SWEET

BY FLORENCE BARRETT

LL vegetables and fruits preserved by

salt or vinegar are classed under the

one head of pickles. The process

employed in their manufacture is

simple and very inexpensive, and the result

of home production is usually gratifying.

All vegetables, many fruits º parts of

some flowers—notably the seed vessel of

the nasturtium—may be used for these

provocatives to appetite. The first requi

site to success in pickle-making is good

vinegar, strong and pungent. Prepare the

vegetables by washing thoroughly in cold

water. Gherkins or small cucumbers,

beans and small peppers, as well as mastur

tium seeds, need only to be washed and

drained thoroughly to be ready for pickling,

but onions must be peeled, cabbages sliced

and cauliflowers picked apart before they

can be used. Peaches, pears, grapes and

watermelon rind make the most popular of

the fruit pickles. Peaches are nicest when

peeled, though many people simply rub the

roughness off with a rough towel. Pears

do not require peeling. The melon rind

must be peeled and cut in thick slices; for

cutting use a fancy vegetable knife that

will make pretty ribbed edges on the slices.

Melon rind makes a very fine sweet pickle,

and if prettily cut makes a most attractive

dish for the table.

-Do not use a copper kettle in any part of

the process of pickle-making, but use in

stead a porcelain-lined preserving kettle.

Vinegar boiled in copper forms acetate of

copper, which is green and a poison. Many

very serious accidents have happened

through the use of copper vessels. It is

desirable to retain the green color of gher

kins, beans, green tomatoes, etc. To ac

complish this, some days before pickling

add vine leaves or parsley to the vinegar

to be used and let it steep until ready to

use, when the vinegar ought to have a de

cided green color, which color will of nec

essity be imparted to the vegetables. The

most common and popular pickle is made

from the very small cucumber or gherkin.

GHERKIN OR CUCUMBER PICKLE

TAKE two hundred small cucumbers;

cover with cold water, to which add a

pint of salt. Let stand over night. In

the morning drain off the water, measure

and take as much vinegar as you have

water, one ounce each of whole cloves and

allspice, and a piece of alum the size of a

walnut. Boil the vinegar and spices and

pour boiling hot over the cucumbers.

Cover with cabbage leaves. A few green

peppers in the vinegar give an added

flavor and are a great improvement.

other process for the same pickle is the

following: Soak the gherkins in a brine

composed of six ounces of salt to a quart

of water for twenty-four hours; drain and

dry thoroughly with a cloth ; pack in jars;

pour over them vinegar, allowing for each

quart of vinegar one ounce of salt, one

quarter ounce of black pepper corns, one

ounce of ginger, two blades of mace and

a dozen bay or parsley leaves. Let stand

for two days, then put all in a preserving

kettle and let simmer gently until well

cooked. Replace in jars and seal.

PICKLED RED CABBAGE

PROGRE a firm, good-sized cabbage,

and after removing any straggling

leaves, cut it in quarters and then slice

thin. Sprinkle well with salt and set aside

for forty-eight hours. Then drain off the

salt liquor which has formed, and pour

over the cabbage a pickle of hot vinegar

in which has been boiled for each quart of

vinegar, one ounce of salt, one-quarter

of an ounce of black pepper corns, two
sticks of mace, a little cinnamon and some

cloves. Place in jars, cover and let stand

until the cabbage is cold ; fasten tightly.

Cauliflower may be pickled in the same

Way.

DELICIOUS CHOWCHOW

ONE large head of red cabbage, one

large cauliflower, two quarts each of

very small string beans, green tomatoes,

cucumbers and silver-skin onions. Cut

the cabbage into quarters, remove the core,

then shave in very thin slices; break the

cauliflower into flowerets; leave all the

other vegetables whole, peeling the onions

and stringing the beans. Mix all together

thoroughly and add one pint of salt. Let

them stand over night. In the morning

rinse well in cold water, and drain. Add

one ounce of white mustard seed, one

ounce of celery seed and one of small

ground mustard. Cover well with vinegar

and boil twenty minutes. While cooling

the mixture, mix one tablespoonful of

turmeric with a quarter of a pound of gran

ulated sugar, and stir thoroughly into the

pickles. Bottle and seal.

CHUTNEY PICKLES

TWELVE green sour apples, two green

peppers, six green tomatoes, four small

onions, one cup of raisins, one quart of

vinegar, two tablespoonfuls of mustard

seed, two of salt, one of powdered sugar

and two cups of brown sugar. Remove

the seeds from the raisins and peppers;

add the tomatoes and onions and chop all

fine. Put the vinegar, sugar and spices on

to boil; add the chopped mixture and let

simmer one hour. Then add the apples,

pared and cored ; cook slowly until soft.

Keep in small bottles well corked.

GOOD MUSTARD PICKLE

ON: quart each of small whole cucum

bers, large cucumbers sliced, green to

matoes sliced and small button onions, one

large cauliflower divided into flowerets and

four green peppers cut fine. Make a brine

of four quarts of water and one pint of

salt; pour it over the mixture of vegeta

bles and let it soak for twenty-four hours.

Heat just enough to scald it and turn into

a colander to drain. Mix one cup of flour,

six tablespoonfuls of ground mustard and

one tablespoonful of turmeric with enough

cold vinegar to make a smooth paste.

Then add one cup of sugar and enough

vinegar to make two quarts in all. Boil

this mixture until it thickens and is smooth,

stirring all the time; add the vegetables

and cook until well heated through. A

delicious and hot West Indian pickle is

made in the following manner. It is called

Asha or Acia : Take West Indian limes,

cut a deep cross in each and fill with salt;

put in the hot sun and leave exposed for

about two weeks, turning the limes daily.

This is done to extract the bitter taste from

the rind. Wash carefully, removing all

the salt. Place the limes in a jar and cover

with vinegar in which whole black peppers

and mustard seed have been boiled. Be

fore closing the jar add a few small red

peppers.

SOME PALATABLE SWEET PICKLES

USE for these the rind of a good-sized

watermelon. Pare and cut into thick

slices. Boil one ounce of alum in a gal

lon of water and pour over the sliced

melon, letting it stand on the back of the

stove for half a day. Remove from the

alum water and let it lie in cold water until

cold; drain. Have ready a quart of vine

gar, three pounds of brown sugar, an

ounce of stick cinnamon and half an

ounce of cloves. Boil sugar and vinegar;

strain ; add the spices and rind, and boil

until the rind is soft. For peaches and

pears use the same proportions of vinegar

and sugar, but not quite so much spice.
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I'm so Glad -
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you didn't forget a Jar of

Extract “ BEEF.

We're sure to want it no matter where we

go. It improves soup so much and a cup

of refreshing Bouillon can be made from

it, anywhere, in a minute.

lo

World's Columbian Exposition
wr-ERE

Lowneys

Chū(Vlălé BONDONS

Received the Highest Award.

SAMPLE PACKAGE TEN CENTS INSTAMP3

the walter M. LowNEY Co.,

89 PEARL ST, BOSTON, MA55.

CURTICE BROTHERS CO.

Rochester, N. Y.

“BLUE LABEL”

TOMATO

KETCHUP

Sold in Bottles

All Dealers Everywhere

If your grocer can't supply you

write us for priced catalogue an

booklet, “From Tree to Table,”

descriptive of our full line Canned

Fruits and Vegetables.

Bread and

cake raised with

9

(ºlds
BakingPowder

keep their freshness

and flavor.

“Pure” and “Sure”

Ice Cream

At Home

It's not tedious to make Ice Cream when it can

be produced, and of the very finest quality, in
about four minutes with our

IMPROVED

WHITE MOUNTAIN FREEZER.

Don't pay Confectioners' prices for Ice Cream

when it can be so easily prepared at home at half

the expense. Buy a whi. Mountain Freezer and

you will have the latest and best improvements.

“Frozen Dainties.”

Fifty Choice Receipts sent free to any address.

THE WHITE MOUNTAIN FREEZER Co., Nº"
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ROM the earliest ages

dress has seemed more

appropriate for one age

or class of individuals

than for all, but with

care and taste all pre

vailing fashions can be

altered to suit the in

tending wearer. In the

first place, a gown

should not be worn sim

ply because it is fashion

able; if not becoming and suitable it should

be avoided by young and old women alike.

When we realize how wonderfully our

bodies are made we certainly should con

sider them worth the best of care and

clothes. And if possessed of the means to

buy the clothes with, why not have them

made up becomingly when it costs no

more to do so?

FOR ELDERLY LADIES

AS women are only as old as they look it

is difficult to say what age commences

the period when they are called elderly,

but on an average it is after fifty, though

some ladies of forty write as though they

were into old age and ready for caps.

Keep young as long as you can, and try to

grow old gracefully by keeping the heart

young after the hair is white and wrinkles

deep. Avoid harsh effects, as a black line

unrelieved by white around the neck, or

pure white when cream is more softening.

Very light colors bring out the faded ap

pearance of a face, and black is deadening

in effect, unless relieved by lavender,

cream, dark red, etc. All materials are

worn by ladies past their youth, and such

trimmings as jet, colored passementerie,

lace and a moderate amount of ribbons.

In selecting materials avoid broad stripes

and plaids, as they attract too much atten

tion. Black, dark and medium brown,

medium and stone gray, dark green, gar

net, lavender, violet, reddish purple, cream,

navy blue, a bit of cardinal or yellow in

millinery are all allowable for elderly

matrons and spinsters. White can be worn

in the house at any age, but the duller

colors are more appropriate for the street.

Large bonnets are only worn by very old

ladies. The togue bonnets with strings are

equally suitable for them. A black lace,

straw, felt or jet togue with number seven

black velvet ribbon tied under the chin,

black tips, lace—black or white—and a

bit of color, as a velvet rosette or flower,

is always becoming over gray hair and

not too gay for even a grandmother. A

black net veil, with few if any dots, and

black, brown, tan, dark or light gray kid

gloves are among the necessary items of

an elderly lady's toilette. A black parasol

is the better selection, and nowadays the

full capes reaching well around the hips

are convenient for them in black satin or

cloth, velvet or brown ladies' cloth. These

are trimmed with a second cape, lace col

larette or jet yoke; a ruche of black silk

muslin tenderly veils the withered throat.

SOME SUITABLE TOILETTES

FOR a neat church and visiting dress a

Havana brown whipcord at one dollar

can be fashioned with a five-yard skirt

having only a facing—no stiff interlining.

The leg-of-mutton sleeves are large and

softly interlined, while the waist has a

round point in front and a five-inch circular

basque piece around the hips. A tapering

box-plait on either side of the front affords

a trimming, with a soft plastron slightly

bagging over the waist-line, and crush gol

lar of changeable silk, brown and violet,

red or green. For evening wear a black

silk or crépon is made with the box-plaited

back skirt described in the May issue, a

short pointed waist and leg-of-mutton

sleeves. A full or flat vest—according to

the figure—of jetted or embroidered black

chiffon over a color, or colored over black,

is accompanied by a collar to correspond.

Bretelles and wrist trimming of jet. An:

other gown of this description is worn with

a pointed collarette and crush collar of

creamy lace, which softens all harsh out

lines. A charming home gown of garnet

Henrietta, having the revived coat-tail

basque mentioned in the May issue, is

made with a surplice front crossed at the

waist-line, and yellowish Valenciennes lace

gathered thickly to the edge like a soft

cloud about the neck; the wrists have a

similar finish, and the still pink cheeks

above always take on a deeper glow with

this dress. A silk waist is of black taffeta

and white hairlines; it has a point back and

front, and has three box-plaits slightly

dropping. Up each plait black insertion

is laid over white ribbon, and the collar is

in similar effects; epaulettes of lace.
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FASHIONS FOR ELDERLY WOMEN

By Emma M. Hooper
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AN INVALID'S GOWNS

THER: are many persons not able to go

out, yet sufficiently strong to be up

every day and see their friends, which

means to be neatly and comfortably at

tired. Half of the sadness of confirmed

ill-health seems dispelled when the sur

roundings are neat and bright and the in

valid dressed in a becoming manner. In

selecting materials for an invalid have

them soft in texture, as cashmere, crépon,

flannel, etc. Take colors that will give

light and warmth to a pallid face, as deep

cardinal, yellow, pink, bright old rose,

cream, bright blue, red brown, reddish

purple, mauve, etc. Trim with lace and

velvet; neither need be expensive, but both

are softening to the complexion. Do not

have the gowns fussy or the invalid may

fear to muss them if she lounges around.

Another thing is not to have too many fas

tenings on the clothes, as trembling fingers

cannot direct a pin or hook and eyes at

all times. Have pretty shoulder shawls

or room wraps of crochet, Henrietta em

broidered, ditto flannel, a silken scarf, etc.;

plenty of pillows around the lounge having

washable covers of denim or linen, em

broidered with cotton or linen; footstools

of two heights and sizes, and a sofa-cover

of silk patchwork, a traveler's rug, silko

line or cheesecloth over unbleached mus

lin, with a little Arctic down between.

Different-sized pillows to put under the

neck, at the back, etc.. are a great comfort

to one obliged to lie down the greater part

of the time. If possible, let the invalid's

room have a Southern exposure, and air it

every day, covering up the occupant in the

meantime.

THE SMALLER ITEMS

A LIGHT weight of all-wool underwear

is advocated by all persons interested

in sanitary dressing, as heavy clothes are

not necessary in the house. In place of

corsets a corset-waist is liked, and many

only wear a drilling or muslin underwaist.

Others need a support, which can be given

by one of the ready-made abdominal sup

ports, or a bandage fitted with darts.

Crocheted bedroom slippers, low ties,

fleece-lined low shoes and kid slippers are

all more comfortable than high shoes. A

flannel skirt and one of alpaca, muslin,

seersucker, etc., are sufficient under the

dress. If the ankles are cold it is a simple

matter to throw a shawl over the feet.

When one can only sit up in the bed a

large sacque is handy, to slip on and off.

These are made of eider-down or striped

flannel or cashmere, and have a turn-over

collar, easy sleeves and a pocket for the

handkerchief. Others are of flannelette

and wear very well, though only one dol

lar at retail dry goods houses. They are

all trimmed with stitched hems, a ruffle of

the material with scalloped edges, lace

edging—Valenciennes or Oriental—or a

feather-stitching with twisted embroidery

silk. Another wrap for the bed is the

nightingale, which is made of a single piece

of flannel or Henrietta with feather-stitched

edges, two loops found for the arms and

the ends lapped over the chest.

WRAPPERS AND DRESSES

WRAºs and tea-gowns are much

more comfortable than the skirt and

jacket, besides being less trouble to put on,

but some ladies prefer a black serge or

cashmere skirt with one of the jackets de

scribed above or one of cambric or lawn

during the warm weather. Those of blue or

pink batiste edged with Valenciennes are

very pretty and dainty. The loose yoke

front wrapper is suitably worn with a yoke

or loosly-fitting princesse back, high or

turn-over collar and leg-of-mutton sleeves.

This can be of cambric, lawn, striped flan

nel, flannelette, cashmere, etc., with lace,

embroidery, velvet and velveteen for the

simple trimming. More dressy garments

become tea-gowns in appearance and have

loose fronts of China silk or surah, with a

princesse back and side fronts. A deep red

or copper cashmere is made up with a pale

blue China silk at fifty cents. One of

medium brown has a front of cardinal

surah and yellowish guipure lace for epau

lette ruffles. A rich reddish purple Hen

rietta has a front of yellow China silk

shirred at the neck to form a pointed yoke.

The cheapest gown is a tea-gown of striped

blue and white flannelette, with a front of

blue cotton crêpe at fifteen cents, with belt

of number twelve satin ribbon. If expense

is not an object pretty gowns are made of

printed or striped Japanese silk, with deep

collarette of cream or yellowish lace. A

ruffle of lace over the hands softens the

withered look that sickness is apt to give.

Fasten the tea-gown under the loose front.

DRESSING STOUT FIGURES

THE fashions seem of late years invented

to show up the good points of tall,

slender figures and to put persons of short

or stout figures in despair, yet by select

ing suitable materials, colors and designs,

with minor alterations, the style may be

retained and rendered becoming. Avoid

a mass of bright coloring, like an entire

costume, but a collar or plastron will

afford the brightness without the too strik

ing quantity. Narrow stripes give height

to a figure as do dark colors, while light

shades give breadth only. Plaids, large

figures and wide stripes must be avoided.

Fit skirts easy, not skin tight, over the

front and sides, and if possessed of a prom

inent abdomen use a few gathers across

the front, or after fitting the darts hold the

skirt toward the person while sewing the

top to a bias cording, which will allow a

little extra fullness. The bias cording fits

a large waist better than a belt and gives a

longer waist. An untrimmed skirt is best

or one cut in several gores and trimmed

flatly down each seam, as with a tiny satin

piping, narrow jet, etc. Avoid broad

gores, as several seams break up the width

of the figure. Wear large sleeves, but not

the largest. Moderately high and full

collars without side trimmings for silk and

woolen gowns and turn-over ones for

cotton, dresses. Pointed or lengthwise

trimmings, as bretelles or suspenders,

tapered revers, lace insertion in lengthwise

bands, and medium-sized box-plaits nar

rowed toward the waist are all becoming

to a full figure. A seamless back enlarges

the waist, so have a centre seam in the

outside material. The outside of the front

may be drawn down in overlapping plaits

at the waist-line, but in place of a round

waist have one short, pointed and worn

outside of the skirt. Fit the lining as care

fully as though it would show on the out

side ; taper the darts very near together at

the waist-line and near the front to prevent

a flat appearance there.

FOR SUMMER WEAR

THIN summer goods are best made in the

shirt-waist style, with three box-plaits

back and front, and a turn-over collar when

for morning wear. More elaborate gowns

have two plaits at the back or shirring at

the centre of the neck and waist, with the

front trimmed with rows of insertion, rib

bon imitating box-plaits, or the plaits them

selves edged with gathered Valenciennes

lace, an inch wide, in cream or yellow.

Face all such gowns widely around the arm

holes if they are not lined. If lined they

are frequently made in a blunt point to

wear outside of the skirt; otherwise they

are round to wear with a pointed girdle

belt of number sixteen ribbon, which is

laid in a dart at the centre, back and front,

and boned there with a flat bow on the left

side. Black belting belts and a narrow

silver buckle are worn as well, using num

ber twelve belting. Black ribbon and lace

insertion are becoming trimmings; also

jet in flat bands, pointed yokes, bretelles,

etc. The only permissible jacket is a

blazer having a godet back. A medium

sized hat, or toque is better than a large

hat. Full neck ruchings are not becom

ing, but the revived turn-over lace and

batiste collars are. Some stout persons

fall in just below the waist-line at the

back ; these require a very small pad af

fixed to the skirt to round out the figure in

an imperceptible manner.

SOME MODEL GOWNS

A BLACK crépon crinkled in a lengthwise

pattern as a five-yard godet skirt hav

ing haircloth in the plaits and only a facing

on the front and sides. Leg-of-mutton

sleeves and a short pointed waist of narrow

black and white striped taffeta having two

tapering box-plaits at the back and one in

the front; jet bretelles also trim the front,

and the collar is a moderately high one in

even folds, with a tiny band of jet through

the centre. For traveling and general wear

a striped effect in brown and tan serge has

a five-yard eight-gored skirt, which is

faced but not interlined ; pointed basque

having the revived coat-tail back that was

described in the May issue, and leg-of-mut

ton sleeves; the top is cut down in a V,

with a rolling collar and medium revers to

admit a linen chemisette and narrow four

in-hand tie. Small pearl buttons of shaded

pearl fasten the dress, and two of a larger

size are at the waist-line in the back. A

blazer suit of navy blue duck has a gored

front and sides and gathered back, being

five yards and a half wide, with the front

opened at each seam under three large

pearl buttons. Short blazer, eight inches

below the waist-line, with a slightly full

back, long revers, rolled collar, large

sleeves and three buttons on either side of

the front. This is worn with a cottonshirt

waist or a pointed vest of white piqué

fastened with small pearl buttons. For

demi-dress cool Japanese silks in change

able effects are stylishly fashioned with a

godet skirt five to six yards wide, selecting

a small design, as green dashes on a black

ground or violets on the same. Use bre

telles and collar of number nine satin rib

bon on the pointed basque.

EDITor’s NoTE—Miss Hooper's answers to her

correspondents, under the title of “ Hints on Home

Dressmaking,” will be found on page 3o of this issue

of the Journal.

The chic flaring

skirts are bound

with the

Redfern Bias

Corded Velvet

- the richest and

most durable

BiaS

Welveteen

Skirt Binding

made.

. A set of the “S. H. & M.” miniature figures show

ing the latest Parisian costumes with booklet on “How

to Bind the Dress Skirt,” mailed for roc. in stamps.

The S. H. & M. Co., P. O. Box 699, N.Y.

“S. H. & M.” Dress Stays are the Best

* , -

KAYSE

Patent

Finger

Tipped

Silk Gloves

The kind that don’t

wear out. A Guaran=

tee in every pair.

If your dealer hasn't them,

write to

JULIUS KAYSER & CO.

NEW YORK

WE presume you have purchased the

materials for your wash dresses. If

so we hope you have bought the Aberfoyle

goods, for if you have you will not be dis

appointed, and will be our firm friend in

the future.

If, however, you have purchased other

goods, and for any reason they fail to

prove satisfactory,

Remember

that while there are undoubtedly reliable

wash goods in the market in addition to

our makes, yet there are also very many

trashy goods, made to sell on their appear

ance, that will not stand the test of wearing

and washing; and bear in mind that your

sure protection lies in buying next year

the fabrics made by the

ABERFOYLE MFG. C0.

and sold everywhere.

The goods that wash the best and last

the longest.

We offer this month some choice bargains in order to close out

our entire Summer stock of fine Suitings and Cloakings.

Suits $8 and $9, that have been $18, $20 and

$25. Duck Suits $3.5o, fully worth $6. º:
Capes $3, formerly $7 to $10. Blazers and Jack

ets $4, have been $8, $10 and $12. Skirts $5,

formerly $8 and $10. Silk Waists $4.5o.

Write to-day for our Summer* and Bargain List of

reduced prices. We will send them by return mail, together

with more than FORTY SAMPLES of the materials from

which we make our garments to select from, on receipt of four

cents postage... You may select any style, and we will make it to
order for you from any of our materials. We pay expressage.

the NATIONAL CLOAK CO.,

152 and 154 West 23d Street, New York.

See the Name

PLUETTE

stamped on goods and no necessity to look

further. For an outing dress nothing else re

liable as a rain or mud proof fabric.

INQUIRE ALL FIRST-CLASS RETAILERS

_
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THE PREFERRED NIGHTDRESS (Illus. No. 1)

UNDERWEAR FOR THE SUMMER

By Isabel A. Mallon

UMMER underwear should be at

once healthful and comfortable.

It needs to have a certain qual

ity of lightness in weight, and

yet it must be sufficiently warm

to keep one from getting that

very undesirable illness—a

summer cold. The fact that even the

lightest of cotton gowns is lined has made

the elaborately-trimmed under-bodice of

little use, and when such bodices are worn

they are made quite plainly, being in reality

nothing more than well-fitted corset-covers.

A light-weight cambric without dressing,

and which is known in England as “long

cloth,” is greatly liked for summer

underwear, as it is quite as cool as linen

and does not tend to give one even the

momentary chill which is the peculiarity of

THE ELABORATE SKIRT (Illus. No. 2)

linen. This cloth is used for nightdresses,

drawers, wash petticoats, and, if they are

worn, chemises. These last are seldom

Seen, the knitted cotton or silk vest being

better liked and cooler.

THE PREFERRED NIGHTDRESSES

THE shape most fashionable and most

comfortable in a nightdress is the

rather full sacque one, having a plain front

with the fullness shirred to fit the neck,

and the back arranged in a double Watteau

plait stitched in place about an eighth of a

yard below the neck, and, after that,

allowed to flare. The trimming may be a

round or a square collar, deep as a

shoulder cape, while the full sleeves may

be decorated as much as one desires or

the style of the gown demands. Hand

sewing is, as a matter of course, conceded

to give a certain elegance to all under

wear, but busy women do not object to

fine machine stitching evenly done and

warranted not to pull.

The fancy which existed at one time for

having a ruffle on the edge of a nightdress

had the short life that it deserved. An ex

tremely pretty gown, which need not be

costly if made at home, is shown in Illus

tration No. 1. The full sacque gown with

a Watteau back made of fine long cloth

forms the gown proper, and is quite simple,

the elaborate air being given by the collar

and sleeves. The collar has a square

back, shapes properly over the shoulders

and forms two long tab-like ends in front,

over a quarter of a yard wide, that reach

nearly to the waist. This cape-collar is

formed of fine tucks done by hand, alter

nating with insertion of plat Valenciennes

lace of the fashionable sunburnt shade. A

deep frill of lace, matching the insertion in

pattern, outlines it. The full sleeves are

made of the tucks and insertion arranged

lengthwise, and they are gathered in at

the wrists under broader bands of insertion,

from which fall full frills of lace like that

on the cape. A high collar, formed of a

broad band of beading with a frill of lace

above it, is the neck finish. An inch-wide

pale blue lutestring ribbon is drawn through

the beading and tied in a pretty bow just

in front. A rosette to match that is very

full, is placed on top of each wristband

rather near to the outer edge.

A simpler nightdress, but a very pretty

one, is of white cambric fulled on to a

square yoke, formed of bands of embroid

ery alternating with plain bands of the

cambric. The sleeves are large ones and

shape in to deep cuffs made after the same

fashion as the yoke. A little collar shaped

like the yoke and turning over is the neck

finish, and any ribbon one fancies may be

put under it and knotted in sailor fashion

in front.

A USEFUL PETTICOAT

THE elaborate white petticoat, trimmed

with lace, ruffles and insertion, has

become such an expensive adjunct to a

wardrobe, because of the expense in doing

it up, that most women are wearing petti

coats of silk, or of the moreen that is

watered and has a look of moiré antique.

Of course, a number of wash petticoats are

seen, but they are by no means as elaborate

as they used to be, and I cannot recom

mend them for general wear.

THE NEWEST SKIRT

HE newest skirt, however, is the one

shown at Illustration No. 2. It is made

of white moreen, and is to be worn under

cotton, silk or any light-weight material

that will not stand a stiff lining. It is cut

by the godet pattern and has as decoration

three box-plaitings of the white haircloth,

the top one having as a finish a thick silk

cord. This seems a rather expensive

skirt, but it will be found very useful,

especially to the woman who likes pretty

cotton toilettes.

The advice of physicians, as well as the

teaching of experience, has convinced the

average woman that it is wise to wear a

woolen skirt the entire summer through.

There is more truth than fiction in the old

adage that “what will keep out the cold

will keep out the heat.” Flannelette,

which is, in reality, a flannel with a large

proportion of cotton in it, is shown in what

might be called Dresden colors, so faint

and delicate are they. They are in stripes,

often simple hair lines, and sometimes lines

a quarter of an inch wide are seen. Blue

and white, pink and white and brown and

white are contrasts seen, while a pale blue

ground will have stripes of pink and brown

upon it, and a pink one white and blue.

These petticoats are invariably made by

hand, and are trimmed with either a

coarse woven or knitted lace. Fashionable

women elect to have the lace which is

knitted by hand in the faint Roman colors.

These skirts reach quite to the knees and

do not require an outer skirt if one's skirt

is lined with silk or if one wishes only to

wear a skirt of haircloth. The petticoat

Illustrated at No. 3 has a pale pink ground

with hair lines of blue and brown upon it.

The edge finish is the Roman crocheted

lace, seven colors being blended, the pink

being most prominent. The belt is of pink

ribbon and the drawing-strings are of soft

pink ribbon an inch wide. Somewhat

heavier flannels than this are in white,

blue, pink and gray, and are selected when

a warmerskirtis required. Such petticoats

are usually trimmed with Valenciennes

lace and ribbon insertion.

CARE OF THE LINGERIE

F one wishes one's underwear to look

dainty and be so the same care must be

given to it as to the rest of one's wardrobe.

The inclination of the laundress is to over

starch, which not only takes away its

beauty and causes a garment to wear out,

but makes it uncomfortable; therefore,

except for the lower portion of a skirt, a

general order should be given that one's

THE DAINTY UNDERSKIRT (Illus. No. 3)

belongings are to be laundered “soft.”

Drawing-strings will be found rather more

desirable than buttons, but they need to

be of good quality and firmly secured.

Personally, I have found that inch-wide

lutestring ribbon is more desirable than

tape, and washes very well.

For drawers a soft cambric is recom

mended, and the preferred trimming is a

group of fine tucks and a lace frill, or the

narrow embroidered point, with an eyelet

above it, which is called “convent work.”

They reach quite to the knees and are very

broad. Yokes are preferred to bands, and

the drawing-strings start from each hip so

that theA. is entirely in the back.

Jam

MIISS

CrilSh

Crowd into the biggest

shopping crowd=push

from bargain to bargain

|=and the shape of your

sleeves and skirt is as

buoyant as ever–IF

they're interlined with

Fibre Cham()is

There are several imi

tations=folks try to

copy all good goods=

they really don't=the

best can't be imitated.

Only Exclusively-Dry

Goods Store in Chicago

Japanese Silks

At 25 cents yard–Imperial Kaikai Wash Silks, in

a splendid range of colorings and styles. The

39c. kind.

At 38 cents yard–Flawless Habutai Wash Silks, in

fancy checks, plaids and stripes, full range of

colors. The 60c. kind.

At 48 cents yard — 36-inch plain white Flawless

Habutai Wash Silks. The 75c. kind.

At 35 cents, yard–Jap Cable Cord Wash Silks, in

stripes, checks, etc. The 50c. kind.

Jacquard Silks

At 39 cents yard—Genuine imported 27-inch Jac

quard Silks, in all correct colorings, including

pinks, light blues, lavender, yellow, green, navy,

red, pongee, black, white, cream. The brightest

and silkiest 75c. kind in America.

French Challis

At 49 cents yard— Koechlin-Baumgartner's finest

quality French Silk-Striped Challis, newest

printings on dark, medium and light grounds.

Same quality before the tariff change was $1.oo.

Storm Serges

At 39 cents yard-46-inch all-wool English Storm

Serge, close wiry twill, navy and black. Was

$1.oobefore the tariff dropped.

Samples Free

SCHLESINGER & MAYER

CHICAGO

The Daintiest

Shirt–Waist

Trimming is cash’s

“HEM=STITCH." FRILLING

Made in All White, also White with Washable

Colored Borders in French Blue, Pink and Red.

Mail Order Department.

Eleanor kirk's Idea says: “Cash's Frillings

with hemstitched borders are great favorites

with ladies, and they are, indeed, beautiful.”

Acknowledged to be far superior to all other

makes. Ask for CASH'S, sold at all leading

dry goods stores.

Our New Illustrated Pattern Book

contains many useful hints, and woven samples of the

material, with a list of the stores where the goods

can be obtained. FREE BY MAIL from

J. & J. CASH, Ltd., 92 Greene St., N. Y.

- 9e BICYCLE

Wiley’s “ºns
are the best. Ask your dealer for them. If

he doesn't keep them, tell him he should, and

send to us for catalogue or send 81.00 for

trial pair: ww.m. wriley & son,

59 Olive Court, Hartford, Conn.
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T is certain that the child

that first sees light on a

farm possesses one great

advantage over his little

brethren of the town in the

fact that he is seldom left

- to the tender mercies of a

hireling, but is cared for by loving mother

hands. Perhaps this is one reason why

some of our best and noblest public men

have been country born and bred. A

teacher of long experience declares that

the most difficult children to govern are

those brought up by nurses. Accustomed

to servant's control they wait to be forcibly

commanded, instead of yielding a prompt

obedience to the civilly-expressed desires

of those in authority. Certainly there is

nothing in advanced scientific methods of

training that can take the place of brooding

mother love. The old picture divinely

drawn, of the hen gathering her chickens

together under her wings, exactly typifies

the kind of care the babies need, yet some

women of limited means who must do their

own housework and care for the children at

the same time feel that their little ones are

not nearly as well off as those whose parents

are able to give them nurses skilled in the

latest hygienic methods. We are apt to

forget that after all love is the best educa

tor for a little child.

There are conscientious women who lose

half the joy of their children's babyhood

because of anxious fears for the future.

They are burdened with the problem of

making an income that will remain station

ary, cover expenses that will increase.

Like Mrs. Brown in “Stepping Heaven

ward” they are almost tempted to feel

that a family is all well enough if you have

means to start it in the world, but that

when a woman must work hard just to get

along it is a mercy when there are no little

ones under foot to hinder the housework

and no boys into everything, tearing their

clothes off and wasting faster than the

parents can earn. Yet, after all, the best

start in this life of ours is that which the

farmer hero of Mrs. Prentiss' said his father

gave his boys, “Two hands to earn their

bread with, and a welcome you could hear

from Dan to Beersheba.”

WEN if the baby's coming interferes

with all sorts of thrifty plans to help

the husband pay off the mortgage on the

farm, an acute financier once gave a large

sum of money to endow a college upon

the ground that he considered boys a bet

ter investment than land. In the childless

home the money may come in more quickly

than it goes out until the whole farm is

paid for, but what does it profit if there

are none of our own to enjoy it with us,

and no one to receive it as a sacred in

heritance when we are gone?

As a class, farmers' wives identify them

selves more closely with their husbands'

financial interests than any other class of

women. They are willing to work hard

and sacrifice themselves to help to buy a

home and to educate their children. They

feel that if they cannot earn money they

can at least save it. It becomes a problem

sometimes how to steer between legitimate

thrift on the one hand and unnecessary

economy on the other. Sometimes a

woman works so hard in trying to increase

the bank account that she ruins, not only

her own physical health, but her disposi

tion as well. She becomes an exacting

mistress over herself and assumes burdens

she would never put upon the shoulders of

another. One writer quaintly says, “Sup

pose for fifty or ai. or two hundred

dollars a year, you could buy a sweet,

cheerful, quiet tone of mind, would you

hesitate one moment to do so?” Yet to

lay these sums away for the future needs

of the children some unselfish women

overtax their nervous strength until they

become impatient and irritable with the

little ones who may never live to see the

far-off rainy day. A nervous, worn-out,

fretful woman is not a fit associate, even

on hygienic grounds, for a sensitive, im

pressionable child, who reflects the passing

moods of those about him as in a looking

glass. If it is a question then of bank ac

counts, immaculate closets and well-filled

storerooms on the one hand, and a bright,

cheerful mother on the other, I would

unhesitatingly choose the latter. The chil

dren whose mothers have no time to pet

them are to be pitied. To amuse the baby

and to romp with it is sometimes quite as

much a religious duty as to pray for it.

Editor’s Note—This article is the last of a

series.of five, in which the physical, mental and so
cial life of a farmer's wife is discussed. In the

{º of September, 1894, Miss Jay wrote of “The

armer's Wife and Her Boys”; in the issue of No

vember, 1894, of “The Work of a Farmer's Wife.”

In March, 1895, “The Mental Life of a Farmer's

Wife,” and in May, 1895, “The Social Life of a

Farmer's Wife" were discussed.
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THE BABY ON THE FARM

By Helen Jay

sº

THERE are many appliances possible in a

roomy farmhouse, where every inch

of space does not have to be economized,

which do much to lighten the labors of

the mother and at the same time help to

amuse the children. An ordinary clothes

basket or flat hamper is a friend in need to

a busy housekeeper. When lined with

small pillows, one completely covering the

bottom and other flatter ones at the sides,

it makes the coolest, daintiest kind of a

nest for the baby. It has the advantage

over the cradle that it can be lifted about

by the handles and taken from room to

room as the mother attends to her house

hold tasks. It is so firmly balanced that

there is no danger of the baby falling out,

and can rest either on the floor or on chairs

or on the table. The baby needs change

quite as much as people of larger growth,

and is apt to be better-tempered when

provided with different resting places and

new objects to look at. The coolest and

most hygienic pillows for the baby's use

are those made of hair, while one filled

with hops is a safe and valuable aid in

getting a restless child to sleep soundly.

The first cases may be of ticking or thick

white muslin, and the outer cover or slip

can be most easily made by using two

hemstitched handkerchiefs, plain or em

broidered. These handkerchiefs should

be over-handed together on three sides

and buttoned together on the fourth with

small lace buttons and loops. When ruffles

of embroidery or lace are added and the

pillow covered with wash silk or silesia

the effect is very dainty.

A light portable railing or fence in the

form of a hollow square is another helpful

factor in the safety and comfort of the baby.

A blanket or comfortable can be placed

on the floor of any room in which the

mother is working, or upon the piazza, and

the baby put on it with his toys and all

surrounded by the railing. Physical cul

turists declare that there is nothing more

beneficial to the muscles, especially those

of the back, than the natural tumbling or

rolling about of little children. As a rule,

the restrictions of the cradle and carriage

do not give them enough space to properly

exercise. Any mother who will watch a

little kitten or puppy rolling about should

understand that Nature intended her baby

to have a chance to do the same. When

once inside the railing the little one is in

the condition of the victim of the old giant

of the fairy tale, who was in and could not

get out. This in itself is a comfort to the

mother, and the baby is much more com

fortable, especially in the warm weather,

when it does seem cruel to tie an active

child in his high chair or carriage because

there is no one at leisure to look after him.

He has room enough to move about, and

best of all, is very apt not to perceive the

limitations of the case, but imagines him

self at full liberty. This belief keeps him

good-tempered, for there is a vast amount

of human nature about the smallest baby.

What are known as “babies' crawling

rugs” are found to be of great assistance

in the care of little ones by English

mothers. They have been designed by an

intelligent interpreter of the Froebel idea

of education, and are really large floor

pictures of animals, birds and domestic

figures sewed on flannel. Inexpensive sub

stitutes for the more elaborate imported

affairs can be made by covering an old

patchwork quilt or blanket with bright

colored flannel, turkey red, or denim, upon

which colored cloth prints of dolls and

animals have been stitched. These prints

are commonly sold for a few cents each.

In his desire to reach the kitten or dog on

the rug the baby not only learns to creep

but to distinguish form and observe color,

an important first lesson, according to

kindergarten authorities. With such a rug

and the railing of which I have spoken,

a baby can be safely amused for a good

part of every day. A pile of clean sand

makes a miniature seashore of which the

babies never tire. When they are old

enough to handle a spade and shovel they

will amuse themselves for hours making

all sorts of architectural delights. With

some cut flowers to stick in the sand and

little branches of trees they design gardens

and parks, and with some bricks and stones

build bridges and towns. The sand can

be placed near the house so that the little

builders can be under the mother's eye.

When the sitting-room must also be the

nursery, screens are not only very useful

articles of furniture, but may become, at the

same time, the best kind of playthings.

When covered with scrap pictures they

make the most durable story books, and by

inserting small panels of slating, black

board or sheet celluloid they provide a con

venient and permanent place for drawing

and scribbling, two things of which all

children are fond.

PAIR of reins, such as are sold in toy

shops for a few cents a pair, are a

great help to a mother. Half of the dis

comfort and fatigue of walking with little

children is caused by the wearisome reach

ing down of the hand to guide their un

steady steps. It is also very injurious for

a child to walk almost on tiptoe, straining

the entire body to reach the hand of a

person so far above him in height. Often

when the little things cry and are called

naughty they are simply resenting the pain- |

ful strain upon their tender muscles. Many

cases of enlarged and uneveu shoulder

blades and one-sided development can be

traced to the careless way in which chil

dren are lifted and dragged about by their

delicate little arms. The use of the reins

obviates all this danger and at the same

time furnishes an excellent support without

causing pain. To walk pleasantly with

children they must be entertained, and

often beguiled into thinking the necessary

exercise a frolic. When the mother acts

as coachman the children are apt to regard

the whole affair as play and step off sturdily

in their rôle of horses.

OWADAYS children sometimes suffer

with inflammation of the eyes and more

serious defects of vision. The mother is

at a great loss to account for the prevalence

of these troubles, but she has not far to

look for at least one cause of them. Very

often the innocent-looking parasol upon

the baby’s carriage is responsible for all

this suffering. This parasol is made either

of white lace and silk or of some shade of

red, pink or blue. The poor baby, who is

not able to protest or intelligently state his

grievance, is placed behind this parasol

and wheeled in his carriage upon the piazza

or sidewalk for a sun bath. For hours he

winks and blinks in helpless misery in the

dazzling reflection that pours into his poor

eyes. A disfiguring frown or squint is the

natural result, and too often serious defects

of vision develop in later life. The car

riage parasol if white should be lined

either with dark green or black, the pref

erence being given to the former color,

and be so tilted that the baby can look out

upon the world with level direct gaze.

Bright silks should never be used for the

purpose, no matter how attractive they

may be in themselves. The reflection of

the sun upon buildings covered with glis

tening paint is very trying to the eyes, and

some babies suffer from headache and

nausea from this cause, especially if the

little carriage is placed where its occupant

receives the full benefit both of the odor

and heat arising from sun-scorched paint.

If the floors of the piazza are not in the

natural wood they can be covered with a

rug large enough to come for some dis

tance beyond the wheels of the baby car

riage. It is also a good plan to stand a

screen against the painted wall of the house

where the eyes of the baby naturally rest.

This screen can be easily and inexpensively

made by covering a small clothes-horse

with dark green cretonne or silesia.

DURING the exacting stages of babyhood

a woman is wise if she has a well

filled medicine closet, especially if her

home is not near a drug store. Any wall

cabinet may be used for this purpose, al

though it is well to have one compartment

that can be safely locked, in which the more

powerful remedies can be stored. It is

wise to have one of the cards which come

containing printed directions as to proce

dure in cases of emergency fastened to the

inside of the cabinet door. A rubber bag

for hot water, rolls of flannel and of old

linen, jars of mustard and flaxseed should

always be on hand, together with cotton

and spirits of camphor. A bottle of alcohol

and an asbestos lamp will be useful for

heating water, and aconite and belladonna

together with ipecac are excellent remedies

for sudden feverish colds and croup. Lime

water and sweet oil for burns, and sticking

plaster and lint for cuts are other essentials

together with vaseline and cold cream. In

addition to these standard drugs it is

always a wise precaution to keep some of

the family doctor's prescriptions filled and

ready for use.

The names of the contents of the bottles

should be legibly printed upon their labels,

and in the case of prescriptions the name of

the child for whom it was prescribed and

the nature of the malady. Bags of cheese

cloth are very helpful in cases of emergency.

They should be tightly sewed together on

three sides, and have a threaded needle

fastened at the top ready for use when the

bags are filled. There is nothing better

for holding poultices of all kinds. Bran is

an excellent retainer of heat, and bags

filled with it are often better to use for

children than hot water in any receptacle.

It may be prepared as any ordinary poul

tice, or simply heated and applied like the

old-time salt bags. Prepared mustard

plasters, such as are sold by all druggists,

are sometimes better to use than those

made in the home, and are invaluable

when a mother hardly dares to leave her

child for a moment. If the skin is rubbed

with vaseline before any poultices or plas

ters are applied all danger of blistering is

obviated. A pair of scissors, needles and

thread are also useful adjuncts to a medi

cine cabinet.

| 7 º'

Nestlé’s Food

Nestlé’s Food is a complete and entire

diet for babies. Overall the world Nestlé's

Food has been recognized for more than

thirty years as possessing great value as a

protection against Cholera Infantum and

all other forms of Summer Complaint.

Nestlé’s Food is safe. It requires only the

addition of water to prepare it for use. The

great danger always attendant on the use of

cow’s milk is thus avoided.

Consult your doctor about Nestlé’s Food, and send

tº us fºr a large sample can and our book, “The
Baby,” both of which will be sent free on application.

THOMAS LEEMING & Co.

73 Warren Street, New York

47// Essence

OF

Rhine Violets

The Queen of Perfumes

V Wonderfully true to nature

l, and more lasting than any

| other scent of its name.

Distilled from freshly

gathered Rhine Violets. A

specialty par earce//ence.

All the rage in Europe

_____________________

,

For over 50 Years the

favorite Soap in Europe

Purer and lasts longer than

any other toilet soap

WM. RIEGER, Manufacturer

Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany

Sold by all dealers

MARSHALL FIELD & CO.

Sole Agents Chicago

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

AVOID SOAP

* Buck’s Jacrose

º * Benzoin Paste

º

for washing the face and

- hands is the only prep

º'ſ aration ever made that

will keep your skin

beautiful. $1.00 per

jar, express paid. Sold

º- by druggists.

BUCK & RAYNER

Department K, State and Madison Sts., Chicago

Samples of other trustworthy Hugienic

Preparations sent free with each order.

“MIZPAH” Walve NippleS

WILL NOT collapse A

PREVENTS COLIC

|

Make nursing

easy, because

they admit

air into the

bottle as

the milk is

drawn out,

and pre

$ SAMPLE
( nipple, with much
R valuable informa

Q tion, will be sent

(

-

FREE
|

vents a vacuum being formed.

WALTER F. WARB, 512 Arch St., Philada., Pa.

Cleanfont Nipple
Ribbed inside, cannot stick

together, cannot collapse.

jº".” 6 cts., 50cts, doz.
or of ALL DRUGGISTS

FOX, FULTZ & CO.

52 Park Place. New York

. 18 Blackstone St., Boston

Catalogue of Rubber Goods FREE

|
---
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OOK for this a fan T.

Trade Mark Sº

when purchasing Sta- &

tionery. It §

is found &

on the Q

superior &

...º. M.& H.

jº %Writing

* PaperS

They are sold by all

high-class Stationers.

W. H. Hasbrouck

&A. 7/ Co.

ºeºn Manufacturers

Book of samples sent 536, 538 Pearl Street

free on request. New York

The M. & H. watermark in a paper is a guarantee of excellence.

$200 GIVEN TO STUDENTS,

TEACHERS AND OTHERS

FOR SUMMER WORK

R. H. Woodward CoMPANY, Baltimore,

Md., are making a most liberal offer of $200

to any one who will sell within the next three

months 200 copies of “Talks to Children

About Jesus.” This is a most popular book.

Agents often sell from Io to 1 º a day.

It is sold at a low price, and is beautifully

illustrated. Freight is paid and credit given.

Complete canvassing outfit with full infor

mation sent for 35 cents.

AN ESTEY ORGAN Given

Retail priceş270, to anyone who will sell Ho

copies of this book within three months.

This is a splendid opportunity for a Church

or Society to secure one of these organs.

A $100 BICYCLE GIVEN

to any one, who will sell 75 copies in two

months. They offer also most liberal terms
on other books and Bibles. Write them at

once.

The Cause and Cure of

STUTTERING and

STAMMERING

a new copyrighted, pamphlet by
- Andrew Lewis, who

years, inventor and founder of

The Lewis

Phonometric

Method

(Registered at Patent Offices in

Canada and U. S.)

The above, together with valuable information to

stammerers, and testimonials of past graduates, mailed

postpaid to any address.

The LEWIS PHONOMETRIC INSTITUTE

339 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

“Do Not Stammer"

- Philadelphia, July 19th, 1887.

MR. Edwin S. Johnstos, Dear Sir:-"I never saw

worse stammerers than some you brought to, me, and

the cure that was wrought was truly wonderful. I am

willing to say this to any one.

Yours truly, Joh N WANAMAKER,

13th and Chestnut Streets.

Send for 54-page pamphletto Philadelphia Institute,

1033 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa., Edwin

S. Johnston, Principal and Founder. Established 1884.

º ºŽ STUDY

ºf Journalism
§ AT HOME

Reporting, Editing, all

branches of newspaper

- and literary work taught

BY MAIL.Fº§§ºuts.

The Sprague*} Çatalºgº.
No. 1 Telephone Bldg.

DETROIT, MICH.

POSTAGE is only 16, cents
per pound. We will sup

ply direct iff." dealer will

notºcure or you, our cele

ra

BOSTON LINEN

School of Journalism

OFF
BOSTON BONDPAPER ? and BUNKER HILL

Papers and Envelopes. They are the papers fashion de

mands. Samples and full information upon§§4c.

SAMUEL WArd CoMPANY., 49 Franklin St.

Paper Merchants, Stationers and Engravers. Boston, Mass.

Correspondence with the trade solicited.

BY MAIL

We give a systematic

course which prepares

for practice, and also

give a course on

ºf BUSINESS LAW

oldest in existence; over

2,000 pupils. Hand

some catalogue, with

testimonials,sent free.

-

Sprague Correspondence School of Law

No. 47 Telephone Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

GIRLS’ COLLEGIATE SCH00L

THE LADES' HOME JOURNAL

An Illustrated Magazine with a Larger

Circulation than any Periodical in the World

Edited by

EDWARD W. BOK

Published Monthly by

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY

CYRUS H. K. CURTIS, President

At 421–427 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

With Press-Rooms at 401–415 Appletree Street

BRANCH OFFICES : -

[For the transaction of advertising business only]

New York: 1 Madison Ave., corner 23d Street

Chicago: 508 Home Insurance Building

Subscription Price:

One Dollar per Year: Single Copies, Ten Cents

English Subscription Prices:

Per issue, 6 pence; per year, 6 shillings, post-free

MISS MAGRUDER

The Thousands

Who Were Charmed

WITH Miss Julia Magruder's novel, “A

Beautiful Alien,” published in the

Journal during 1893-94, will be glad to

know that the author has sent her new

novel to the Journal. It will begin in one

of the early numbers. The novel will run

as the magazine’s principal serial through

a succession of issues, and it will be quickly

pronounced even superior in interest and

merit to “A Beautiful Alien.”

For this charming story Mr. C. D. Gib

son, the well-known illustrator, is now at

work making a series of striking pictures.

ALBERT LYNCH'S SALON PAINTING

HICH received the first medal in the

Paris Salon of 1893, will form the

cover design for the next issue of the

Journal. The picture is considered to be

the masterpiece of this great French artist,

and in order that the American public

might see Mr. Lynch at his best and yet at

his simplest, the Journal purchased the

entire publication rights to the famous

painting. It will, perhaps, be considered

the most artistic cover design which has

ever ornamented this magazine.

A WOMAN WHO WANTS PIN-MONEY

CAN get it very easily from the Journal,

easier than, perhaps, by any other

method. It is hers—not for the asking,

exactly, but very close to that point in its

simplicity. Over a hundred women found

this out during last April when they re

ceived checks from the Journal. These

women are now doing the same thing

again, and many more have the opportu

nity. It is a good opportunity, too—one of

the best, possibly, ever offered. An in

quiry of the Journal’s Circulation Bureau

will tell any woman of the simple plan.

NO MATTER WHAT BOOK YOU WANT

OR any question you may want to ask

about books or literary matters of

any kind, write to the Journal’s new

Literary Bureau, which is now in full run

ning order and is ready to meet any de

mands which our readers may make upon it.

* + + + + +

|- + + + + + + + +
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} + + + 4 + + + +
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The Best Literary Judges

HAY. pronounced the catalogue of “50oo

Books,” recently issued by the Liter

ary Bureau of the Journal, to be the most

complete and comprehensive guide to the

best reading ever issued. Librarians,

authors and publishers alike are using it,

and deem it invaluable. The catalogue

has cost thousands of dollars to produce:

yetitis given free. The Journal must ask,

however, that each inquirer for the book

will pay the simple cost of mailing : ten

cents. For this amount, in coin or stamps,

a copy will be sent to any address. This

is the only charge affixed to this booklet,

and is merely nominal considering the in

formation given.

THIS WOMAN HAS THE TRUE IDEA

HE value of a magazine to a reader is

generally based upon its purely liter

ary matter. But one subscriber to the

Journal has found a different standpoint

of value. She wrote not long ago that

“the Journal paid for itself a good many

times over each year, because I avail my

self of the information which I obtain

through reading it.” She explained after

ward that, to her, a real appreciation of the

|...}} consisted not only in reading its

iterary features but in a thorough reading

of its advertisements as well. She had

availed herself of the opportunities that

those advertisements offered, and found

that she was often able to buy goods at

rices very much less, and from a much

arger assortment than she had imagined.

Furthermore, she found that she was

offered, and made acquainted with a large

variety of articles desirable for wear, home

and table use, that otherwise she would

have had no knowledge of. So that it

was absolutely a good investment for her

to take THE LADIEs’ Home Journal.

THE PARENTS OF A BRIGHT BOY

WHQM they desire to educate, and yet

have not exactly the means to do it,

should examine into the free educations

which the Journal has arranged for young

men as well as for young women. Any

bright young fellow can secure an educa

tion by the Journal's plan, which is sim

plicity itself. A score or more of young

men will go to the best colleges in the land

next autumn at the Journal’s expense.

Another score can, too, if they choose. A

little work this summer will bring the

reward in the autumn. The Journal’s

Educational Bureau will tell any parent or

young man about the plan.

A STORY OF BRIGHT GIRLS

THERE is a very clever and artistic little

book published by the Journal which

any one can have for the asking. It is

called “Girls Who Have Push,” and here

is a minia- -

ture repro- º

duction of

its cover. It

tells the

stories of -

some thirty º

bright8. º

stories to Nº º

by the m- º GI R

selves, who \,
wanted mu- w

sical, art or º HAVE
other kinds

ents could

not afford to

give them

their desires. They heard ofº
free education plans, and easily secured

for themselves what their parents could not

give them. This little book tells some

very interesting stories showing what girls

can do when they try. Just a line, sent to

the Educational Bureau of THE LADIES'

HoME Journal, will bring you a copy free.

of educa- º PUSH º

tions, yet } —J 1 ||

whose par- tº

ºº
--

º:
º
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is the best Ladies' Bicycle made.

Light, graceful and easy-running. The

Victoria Tilting Saddle is a great con

venience and makes mounting as easy

for women as for men.

OWERMAN WHEEL CO.

Makers of Victor Bicycles and

Athletic Goods

NEW YORK DETROIt

Pacific Coast:

SAN FRANCISCO L0S ANGELES

N0 Amateur PhOtographer

however familiar with the art, can fully real

ize all its possibilities and charm, till she

knows what can so easily be accomplished

by the use of the wonderfully simple, perfect

ly sure, and always satisfactory two-pound

Prêm0 Camera
Subjects ranging all the way

“. . . . . from baby's tiny face

To the landscape broad and fair.”

Thoroughly practi

ºº- cal, handsomely

Fºº finished,up-to-date,

º and inexpensive.

Samples of the

work, technical de

scription and price

on application to

º the

sº Rºllisleſ[]|titä00.
º 25 South Street

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

A record of half a century guarantees

- absolute satisfaction to our patrons.

* CAMERA
and everything needed in

y

PHOTOGRAPHY
can be obtained from us at

the lowest possible price.

FREE ! Latest handsomely illustrated

catalogue of every requisite

for photography sent FREE on request.

Boston DENVER

PORTLAND

| E. & H. T. ANTHONY & Co.

591 Broadway, New York City

PECK & SNYDER'S

Celebrated “Beeckman" Rackets

All Charges Prepaid.

List SPEcial

Price Price

No. 7–Beeckman “Special” . $7.00 $4.48

No. 6 -- “Tournament” . 6.00 3.48

No. 5 -- “Expert” 5.00 2.48

No. 4 -- “Club” . 4.00 1.98

Our Best “Tournament” Balls, three for $1.00

Per dozen, $3.75, postpaid.

Club Price List on Tennis Goods and Catalogue of

Summer Sports and Pastimes sent FREE.

-

<!- c.
7- ºr

LMA
*ALMA,Michigan.

º

º

º

-

º

-

º

-

“Run-down”Fº find here the pana- :
-

º

º

º

º

-

º

º

C

º

Twentieth year begins September 18th., Prepares for

college and gives special courses of study. For young

ladies and children. MISS R. S. RICE, A. M., ;Principals
MISS M. E. BEEDY, A. M. -For terms, address

479–481 orArborn AVENUE, CHICAGO.

EE MAR COLLEGE AND MUSIC AND ART

Conservatory for Young Women. Finest climate,

beautiful grounds, elegant buildings on a hill, experi

enced faculty, home comforts, rare advantages, reason

able rates, non-sectarian. Send for catalogue.

C. L. KEEDY, President, Hagerstown, Md.

- NEw. York, Poughkeepsie.

Riverview Academy* 60th year. Prepares thor

Qughly for College, the Government Academies, and

Business. U.S. Army officer detailed at Riverview by

Secretary of War. Bisbee & AMEN, Principals.

cea for mental or physical ailment. The

wonderful waters, pure air, and above

all, the restful quiet of this charmed spot

quicken into new life the tired senses...A

handsomely illustrated book about The

ALMA is sent free to any address.

THE ALMA SANITARIUM CD., ALMA, MICH.

Specialdiscount to clergymen,teachers,and their families.

MOUNTAIN–a–

is on PUGET SOUND

It is nearly Three Miles high

-a, most impressive sight—a

grand place for a

Summer's Outing

Send 6 cts. and you can read about it.

CHAS. S. FEE, Genl. Pass. Agt.

Northern Pac. R. R., St. Paul, Minn.

- ATH TUBS, Wholesale & Retail. For “Bath

in one Room” & “Portable.” Durable, many long used
|

WººYº - sº light, little water. Agents

R. -Rand others send for circulars.

i`_2 E. J. Knowlton, Ann Arbor, Mich,
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“It Sounds to me ºxes º º

-

just li

The “Crown”

Orchestral Attachment and

Practice Clavier

and the use of its four pedals, you can play

the most difficult Harp Music, and

At Will Perfectly Imitate Its Tones

(also the Zither, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo,

etc.) as accompaniment to the Piano, or as

independent instruments. It does not add

to the cost, and can be had only in the

ROWN

PIANO
GE0. P. BEN 9 and ORGANs

Bent Block, Cor. Washington Boulevard

and Sangamon Street, CHICAGO.

Our Handsomely Illustrated Catalogue tells

the whole story. Mailed Free

upon the keys of a Chickering

Piano produces a clear, refined, singing,

musical quality of tone. This perfect rela

tion of touch and tone is one of the features

which for seventy years have made the

Nº. 4

§ - N N N N ?

§ N N N N N N.

|ºl

a standard of excellence among the great

est pianists as well as in homes of culture.

The past year marks an epoch in piano

manufacture because of the improvements

made in the Chickering. Examine our new

styles before buying.

Every Piano is guaranteed for 5 years

CHICKERING & SONS

791 TREMONT STREET

Boston -

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

FoundED 1823.

On Trial

We Pay Freight

You pay nothing

If you don’t keep it.

We think you will keep it.

It is the only high-grade piano

Sold at a moderate price.

The Wing Piano
You may have a preference for some

other make. Still the question is too im

portant to be settled without due thought.

Our BookMay HelpYou

There are some things in it you ought

to know, whichever piano you buy. Send

a postal for it.

WING & SON, 245 Broadway, New York, Estab. 1868

tº-See your Maynum

ber of The Ladies’

HoMEJournal, page

19, for a full descrip:
* tion of the Wing

º Piano, and our plan

of sending it on trial.

ke my Harp"

-

-

-

NîSICAL HELPS

{AND HINTS
All questions of a Musical nature will be

cheerfully answered in this column by a special

corps of Musical experts. Any books men

tioned in this department may be ordered

through the JOURNAL’S Literary Bureau at ad

vantageous prices.

Lucy—Wagner’s “Tristan and Isolde” was first

produced in Munich in 1865.

T. L. C-Wagner died at Bayreuth on February

13, 1883. He was buried in the grounds of his home,

“Wahnfried.”

MANY INQUIRERs—The words of the song, “De

Massa ob de Sheepfol’,” are by Mrs. Sarah P. McLean

Greene, author of “Cape Cod Folks.”

CELIA—A cavatina is a melody of more simple

form than an aria; a song without a second part

and without a “Da Capo.” The term is often mis

applied.

INQUIRER—The abbreviation “ten.” is from tenn

to, and signifies “held.” It is used to draw atten

tion to the fact that particular notes or chords are to

be sustained for their full value where there are a

great many staccato phrases in contrast.

ALEx. S.—We have learned from one of our sub

scribers that the words of the song, “When I was

Young and Free,” are to be found in a music book

called “The Triad,” by A. J. Abbey, published

about thirty years ago by H. G. Abbey, New York

City.

Attilla—“Non ti scordar di me" is the refrain

sung by Manrico,in “Il Troyatore,” and is quoted
by Owen Meredith in his ballad of “Aux Italiens.”

The words are Italian and are pronounced “AOn te

skor-dar de may,” and mean, in free translation, “Do

not forget me.”

JAMEs L.-Your violin will have to be scraped and

revarnished by a first-class violin-maker if you wish

it to look like new. Inscriptions of names and dates

on the inside of violins stand for the name of the

manufacturer and the year in which the original

model of the violin was made.

A Subscriber—The theme you have shown in

your letter is the opening of the allegretto, the

second movement of Beethoven's Symphony in “A

Major,” or Seventh Symphony, opus 92. A majority

of musical opinions seem to be in favor of pro

claiming his Fifth Symphony, C minor, opus 67, his

greatest work.

L. J. S.–It may be said that the whole art of violin

playing lies in the bowing—that is, in the correct use

of the bow and the proper phrasing of violin music.

This art can be learned only from competent instruc

tors, and a teacher who cannot answer the questions

which you have submitted to us concerning reverse

and separate bowing is not a competent instructor.

Violis-Seventeen is not too old to begin the study

of the violin. (2) The violin is a difficult instrument

to master, but sufficient proficiency may be acquired
with constant practice and competent instruction to

enable the performer to play the simpler composi

tions of good writers of violin music, in from three

to five years. (3) Joachim, the violinist, is still living.

Subscriber—The signs used in the edition of the

“Sonata Pathetique” to which you refer are evi

dently some conventional signs adopted by the pub

lication issuing the music, as a system of phrasing.

We would suggest that you write to that magazine

asking them the questions which you have submitted

to us. (2) “La Traviata" means, in strict translation,

the misguided or betrayed one.

ANxious WAITER—We should not imagine from

your description of your musical abilities that you

were sufficiently trained as a musician to become a

piano teacher. As you very well say, playing and

teaching are two very different things, and if you

really desire to become a piano teacher we would

advise you to study with an instructor who could give

you the training necessary for the profession you wish

to adopt.

PREsto–We regret to say that we know of no

remedy for the muscular trouble in your wrists,

unless the slow practicing, with a` gradual length

ening of the period of practicing, will eventually over

come this difficulty for you. It might be wise, how

ever, for you to consult a piano teacher to make sure

that you hold your hands and wrists correctly; he

might, perhaps, tell from an examination of the

muscles of your wrist if there were any serious mus

cular trouble.

VALERIE-We should be inclined to say that a

music student who is working seriously at the

Clementi Sonatas, the Rondeaus of Beethoven and

Mozart, and the earlier books of Czerny’s Velocity

Studies, having these works as the highest of her

present attainments, was an advanced beginner, but

as yet only a beginner. She is, however, in an ex

cellent school and should soon be beginning her

advanced work, always presupposing aptitude and

perseverance.

INQUIRER—The awarding to any artist of the

superlative term, “the greatest American singer,”

must be a matter of opinion. It would be a stand-off

in the minds of many people between Lilian Nordica

and Emma Eames. The latter, although of New

º parentage, was born, it is claimed, in China,

and is by some persons denied her nationality. In

our opinion Madame Nordica is slightly the greater

artist of the two, and consequently the greatest of

American singers.

A. V.-There is considerable dispute among au

thorities, as to the exact position of the contralto

voice. Some persons claim that it is a voice between

mezzo-soprano and alto-a low mezzo voice—while

others claim, and with good reason for the claim, that

the terms contralto and alto are synonymous. The

alto used to be applied to the highest of the three

divisions of the male voice, and in its etymological

sense means high. The female alto is properly called

the counter-alto or contralto, and is, strictly speaking,

the lowest of the three divisions of the female voice.

A change of terms has come about of recent years

which gives, the term alto incorrectly to the female

voice. (2), The common chord has two forms, the

major and minor, the latter of which may be distin

guished by its having an interval of a minor third be

tween the key-note and the third note of the scale.

For example, the chord, C, E, G, is a major chord, and

the chord, C, E-flat, G, is a minor chord. The minor

scale has two forms, either of which may be used by

composers. It is for this reason, in order to give prac

tice in both forms, that the scale is written differently,

ascending and descending. It may be said that the

scale as usually played in the ascending form, where,

by means of an accidental, the interval between the

sixth and seventh notes of the scale is increased to a

semi-tone and a half, is the one to which the modern

ear is most accustomed, and it is for this reason and

because it is best suited to the modern harmonies,

that it is most used by modern composers. (3) Write

to any large music dealer for information concern

ing the publication of music in book form.

LITERARY
- QUERIES :

sº

--
- -

*4 M.'...a.... c.ºZººs º-ºº:

Under this heading the Literary Editor will

endeavor to answer any possible question of

general interest concerning Literary matters.

Any books mentioned in this department may

be ordered through the JOURNAL’S Literary

Bureau at advantageous prices.

-

RUBy—Thomas Bailey Aldrich was born at Ports

mouth, New Hampshire, in 1836.

EAST HADDoNs—The editor of the “Century”

magazine is Richard Watson Gilder.

HETTy—John Forster, the biographer of Dickens,

died many years ago. (2) “Tommy Atkins” is the

generic name for a private in the British Army.

DorchESTER—Anthony Trollope died in 1882. (2)

The word “vulgate,” as applied to the Latin version

of the Bible, signifies “commonly accepted.”

AGNEs R.—Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney was born in

Boston, Massachusetts, in 1824. (2) Mikhail Zagoskin

was called the “Russian Walter Scott.”

GAlveston GIRL–Oliver Wendell Holmes was a

Unitarian. (2) William Cullen Bryant's married life

was a singularly happy one.

G. M. O.-" Poppoca" is the title of Mrs. Van

Rensselaer Cruger's (“Julien Gordon”) last novel.

It is a society novel.

Lucy—“Money & 4 + some people find their

gratification in storing it up, and others, in parting

with it,” you will find in Dickens' novel, “Martin

Chuzzlewit.”

Roland F.—“What is worth printing is worth

paying for’’ is the rule which guides every reputable

magazine. All poems appearing in the leading mag

azines are paid for.

A. Z. G.-“ The blood of the martyrs is the seed

of the church’’ occursin Tertullian's “Apologeticus,”

a defense of Christianity. Tertullian lived between

150 A.D. and 230.

Jolier—The original of Mrs. Stowe's character,

“Uncle Tom,” is said to have been a negro slave

who was afterward ordained and called the Rev. J.

Henson. (2) Renan died in Paris in 1892.

NEw York GIRL-Longfellow resided at Cam

bridge for about forty-five years. There all his chil

dren were born, there his home still stands, and there,

in Mount Auburn Cemetery, he is buried.

BustLETon—Bayard Taylor died at Berlin in 1878.

(2) “Elizabeth Wetherell” is the mom de plume of

Susan Warner. (3) Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe has

resided at Hartford, Connecticut, since 1864.

A. R. V.-‘‘The Vinegar Bible” is a term applied

to copies of an edition of the Bible in which the

“Parable of the Vineyard” in the twentieth chapter

of Luke is given as the “Parable of the Vinegar.”

A. M. R.—Alexandre Dumas, the novelist and

dramatist, had negro blood in his veins. (2) “Frank

Fairleigh’’ was the mom de Alume of F. E. Smedley.

(3) Homer was called “The father of epic poetry.”

MARJoRIE—The poem beiginning,

“There, little girl, don't cry;

They have broken your doll, I know,”

is called “A Life Lesson,” and written by James

Whitcomb Riley.

LoNE VALLEy–Hawthorne's “Wonder Book” is

a collection of children's stories taken from mytho

logical sources. (2) Joel Chandler Harris has both

wife and children. (3) Mr. Richard Henry Stoddard

is literary editor of the New York “Mail and Ex

press.”

UNIon City–Sidney Lanier died at Lynn, North

Carolina, in 1881. (2) When sending a manuscript

to any periodical write yourname and address legibly

on the upper left hand corner of the first sheet. In

close stamps sufficient to insure the return of your

manuscript in case it should not be accepted.

W. B.-Longfellow visited Europe for the last time

in 1868. (2) ºš. portion of Whittier's poem, “Snow

bound,” beginning “With me one little year ago,”

refers to his sister Elizabeth, who kept house for

him at Amesbury, and whose death was a ve

grievous sorrow to him. (3) Whittier never married.

DUANE—The nom de plume “Feuilleton” was used

by Octave Feuillet in his serial writings for news

papers. (2) The “Pall Mall Magazine” is owned b

W. Astor; its editors are Lord Frederic

Hamilton, M. P., and Sir Douglas Straight. (3) The

poem, “’Ostler Joe,” was written by George R. Sims.

LARKspur—The lines,

“I know not where His islands lift

Their fronded palms in air;

I only know I cannot drift

Beyond His love and care,”

occur in Whittier's poem, “The Eternal Goodness.”

Fort Scott—I cannot allow your criticism of

Mr. Howells' habit of using the names of books in

his articles without quotation marks, to pass un

noticed. It is altogether correct when writing the

names of well-known books to dispense with quota

tion marks, and to Mr. Howells, of course, all books

are well-known.

KATHLEEN–Shakespeare had three children, one

son, Hamnet, who died when he was twelve years of

age, and two daughters, Susanna and Judith, who

survived him. Judith and Hamnet were twin chil

dren. (2) Judith and Susanna married and had

children, in whom the line, became extinct. (3)

Jeremy Taylor was called “The Shakespeare of
Divines.”

SEveRAL INQUIRERs-There is a sequel to Dickens'

“Mystery of Edwin Drood”; it is called “John

Jasper's Secret.”. Its authors, in the preface, claim

that Dickens during his lifetime “had not been en

tirely reticent as to the scope of his novel, and that

hints had been supplied by him, unwittingly, for a

much closer estimate of the bearings of those por

tions remaining unwritten than he could probably

have believed while in life. All these, with many

more particulars, laboriously, but lovingly procured,

have fallen into the hands of the writers of this con

cluding story, etc., etc.” The book may be found in

almost any one of the old libraries, but being out of

print it is hardly possible to find it elsewhere.

MANy Correspondents—Mr. Edmund Clarence

Stedman coined the phrase “Four. Hundred,” as

applied to the aristocracy of New York City, in a

satirical poem called “The Prince's Ball,” relating

to the Prince of Wales' visit to New York. The

poem is divided into three parts, one of which is

called “The Council of the Four Hundred,” and

refers to the committee consisting of just that num

ber, which had the arrangements for the ball and

supper in hand. Here are Mr. Stedman's lines:

“For the honor and commerce of the city, .

'Twas plain to see there must be a committee!

So men of means and might were chosen,

Score by score and dozen by dozen,

In all, four hundred names.”
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Buying A

Peerless Freezer
WITH THE

Vacuum Screw Dasher

Write us for information; it costs

nothing and may save you money.

Our recentlyFº booklet, “Fifty

Ices.” gives full description of the Peer

less, with illustrations and price list.

PEERLESS FREEZER CO., Cincinnati, 0.

Ice Cream ºfAt Home

Nothing could well be simpler

A very little ice, very little crank-work

Mºs And there you have it

(cream, fruit, pudding, what not)

thoroughly and evenly frozen,

when using the

LIGHTNING

FREEZERS

They make friends from the

first try. They keep friends. All
the Freezer virtues are exempli

--- fied in them—ample tub space,

easy running, quickness of result, quantity and qual

ity of cream. They are proved to be the best. That's

the only test. You will know them by their Cedar

Pails with electric-welded wire hoops, their quadruple

motion, and famous wheel dasher. Ask your dealer

about them. Catalogue sent for the asking.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia

Flour dribbles away, gets

sour, is hard to get at; and

the only faultis with

where it's kept.

Easily remedied by using

The Cream City Flour Bin &

Keeps flour fresh and sweet. Sifts it isº!
out as you want it; never wastes a ºil.

speck sizesº and ſºbs–$250, $300

.00.Write for our booklet aboutit,free.

GEUDER& PAESCHKE MFG. CO.,

15 St., Milwaukee, Wis.

-- O tempered families in chilly homes.

- —º Hot Water

º The Humber "º:

is indorsed by all sanitary en

gineers because it furnishes

the best, safest and sur

est heat for comfort and

health, and heats your house

ºly uniformly in the bit

terest weather and keeps every

body happy. It costs less, uses

less fuel and it does not exhaust

your time and patience to run it.

The HUMBER being con

structed so that it cannot leak,

is constantly specified for home

heating º the best architects

tyin every c

Catalogue showing 10 styles

ºt in 154 sizes for 1895, sent free

~ on application to- -

-

THE J. H. McLAIN HEATING CO., Canton, Ohio

Branch Offices in New York, Chicago

St. Louis, Louisville, Denver, San Francisco

on Palms and

Kill Insects "pº.

STOTT'S FIR TREE OIL SOAP
Recommended by EBEN E. REXFORD, of this magazine

If not kept by your seedsman or druggist, send

30 cents for sample 34 lb. can, which makes 8

gallons of insecticide.

J. C. PIERSON, P. 0. Box 247, Newark, N. J.

Successor to STOTT GARDEN IMPLEMENT CO.

Adaptability to any home and unequaled con

veniences have won the rapid success of

* Mosely Specialties
Let us send you catalogue

with full information regard

ing 20 styles

Folding Tubs, -

Bath Heaters,

Kitchen Boiler

Heaters

etc., if you wish the

best in these sanitary

- - -

-

|
ºr - - comforts, and the

*- mostfor yourmoney.

MOSELY FOLDING BATH TUB CO.

161 “J” S. Canal St., Chicago, Ill.

New York Pittsburg Boston Los ANGELES

7 west 14th St. 88 Diamond St. 325 Wash'g'n St. SAN FRANCISCO

Carriage

Sun

Self- --- Shades

§gºns ºl. By Mail.

or Back POSTAGE PAID

- - Write for

zºº” PRICE listº Number one

TROY CARRIAGE SUN SHADE CO.

Cor. Canal and Walnut Sts., Troy, Ohio
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THEY ARE SONICE!

AND ONLY $1.00

CHICAGO

WAISTSG=D

- Finest Sateens: White, Gray

and Black and

Summer Net. Siz

es, waistmeasure

ment, 18 to 36.

A SIZES above 30

–25 cts. EXTRA.

BICYCLE

WAISTS

Come to the Waist ONLY

Hold up the Bustsand give same

appearance as corsets. Tape

fastened buttons to hold up the skirts. The

only waist specially adapted for bicyclers.

White, Gray and Black Sateen and Summer Net.

Sizes 18 to 3o waist. PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

BUST

&º SUPPORTERS

Allow healthy, natural devel

opment of the body. For solid

comfort they are incomparable.

Come in White, Gray and Black

Sateen and Summer Netting.

sizes 18 to 3o waist. PRICE

ONE DOLLAR.

Ask your dealers for these Gar

ments. If they don't keep them send

ONE DOLLAR to the manufactur

ers, who will send them postpaid.

GAGE-DOWNS CO., Chicago, III.

TRADE MARK.

Summer Style, Low Neck

BABY'S

||

&
“IN

CHILDREN'S
Style 5o. Style 65

and Girls

0ther Styles: Misses and Ladies

Send for Illustrated Price List

tº Perfect

The Very Best Garment Made

Waste money on cheap waists be:

h 2 It don'tº Pay a fair price and

* buy the Double We Waist—it sup

ports underwear from the shoulders.

New Model --

Lengthens the Waist;

Best Sateens

Fast Black,White, Ecru

and Drab

For sale by first-class retailers

or sent postpaid on receipt on

price. Twenty different styles

for price list.

FEATHERBONE CORSET CO, Sole Mfrs,Kalamazoo Mich,

WORN IN

EUREKA PATENT

hields.

!.º:
ment. No stitching. The very thing

Just the garment for Boys

Materials; Workmanship and

cause they are sold at a cheap price.

sold by leading dealers. The C.N.Chadwick Co.,Brooklyn,N.Y.

Gives Beautiful Form

of corsets and waists. Send

Shields

CORSET COVER

for shirt Waists and Summer Dresses.

See list of dealers in June issue.

A Solid Silver

Thimble

| Sent postpaid for twenty-four spool labels

from one end of spool, as shown below, of

|

º, THREAD

ſ

{cdºo
R Extra quality for both

|

ſ

ſ

|

| Hand and Machine Sew:

ing: Warranted full 200

yards. Buy of your dealer

at 4 cents a spool and mail
the labels as shown here, from

2 dozen spools, to

ALEX. KING & Co., Sole Agents, 54 Leonard St.,NewYork

YOling LadićS
Wishing to be Healthful,

Graceful, Comfort

able, should wear

Ferris’

Good Sense

"CorsetWaist.

º Full or Slim Bust.

33 White, Drab, or Black.

º
-

º

-

// ---T

SOFT SHOES"º"

A boon to tender-footed people. Made of

soft, porous leather, insuring perfect ventilation

and freedom of motion. Send stamp for de

scriptive catalogue.

HARDING & Co., ****śN.Y.

SIDETALKS WITH GIRLS

BY RUTH ASHMORE

Under this heading I will cheerfully answer, to the best of my ability, each month, any

question sent me by my girl readers.

PAULINE-Finger-bowls are always in fashion.

TARRYTown–The birthday stone for November is

the topaz.

Dolores—Black shoes would not look well with a

white evening gown.

TACOMA-If you wish to call on the young lady,

ask her permission to do so.

S. P. J.-A widow in signing her name certainly

would not use her husband's initials.

B. A. B.-There would be no impropriety when

making a call to ask for a drink of water.

M. E. F.—Call on the mother of your betrothed

and ask her to take you to see him during his illness.

PERPLExED FIANc6–During the marriage cere

§. the bridegroom stands on the right of the

ricle.

E.I. G.-Binders for the Journal can be gotten by
.* to the Journal office and inclosing one

Oliar.

PAULINE–When a servant has shown you into the

parlor you should rise from your seat as your hostess

enters. -

MATRoN–I do not think it wise for a married

woman to carry on a correspondence with a young
unmarried man.

C.–In opening a door from the hall to the drawing

room a gentleman should hold it while a lady pre

cedes him in entering.

SUBscRIBER—E. P. Roe is dead. (2) It is customary

to ask permission of the author of a book if one

wishes to dramatize it.

GALVEston—Small individual butter-plates are

still used at meals where butter is served, but they

are seldom seen on the dinner-table.

MAsie—As you wish these two friends to meet,

write to the lady and ask her permission to give the

gentleman a letter of introduction to her.

V. M.–It is not customary for a girl to give an en

º ring to her fiancé. (2) She should not

eave his card with hers until she is his wife.

Rosie—If a bride wishes to give something toward

her future home I would suggest that she furnish the

linen, having it marked in her maiden name.

TRIxIE—If her mother approves of it, then the

young woman might visit at the house of a man

friend, if the invitation came from his mother.

L. L.-A married lady would have on her card

** Mrs.§ Smith ” and not “Mrs. Anna Smith.”

(2) Cards should never be printed, but engraved.

ELLA—It is never proper forº lady to call

on a young man, unless in regard to business, and

then she should be accompanied by an older woman.

FRANCEs J.-It would be quite proper, when mak

ing calls with a friend, for you to write your name in

pencil on her card if you had no card of your own

with you.

DAisy M.–I should advise your taking a few les

sons from a writing-master to improve your hand

...; and then making it a point to write very

carefully.

A. B. C.—If your betrothed's mother objects to the

marriage it would not be dignified for you to reason

with her; let her son, if he wishes to marry you, at

tend to that.

Driftwood—I do not think it would be wise to

renew the acquaintanceship with a young man, who,

at your first meeting, seemed to trouble himself to

be rude to you.

FAGAN-There would be no impropriety if, after

having called on a young lady and found her out,

you should, when meeting her a short time after,

mention the call.

Sylvia—You were right in saying that a strange

young man should ask your permission to call, and

that it would not be proper to invite him immediately

after meeting him.

A SUBscRIBER—An invitation delivered personally

should be accepted or rejected in the same manner.

(2) *...* written on an envelope is a silly

substitute for the proper address.

T. D. H.-The only §ſ. recognized as proper

from a gentleman to a lady are flowers, books, music

and sweets. (2) It is not good form for a girl of six

teen to go out with a young man alone.

A PERPLExEd GIRL–It would be quiteº to

be married in church at six o'clock and have the im

mediate bridal party dine at half-past six, while the

general reception need not begin until eight.

HARRIET S. O.-A boy of fifteen should not be

permitted to cultivate the acquaintance of a girl of

the same age, as both of them should be thinking

of their school-books rather than of general society.

J. M.–Use tepid water and soap on your teeth

twice a day, and once a week powdered charcoal,

being careful to get all the particles of it from off

your teeth by an after treatment with soap and water.

Chicago—I do not think it in good taste to ask

one's men friends to buy tickets for charity affairs.

They do not like to refuse, and very often, though

the sum required may be small, they cannot afford it.

A READER—It is not customary to send invitations

to an entertainment to people not on one's visiting

list. (2) It would be in very bad taste for a young

woman to dance almost the entire evening with one

young man.

WILLIE—If the young lady was caught in a severe

snowstorm and could not walk, all ordinary rules

would be given the go-by, and the man who could

carry her home would be the man of destiny and of

the moment.

CoNstant READER—A lady does not rise when a

gentleman is presented to her unless he should be

very old or a person of great importance. (2) A card

announcing the birth of a child calls for congratula

tions by letter.

RUTH ASHMORE.

FERDINAND-No answer is necessary when a gen

tleman asks you to take his arm, except the actual

acceptance of the courtesy offered. (2) A lady is a

woman gently born, gently bred, of gentle manner

and gentle voice.

V. DE V.—It is not in good taste for a girl of six

teen to wear diamond rings; if she is fortunate

enough to possess them let j. keep them carefull

until she is older, and then she may wear them wit

perfect propriety.

Country—A gentleman leaves his overcoat, hat

and stick in the hall when making an evening call;

when calling in the afternoon he leaves his overcoat

in the hall, but carries his hat and stick into the

drawing-room with him.

M. L. C.—If, after a regular correspondence ex- -

tending over a long time, the gentleman should sud

denly stop writing, I can only say that it would seem

as if he were tired of the correspondence and wishes

you also to cease writing.

Two GIRLs—I do not advise friendships between

married men and unmarried women. They are very

dangerous and apt to result, no matter how innocent

the original intentions may have been, in something

more than mere friendship.

MRs. V. S.–It is not necessary to serve an elabo

rate table on your “at home” day, but it is a pretty

(2) In makcourtesy to at least have tea and wafers.

ing a formal call on a daughter whose mother is liv

ing a card should be left for each.

GENEvieve—In answering an invitation sent out

in the name of both mother and daughter, address

the mother. (2) In eating terrapin take the small

bones from your mouth with your fingers and lay

lay them on the side of your plate.

L. W.-If you think that your friend's betrothed is

; to care for you I can only advise that you go

ome as soon as possible, and during the time you

are forced to remain in her house to refrain from

seeing him except when you cannot avoid it.

BELLE-An all-white gown is always prettiest for

graduation. (2) When a mother-in-law gives a re

ception in honor of her son's bride only those go

who have received personal invitations. This affair

cannot be looked upon as an “at home” given by

the bride.

E. H. M.–It would be perfectly proper to have the

maid of honor and the bridesmaids dressed in pink,

while you are in white satin. (2) A dainty traveling

gown would be one of dark blue serge with a box

plaited front of black satin spangled with black jet

on the bodice.

BELL–It isFº if you do not go to the “at

home” to send your cards by post. If four or five

months have gone by since the reception of the cards,

and for some special reason you have not been able

to do that which is proper, I should advise your mak

ing a call in person.

T. F. W.-All that I can suggest is that you tell

your friend how unmanly it is to impress upon a girl

that he thinks a great deal of her simply for fun.

Tell him that a gentleman never would do this, and

urge him, if not for his own sake at least for the

girl's, to stop at once.

H. C.—It is not necessary to provide aº:
when taking a young lady to an entertainment if the

distance is not great, the street cars convenient and

the evening clear. If she is sufficiently well ac

quainted to accept the invitation, then it is proper

for you to act in this way.

MAY-Put a few drops of listerine in a glass of

tepid water and use it as a gargle. This will tend to

sweeten the breath, unless its bad condition is caused

by the teeth or stomach, and then, whichever is

wrong must receive treatment, else the effect com

plained of will continue to exist.

E. D. V.-I do not think it would be quite proper

for a young matron, visiting away from home, to go

out to supper at a restaurant and then to the opera

with a man who had been, as you say, “a former

admirer.” A woman should, in such cases, be gov

erned by the wishes of her husband.

Boston—A married woman signs her letters,

“Alice Hamilton Smith.” When she is writing to a

stranger or writing a business letter, she would, in

addition, write a little lower down on one side of the

sheet and in parenthesis, “Mrs. John Smith.” This,

of course, is to show how she is to be addressed.

L. B.-Your son is right in saying that you should

call on the mother of the young woman to whom he

is engaged; sending your card is not enough. Even

if it involves a little trouble, a personal call should

be made to show your respect to the woman who

..". your son's wife, as well as your consideration

or 111111.

VIRGINIA-If you are not engaged to the young

man it would be in best taste to commence your

letter to him, “Dear Mr. Brown.” . The general use

of Christian names is not advised, and even if you

have known the young man, since you were a child

I advise your addressing him in the usual formal
inantler.

EMILY-If a man is courteous enough to open the

door of a store or any public building for a lady she

should, of course, thank him. (2) Put a little vase

line around the roots of your finger nails. This will

take out the soreness and will make it easier to push

tº.* skin which is so inclined to grow up over

the nail.

AGGIE-It would be very improper for a young girl

who is ill to receive gentleman callers in her room.

(2) A young girl who receives letters from men at the

post-office without the knowledge of her mother is

doing something wrong, which in time she will

certainly regret, and which, it is equally certain, will
result in trouble.

KANSAS GIRL–When a gentleman and his wife are

invited and do not go to a reception, all that is nec
essary to represent them is their visiting-cards. A

man and his wife have separate visiting-cards, those

uniting the names being seen very seldom nowadays.

A wedding invitation requires no answer. When

a lady and her daughter receive, one would send, if

one did not go, a card for each. When a lady gives

a reception in honor of several friends, cards should

be left in person after it on the hostess and those of

her friends who are staying at her home.

AIR CUSHIONS
INFLATED WITH AIR

OMFORT in traveling, driving and the

sick-room can be had by using “Tyrian”

Air Goods. They are soft, light and pliable,

do not become heated, and are easily

packed in a small place when not in use.

Invaluable for Invalids.

Our “CoMFoRT * circular, describing Air Pillows,

Invalid Cushions and Bed Pans, mailed free.

Ask your Druggist for “Tyrian” Rubber Goods

If he cannot suff/y you, write us.

TYBR RUBBER CO., Andover, Mass.
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Our

Sole

Motive

for offering to mail this

:

: silk watch fob, with

# gold-plated buckle, for

# Ten Cents is to get

you to know about the

Harris Patents.

A book which we send with

the fob gives full information

about the Harris Wire Buckle

Suspenders, the -

Harris Garter

and other Harris 3%g"
specialties. ---

Wire Buckle Suspender Co.

Williamsport, PA. N. :
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ſ: Up to Date
ſº people snou

try the latest

º
§ º
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PERFUME

Trilby
- ſº*

§ºBouquet
**

!ºº->

~ : º: º Sold everywhere or

you can send soc.

for a 1-ounce glass
-New York- stoppered bottle,

Name and Label Trade Mark. postpaid, to

C. R. BAILEY, 20 Cedar St., New York

Boardman & Gra

*|PIANOS
Established 1837. Send for Catalogue

ALBANY, NEW YORK

AUTOMATIC SKIRT SUPPORTER

No more Sagging. No bother with Safety-pins.

| 1QC. ºn

Sample manº, 10 cits. Silvered or Black Enamel.

S.J. & W.0. SIMMONS, I37 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.

From $4.00 to $10.00 a Day
TO SELL

over 100 Home Lessons in Business

** 100 Home Lessons on *...* Accounts

** 100 home Lessons on Business Forms

“ 100 Home Lessons on Insects injurious to Vegetation

“ 100 Lessons in Training and Doctoring Horses

A $1.75 book for 95 cents, for 30 days only. 500 Agents

wanted. Send for circulars. Address

NORTHWESTERN BUSINESS COLLEGE, Naperville, III.

AlmſSt Given AWay
To introduce one of the best and simplest

machines to make Turkish and Floral

Rugs, also Fancy Raised Plush Work,

together with catalogue of Stamped Pat

terns on burlap and yarn. Send us soc.

and we will send, prepaid, the whole

outfit.

E. ROSS & CO., Toledo, O.

with the aid of our experi

enced teachers will insure

a thorough knowledge of

Book-keeping, Shorthand,

Spelling, Grammar, Law

Letter Writing, Penmanship, Arithmetic, etc. A MONEY

making business education. We can give the very best

instruction right AT Your own home. How do we do it?

Send for free catalogueand see. Trial lesson 10c. Write to

BRYANT & STRATTON, 2 college Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

DRESS CUTTING
sº by Tailor Method Waist. Skirt and

Sleeve system. Simplest and most prac

tical in use. LEAir N IT IN 1. Hourt.

Half price to introduce it.

B.M. KUHN, Inventor, Bloomington, Ill.
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gº RT HELPS tº
-

º
Under this heading questions of general in

terest relating to Art and Art work will be

answered. Any books mentioned in this

department may be ordered through the

Journal’S Literary Bureau at advantageous

prices.

T.A. S. AND OTHERs—The Journal will shortly

publish an article on portrait painting.

E. M. W.-Write to the Educational Bureau of THE

LAD1Es' Home Journal for the method of obtaining

an art education free of expense.

T.T. U.-Proper paper for crayon portraits may be

obtained at any good store for artists' materials. The

price varies according to the quality.

A. B. G.-Most of the firms advertising china

studio kilns are reliable. Write to them for informa

tion. I cannot undertake to recommend any par
ticular firm.

J. L. W.-You can obtain modeling wax from an

artists' materials store, with directions, for using.

Only large firms keep it, however, as there is not

much demand for it.

A. Z.--It is much better to take a few practical

lessons in water-colors to start you than to depend

on handbooks. They never can quite meet the needs

of a beginner, although often helpful to further

progress.

E. S. E.-The instrument you inquire about for

enlarging is called a pantograph. It may be obtained

at most stores for artists' materials. The price varies

according to the quality; very cheap ones will not
prove satisfactory.

NELLIES.–Write to the different galleries where

periodical exhibitions of pictures are held and ask

the secretary to send you a form to fill in, with rules

for contributors, in time for the next exhibit. Inclose

a stamped self-addressed envelope for reply.

F. A. B.-With regard to your questions on wall

gº. "ºff I would refer you to the New York

School of Applied Design for Women, 200 West

Twenty-third Street, New York, or the School for

Artist-Artisans,West Twenty-third Street, New York.

T. Z.-No preparation is needed for painting on

glass with oil colors, beyond wiping it over with
turpentine to insure perfect cleanliness. The colors

must be used rather sparingly to prevent them from

spreading. Some use a little siccatif as a medium,

it being a quick dryer.

WILLy—A woman's face is harder to paint than a

man's, because the lines are not so definite, and be

cause the chief charm of a woman's face generally

lies in expression that is fleeting, and not likely to be

good when a person is undergoing the fatigue of a

sitting. A wrinkled face is easiest of all to portray.

(2) I ã, not think it would be reasonable to enforce

strict silence in an art, class of grown persons, but

idle gossip should certainly be discouraged.

A. E. C.—India ink comes in cakes, like ordinary

water-colors, and is ground on a palette in the same

way; it is also prepared in a liquid form, and sold

in bottles for the convenience of workers in pen and
ink. (2) The best crayons for black and white work

are those known as the Conté crayons. They are

numbered, some being much softer i. others. For

very fine highly-finished work a smooth water-color

aper is best: for coarse work a slightly rough sur

ace is preferable; it helps to give texture.

I. S.–Paper for water-color painting is sold by

the sheet. It varies in texture and price according

to the weight. For fine work a smooth surface is

desirable, but for sketching or bold work a good

open grain gives texture and greatly assists the artist

to gain certain effects. Water-color paints are sold

singly, either in dry cakes or moist in pans; the latter

are most convenient. Winsor and Newton's water

color paints are entirely reliable. They range in

price from nine cents upward for a half pan.

MRs. W. H. C.—The transfer process you speak of

is known as decalcomania. It is applicable to

various surfaces, , including ... textile fabrics. (2)

There are good and useful handbooks on all branches

of art in the Winsor and Newton series, but

practical lessons to start with are essential to real

success. (3) Always buy the paints made by reliable

firms. The oils range from about nine cents per

small tube and upward. (4) Good brushes are as

necessary for beginners as for advanced students; no

one can paint well with a poor brush.

Elsie—Your questions are not very clear. If an

illustration is to appear in black and white then the
original drawing is just the fac-simile of it. The

same rule applies to colored work. (2) It is good

practice, doubtless, for acquiring technique to copy
illustrations, provided they are very good, but that

alone will not fit you for professional work. You

must be able to draw well, copy objects, have some

knowledge of designing, with the ability to make

effective illustrations of possibly uninteresting

subjects. This comes from experience backed by a

thorough training.

A. G.-There is no definite rule with regard to the

size of a drawing for reduction. If there is much

detail it is well to reduce from the original in making

the drawing, giving the effect of the detail without

drawing every line; then when further reduced for

ublication it will be clearer than if more elaborate.

xperience is the best guide in this respect. (2) Wash

drawings are.#on smooth water-color paper.

(3) Drawings may be sent flat or rolled through the
mail, care ºil. taken to avoid risk of bending or

creasing. (4) The method followed in your initial

letters is suitable for a reproduction on a reduced

scale. The technique of the figure is good in parts,

but unequal. This should be guarded against.

CHINA-Your trouble probably arises from §:
cious mixtures. The relief white tube color should be

used alone. It is prepared for that purpose like any

other tube color. The white enamel powder needs

to be ground down with a little fat oil and turpentine.

To insure a good glaze you mightº a suspicion

of flux. As a rule it is best to avoid mediums sold

only in private studios. (2) Gouache colors for

backgrounds are mixed with white to obtain pale

shades. For tinting mix them with turpentine and

balsam of copaiba, for ordinary painting with fat oil

and turpentine. They should fire dull. If they are in

clined to rub ºff after firing add a little gouache flux;
the ordinary flux would give them a glaze like the

Lacroix colors.

Rose—The graceful rose design on the June cover

of THE LAD1Es’ Home Journal, 1893, had for its

motive the beautiful pale yellow noisette rose, known

as the Marechal Niel. This particular rose makes an

excellent study in oils, as you suggest. The colors

. for painting it are pale lemon yellow, light

cadmium, raw sienna, raw umber, ivory black,

possibly a little white added to the lemon yellow on

the highest lights; avoid white, if possible, in the

shadows; the3. are º: enough as a rule;

ivory black and lemon mixed make a beautiful color

for the broad shadows which are greenish; the raw

umber will give greater depth and warmth where

needed. Some rose madder judiciously introduced

into the reflected lights adds the required glow.

.cº. SºSºº-º-tz-Gºz “izº

Zºy HINTS ON .

*HOMEDRESSMAKING;
(. . ºf E!!!!A 1 H00PER J.

Under this heading I will cheerfully answer,

each month, any reasonable question on Home

Dressmaking sent me by my readers.

EMMA. M. HOOPER.

L.-The cloak referred to was probably a frisé

velvet or silk crêpon.

MAGGIE W., R. Y. AND Lucy H. W.-Your answers
have been returned as unclaimed.

IMoSENE-The jacket suits written of in the May

issue are suitable for blue serge gowns.

IRQUIRER-A brocaded or changeable silk, green

and old rose, will combine with the first-named shade.

SUBscRIBER—Addresses are not given in this

column. (2) Your silk would cost probably one

dollar and fifty cents to dye.

ANNIE. M. AND CLARA–Work flannel with twisted

embroidery silk or the heavier mediaeval silk, accord

ing to the effect you wish to produce.

PERPLExED–Hats this season are either large or

small, the two extremes, but the small Dutch togues
are trimmed, so as to look very broad. (2) Dimities

are very fashionable.

JUNE BRIDE, X. Y. Z. JET, MABELLE-Your ques

tions have all been answered in the previous four

numbers of THE LAD1Es’ Home Jours.All either in

this column or in the other departments.

Country Girl—The blue and white could be

combined with white or striped blue and white, and

the black should be made up with green; then have

a vest and collar of white chiffon to break the effect

of the green.

PAULINE-You need a jacket traveling suit to wear

with precale shirt-waists and hat to match; then an

extra skirt and fancy waist, and buy a toque in

Boston that you could wear the next season in the

evening; a light cloth wrap is needed as well.

Louise-If your new skirt is of a crépon or elastic

weave the goods will sag, in spite of all basting, unless

cut in very narrow gores, avoiding a large space

unseamed. Every seam should be caught together

and bias seams “stayed" with narrow cotton tape;

this, combined with even basting, will avoid the

sagging.

HASCIANNA-Golden and Havana browns and

navy blue are the favorite colors for bicycle costumes.

You can have serge, cheviot or tweed made with

a four-yard skirt, Norfolk waist, blazer or close

fitting coat basque. For a full figure the blazers

with a pointed vest and moderately large sleeves are

becoming. Have leggins to match, as skirt comes

only to shoe-tops.

M. B.-Ladies of any age may wear white in the

house, but I cannot recommend white dimity for a

middle-aged matron for street wear in a large city.

Of course, it is thus worn, but as you ask my personal

opinion I give it. Why not have the dimity for the

house, and for warm days wear a light percale shirt

waist with a blue and white duck skirt, or a duck

jacket suit with a white lawn waist?

Mrs. M. M. M.–Do not trim the skirt. Trim the

waist with loose bag vest of colored chiffon, pink,

yellow, reddish violet or green, and a crush cóllar;

then jet bretelles laid over number twelve ribbon

color of chiffon ; folded belt, with butterfly bow at

back of surah. (2) Have a cloth cape for ordinary

wear. (3) Cotton dresses were described in the

March and June issues of the Journal.

BETTY B-The material you mention will not keep

godet plaits in handsome shape. (2) The genuine

English haircloth is of a lighter weight, but i think

an interlined skirt of any kind too heavy for the

summer. (3) It requires nine yards of twenty-inch

silk to make a godet skirt forty-two inches long and

four yards and a half wide. (4) Stock collars are in

#.* indefinite period. (5) You can have the silk

yed.

F. R. J.-Wear light gray or tan gloves, four-button
lacé or suéde kid, with a black dress. (2) Serge

ress could be made after designs described in the

May Journal. º Striped and white duck vests,

loose plastrons o !". embroidery and of tucked

mainsook alternated with Valenciennes insertion are

worn with blue duck suits. (4) Your sample is a

heavy cotton drill, but often names of matérials in

England are different to ours.

Mrs. E. B. E.-Combine your green Henrietta

with black, brocaded satin for skirt panels, crush

collar and three box-plaits on the short pointed waist.

(2) Byº: your forty-two-inch lace and joining it

at the waist-line under a ribbon belt it would make a

pretty front over silk or sateen for a tea-gown with

sleeve puffs to match. You could use Henrietta,

crépon or cotton crêpe for the tea-gown or take inex

pensive China silk having a bright figure on a dark

ground.

O. T.-Your sample would answer for a blazer

suit lined with percaline for the trip. Wear percale

shirt-waists and a sailor or wide walking-hat to

match. Then with a fancy silk waist and one of

your skirts described you would have enough for

the week, getting a dress hat in Denver while there.

Take a light wrap and extra percale waist. (2) The

present style of dress.just suits your figure. (3) Leg-of

mutton sleeves—very large—are more worn than a

puff sleeve.

REGULAR Spescriber—The miss should have two

§§º frocks for morning wear, a blue and white

uck jacket suit, one white dimity or nainsook, the

cream India silk spoken of a blue serge outing suit,

and then let her take her best spring woolen dress

for cool days. (3) Make India silk with a slightly

gored skirt four yards wide, leg-of-mutton sleeves

and a round waist having two box-plaits at the

back and three in the blouse front, each of which

should be edged with narrow yellowish Valenciennes

lace thickly gathered. Collar and belt of number

twelve ºo:: also bretelles and shoulder bows,

using plain white satin or the gros-grain Dresden

ribbon having a white ground and colored blossoms.

BEN Avon-Challie gowns should be made with

either the godet or box-plaited back skirt described

in the May issue. Have large leg-of-mutton sleeves

and a round waist, having a box-plait two inches

wide on each side of *iºn. front; add a vest

of the tucked mainsook and Valenciennes lace–

lutter yellow shade—that comes by the yard and

fifteen inches wide for this purpose. Make cuffs of

the same, and to a crush º: of black satin add a

triangle of the nainsook to turn over on each side;

belt to match collar, each fastening at the back with

a butterfly bow. (2) The yellow chiffon should be

lined with silk or very glossy sateen, placing the

transparent material Y. full over the lining. The

waist should be very full, ditto the sleeves, banding

the latter just below the elbow with number twelve

Dresden ribbon, with a yellow ground and pink

roses, which tie in a bow on the outside, leaving a

plaited ruffle of chiffon below. Beit and collar of

THESE

ings;

in

fast black.

and cuffs and

owe their beauty and style

Skirts, sleeves, capes, collars

jacket fronts

to

ponge Crépon
the new stiffening and

interlining, which has

won golden opinions

in the world of fashion.

It is much lighter in

weight than other lin

is elastic, un

breakable, never loses

its shape, and comes

white, slate and
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For sale everywhere.
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Wear many ShoeS Of many kinds,

But THEY ALL uSe

BROWN'S

| FRENCH DRESSING

for Ladies' and Children's Boots and Shoes, for it has

stood the test of reliability for nearly fifty years.

To SPEAK of Shoe Dressing is to THINK of BROWN’S.
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I Feel Like

a New Man

after my bath with CoPCO.

This excellent soap makes you

It thoroughly

cleanses the pores of the skin

ſee/ clean.

and gives it a delightful

freshness and vigor. It really

doubles the good of the bath.

If you are looking for a good,

pure Soap try

Sold by all dealers.

Made only by

you want.

of Residence

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY Chiº.”
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| If you are Going to Build

Architects,

ºº:

. . a HOME
send us your name and address, and state what priced house

WILL SEND FREE our. Beautifully, Illustrated Book

Designs entitled “ARTISTIC HOMES.” Contains

many Beautiful Homes, also designs for laying out your

grounds. Inclose two 2c. stamps for mailing, or 25c. for a copy

of “AMERICAN HOMES,” a handsome magazine devoted to

planning, buildin

in.), 24 beautiful

and beautifying the Home...(size 11x14

esigns and many other fine illustrations.

GEO. F. BARBER & CO.

Knoxville, Tenn.

ribbon, each with bow on the sides, and suspenders

of the same, with bows on the shoulders.

SCHOHARIE MANOR GREENE CO., N. Y.

Two Miles from Tannersville Station

Elevation, 2,200 feet.—Grand Mountain Scenery.—

Pure Bracing Air and Cool Nights.-Lots, one acre or

more.—A Paradise for Children and Fagged Business

Men.—Send for Circular to H. W. GRIFFITHS. Sec. Scho

harie Manor Ass., Room 56, 280 Broadway, New York.
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Under this heading I will cheerfully answer any question relating to flowers or their culture.

L. K. D.—See reply to “M. R.”

K. B.-Set Lily-of-the-Valley roots in fall.

MRs. G. C. R.-For prices of vines, etc., get a cat
alogue of some dealer advertising in this magazine.

C.–Sweet Peas are fond of sunshine. In complete

shade they would be likely to make a weak and

spindling growth.

M. A. P.-Violets cannot be grown in the living

room. It is too warm and the air is too dry there

for plants of this class.

MRs. P. A.—Chinese Lilies can be grown in soil

or in bowls of water, with gravel or small stones

about the bulb to hold it in place.

Mrs. S. P. C.—Your Water Hyacinths should have

gone into the cellar during the winter. (2) Sow Asters

any time after the danger of frost is over.

T. K. S.–I know of no remedy for worms or grubs
in Squash vines. If any one does will they kindly

tell me what it is for the benefit of this inquirer?

CANADA—The Azalea generally makes its annual

growth soon after flowering. Keep the plant rather
warm, and shower freely every day while growing.

L. H. H.-Nearly all the large dealers in greenhouse

plants can furnish you the Zanzibar Balsams of which

mention was made in a recent number of this maga
z111e.

MRs. C. W. W.-Several persons have written to

say that the Magnolia ſuscata is locally known as

Banana or Melon Shrub, because of the peculiar

fragrance of its flowers.

L. F. S.—The Vinca would doubtless answer your

purpose, as it flourishes under the shade of trees. It

forms a dense mass of dark green, shining foliage

which is a good substitute for grass.

I. P. G.-All the plants named can be grown from

seed, but it is hardly worth while to propagate them

in that manner when well-rooted plants can be bought

so cheaply. (2) Camellias are always grown from

cuttings or grafts.

C. M. D.—Hellebore is often used to rid Roses of

worms and bugs, but it frequently fails to give satis

faction, because it loses its strength rapidly, and

unless you have fresh powder you do not succeed in

accomplishing your purpose.

C. G.-Set Lily-of-the-Valley in October or Novem

ber; (2) The garden Forget-me-not would not be likely

to do well in the house. (3) You do not say where your

urn is to stand—outdoors or indoors—therefore, I

º answer your question about a drooping plant
or it.

C. P. A.—Bulbs that have been forced into bloom

in the house may bloom a second season, but, as has

been frequently said in this department, you cannot

depend on them. It is much safer and vastly more

satisfactory to procure strong, fresh bulbs each

Season.

E. D. S.–If by Dwarf Orange you refer to the

Otaheite variety so extensively advertised by dealers

in plants, you need not fear any harm from eating its

fruit. It is not poisonous—neither is it very palatable.

(2) An article on Palms will soon be given in this

magazine.

MRs. J. A.—Your Hyacinth bulbs are comparatively

worthless after having been forced. I would not

advise attempting to carry them over for another

season. They may bloom again, but the probabilities

are that they will not. It is economy to get fresh,

strong bulbs.

KATE M.–I have received so many complaints of

the failure of the Aster in the West that I am of the

opinion that your soil is not suitable for its successful

culture. There are some large flower-growing firms

in Denver. Write them in reference to the matter

and get their opinion.

Rose HILL–The Pink of which you send

specimen seems to belong to the Chinese section. I

cannot give it a name as it is a seedling, consequentl

an unnamed variety. (2) I can send you the boo

you inquire about. Send me your full name and

address on postal card.

MRs. J. A. N.—I do not think it worth while to

keep old bulbs of the Chinese Lily over the summer

for next winter's use. (2) Smilax is propagated from

division of the roots as a general thing, but it can be

grown from seed. The amateur will be surest of

success with it by using roots.

MRs. X-Cuttings of Ficus elastica should be

started in sand, to which bottom heat can be given.

If you have not these facilities it would be better for

you to purchase a .."; plant of the florist, or

take your cutting to the florist and let him root it for

you. This plant does well in ordinary soil.

Mrs. E.-You can obtain all the plants named

from any prominent florist. Consult the advertising

columns of the Journal and write for catalogues,

which will be sent free. (2) An infusion of Sulpho

Tobacco soap applied about the roots of your Asters

will soon rid them of the louse which does so much

damage.

MRs. E. K.—Bend down a shoot of Clematis, and

bury a joint or two of it in earth, without separatin

the shoot from the parent plant. I think you wi

succeed in* it to form roots at the place where

it is covered. This process is called layering, and is

quite successful with many plants which do not

strike readily from cuttings.

MRs. J. M. T.-I cannot tell what your plant is

from the small leaf sent. It would oblige me greatly

if those sending specimens from which to determine

the name of a plant would send large leaves—fully

developed ones—and flowers also, if there are any.

Small leaves are almost always unlike the perfectly

developed ones, and, therefore, misleading.

MARY L.-I cannot venture even a guess why your

Calla does not bloom, because you do not tell me

anything whatever about the treatment it has been

given. ad you done that I might have been able

to get at the cause of the trouble. Always tell how

your plants, have been cared for when asking any

questions about them. Unless you do that I have

absolutely no ground to form an opinion on.

R. A. E.-I presume the plant you speak of is an

Araucaria. What you call “mould,” which you

notice on the branches, I think you will find to be the

mealy-bug. Remove with a stiff brush, and then

apply an emulsion of kerosene and Fir Tree oil, pre

pared as directed in recent numbers of this magazine,

or if you can find it on sale at your drug store, get

some Fir Tree oil soap, and apply as directed on the

can in which it comes.

EBEN E. REXFORD.

LILIAN-Your Azalea no doubt dropped its buds

because the air of your room was too dry for it. It

had been accustomed to a moist air at the green

house. It would have retained its flowers longer in

a cooler room. It should not have had sunshine

while in bloom, and it should not have been sprinkled,

as water on the flowers injures them. In summer

put the pot in a shady place, and be careful to see

that the plant never gets dry at the roots.

M. R.-It is natural for the leaves of the Ficus to

turn yellow and fall off after a time, therefore the loss

of foliage on your plant indicates no serious trouble.

(2) If the frosted Pandanus is putting forth new leaves

at the centre,from which new growth always proceeds,

it is proof that the plant is not seriously injured.

§When Palm leaves turn yellow and dry up cut them

off. Nothing will restore them after that change

takes place in them. (4) Tobacco dust is worthless as

an application for the scale or red spider.

Miss A. E.-Your Hyacinths behaved badly be

cause you brought them to the light too soon. They

should be kept in the dark until the top gets a good

start. In fact, keep them there as long as you can.

Their stay in the dark is not time lost, for they will

be making strong roots, on which we must depend
for good floº. (2) Your Geraniums and Begonias

do not bloom in winter because you allow them to

bloom all summer. You ought not to expect them to

º all the year round. They must have a period
of rest.

E. G. B.-If you want the Lantana for summer

flowering do not cut it back, but if wanted for winter

use cut the plant back sharply, and keep it forming

new branches during the summer. Do not allow it

to bloom until brought into the house. (2) Bouvardias

should be cut back close to the ground each spring,

and new branches encouraged to grow, from which

flowers can be expected next winter. Old plants are

good if the roots are in a healthy condition. You

can divide the old roots in such a manner as to secure

a number of young plants.

MRs. W. M.–I do not think an oil-stove would

heat a greenhouse twenty-five feet long by thirteen

wide sufficiently in cold winter weather. It would

not do so at the North, but your Kentucky winters

may not be very severe, and possibly it might furnish

as much heat as you would require, if the house were

built well. If I were to build a greenhouse and heat

it by oil-stoves I would want one as reserve, to bring

into use in very severe weather if I saw that the

stove in regular use was not equal to the task of

thoroughly warming the room.

F. Y. W.-Callas like a soil of muck, and consid.

erable water while growing. But they should be

allowed to rest during the summer if wanted for

winter blooming. (2) Hybrid perpetual Roses should

be planted in the garden. They are not adapted to

pot culture by, the amateur. They can hardly have
too rich a soil. (3) You are having the same ex

perience with the Manettia Vine that ninety-nine

out of a hundred have. It has been wonderfully

praised by the florists, and universally complained

of by those attempting to grow it.

J. V. H.-It is a simple matter to convert your

veranda into a little conservatory. Any practical

carpenter will tell you how to go to work to do it.

** him what you want done is to have it inclosed

with sash in such a manner as to obtain all the light

possible, and have cold kept out. You do not sa

what the width of the veranda is, or give theº
to be inclosed or the height, therefore I can give

you no idea of the amount of heat required, but I

hardly, think you would obtain enough from the

adjoining room, heated by an open fire.

MRs. J. D. W.-You can allow the sprouts to grow

about your Calla or remove them, as you think best.

If allowed to grow you§ more foliage and a

prettier plant. The black Calla is of little value save

as a curiosity. (2) I do not know the strength of burnt

bone, therefore can give you no advice as to the

amount to use in combination with mould. Burnt

bone is quite different from bonemeal. (3) I am not at

all familiar with your climate, and would not dare

undertake to advise you as to varieties of plants to

grow in it. Consult some of the old residents.

CARoline—The Narcissus sold as “ChineseSacred

Lily” is probably the best bulb you can grow in

water. (2) You will find Weigelias, Spireas and

some of the new Lilacs quite suitable plants for your

front yard. Sois Exochorda grandiflora. (3) I would

suggest planting Gladioluses about your Lily.

Dwarf Marigolds would look well as a next row, and

Lobelias would make a very charming border for the

bed. (4) Climbing Roses would do well in a south

west exposure, if given a rich soil. (5) Cannas will

do much better out-of-doors during the summer.

S. B. B.-Azaleas should be kept quite warm after

flowering, and.# to make a free growth.

Shower the plants well daily until the annual growth

is completed. After that they can be put out-of

doors in some shady place. Be sure to never let

them get dry at the roots. If you do you will prob

ably have no flowers from them next winter. (2) I

presume your Araucaria is infested with red spider.

Try dipping it in water heated to a temperature of

120° for several days in succession, allowing the

plant to remain in the water but a moment at a time.

Schoolgirl—I would not attempt to have flowers

made up after any setºforº to the

flºº, of your school. No “design" is as taste

ul as a well-arranged bouquet of one kind of flowers,
with plenty of foliage. You could have a dozen or

more Roses, with long stalks, the bunch tied with

white ribbon, or a large bunch of Carnations, long

stemmed, and with considerable green, tied with

either white, or delicately-colored ribbon. If you

want something, particularly choice—though really
no more beautiful than the Roses or Carnations

would be—you can indulge in Orchids.

Mrs. G. C.–Sometimes an Amaryllis will bloom
when quite young. Sometimes it will not bloom

until two, three or four years old, and sometimes

not at all. It all depends on treatment. In order to

grow this beautiful plant well care must be taken to

give it alternate periods of rest and growth. When

growth begins give some fertilizer, and encourage as

complete a development as possible. As soon as it

ceases to put forth º new leaves withhold water

gradually until the soil is but slightly moist. Let it

remain in this condition until signs of a new growth

are seen. The production of a flower-stalk is gener

ally the first indication of a growing period on old

lants. Aim to make each period as complete in

itself as possible—that is, when the plant grows try

to help it grow as vigorously as is consistent wit

health, and, when it is resting, let its rest be perfect.

The young bulbs which form about the old one should

be removed if you want large, fine flowers. A six

inch pot is generally large enough for three and four

year old bulbs. Disturb the roots as little as possible.

THE BATH...-His turn next!

From the original Painting in the possession of the Proprietors of
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“Nothing Heavy about the Crescent! ”

Photographed from Life. Copyright, 1895, by Western Wheel Works.

rescentS
“Sky-High ‘’

The test of a Bicycle is its mechanical perfection—best shown by

its enduring qualities through a Season's use. The Crescents have

been tested for years in every conceivable way, and their comparative

worth is proven by the largest sales accorded any American Bicycle.

Largest Sales—Highest Grade

Our Seven 1895 Models for Ladies and Girls, Men and Boys, make the

best and most complete line of Bicycles on the market.

sEND For 1895 CATALOGUE

Factoryy: Eastern Branch:

CHICAGO, ILL. WESTERN WHEEL WORKS as B.I.S.N.Y.
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The Largest Manufacturers of

PURE, HIGH GRADE

COC0aS and Ch9C0lates

* On this Continent, have received

HIGHEST AWARDS

Industrial and Food

EXPOSITIONS in

Europe and America
Unlike the Dutch Process, no Alka

- lies or other Chemicals or Dyes are

- used in any of their preparations.

Their delicious BREAKFAST COCOA is absolutely

pure and soluble, and costs less than one cent a cup.

Sold by Grocers Everywhere

WALTER BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

It Saves the Back

WalterBaker&Co.
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Nº

ºº
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THE

WORLD'S

GREATEST

CARPET

SWEEPER

SendAll dealers sell them. Take no other.

for Catalogue.

SWEEPERETTE COMPANY

Grand Rapids, Mich.

************ ******@******************{

It's the little things that make life either

a sorrow or a joy.

SOAPINE

:
->

:
:

: is a little thing—a fine powder, but you've

: no idea how it smooths the rough places

of washday and housecleaning. The most

delicate fabrics and linens cleaned with it

beautifully and without injury. It matters

not what the color of the goods is. As a

bleacher it is peerless. For dish washing

it is unsurpassed ; in short, it is the

housewife's friend, a faithful one that will

lessen her toil greatly.

WHALE ON EVERY PACKAGE

KENDALL MFG. C0., Providence, R. I.

ESTA islished 1827 -
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5% ft. Iona, by 33 inches
wide. Made from selected

skins of the Japanese Ango

lia. Long, soft, silky fur.

The colors are Silver

White, Light Grau and Dar

Gray. e also have a

beautiful Glossy Black

Fur Rug at $3.00. Same

size, comfortable, luxurious,

elegant. For Parlors, Recep

tion Halls, or Bed Rooms.

Sent C. O. D. on approval if

desired.

THE KRAUSS,

BUTLER & BENHAM CO.

70 High St., Columbus, 0.

NW

--------

---
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JELLIES
quickly and easily made by

using the Brighton Patent

Fruit Press

It is simple and effective. Tinned

all over.

price, $2.00

Sold by hardware stores, or we

will send by express, prepaid,

on receipt of price.

L00AN & STROBRIDGE IRON CO.

New Brighton, Pa.

ths"CRUSTY"Bread Pan
--The most perfect

ºil Bread Baker ever

made. Produces

- a crisp, sweet

crust over the whole loaf. Mrs. Rorer, of Philadel

phia, says: “Your pan is an admirable baker of both

bread and cake. There is no question of the superi

ority of a curved bottom pan over the old flat bottom

style. The yeast germ is killed, and the loaf is crusty.”

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT; insist on having

it; if he does not keep it, we will mail you a

sample for 10c., coin or stamps. Agents wanted.

THE NILES MIFG. Co.. Box 1392. Niles, Ohio

EVERY WOMAN
welcomes a labor-saver. You can have it in

the Gray's Automatic cloth ES-LINE and

HAMM00k Holder. No tying, no knotting, no

prop required to keep clothes from dragging on the

ound, because slack is taken out with line full of clothes.

ine adjusted instantly. 6 by mail, $1.00; 1 for 20c.

GRAY'S AUTOMATIC LINE HOLDER CO.

Agents wanted. 225 Sixty-third Street, Englewood, Ill.

GLACE WINDOW

DECORATION

Beauty of real Stained Glass at one-tenth the cost. Fasily

affixed. Great variety of designs. Patentees: McCaw, Strºven

son & orth. Belfast, Ireland. Send for Price-list to United States

and Canadian Agency, 11 South William St., New York.

CALDWELL SCREEN D00R CHECK

-

-

VERYTHING ABOUT

THE HOUSE

Sº

The Domestic Editor will be glad to answer, on this page, questions of a general domestic

nature.

Literary Bureau at advantageous prices.

FANNy—When possible table

hemmed by hand.

linen should be

FoRT Dodge—The woof for silk portières is pro

vided by the weaver.

GLEN MILLs—Veal cannot be good unless both the

lean and the fat are white and firm.

SARAH-The Journal, will shortly publish an

article on “The Art of Making Bread.”

LITTLE DoRRIT-Thin slices of lemon, cut sugar
and cream are usually served with iced tea.

LovER of THE ANTIQUE-Company luncheons for

ladies, usually begin with a fruit course, generally

with shaddocks.

MRS. M. W. B.-If you will send mea stamped and

self-addressed envelope I will forward you the adress

of a weaver of silk portières.

IRoNToN-The tender portions of celery, may be

fried, by first being blanched, then dipped in batter
and dropped into boiling lard.

Mrs. S.-Your waitress should wear white aprons

of course—similar in style, though not quite so large,

as those worn by children's nurses.

HastiNgs—The prettiest colors for a summer

dinner are green and white. (2) If the strawberries

are particularly fine serve them unhulled.

X. Y.—Clams are in season all the year round, so

are oysters, but the latter are not generally used be

tween the months of May and September.

LIDA—A carefully-prepared article giving the

various methods of preparing and serving mush

rooms will shortly be given in the Journal.

LENNoxville—“Purée,” which is French for a

thick variety of soup, is pronounced as though spelled

“pu-ray.” The word may be said to have been An

glicize

NETTY—You can have yellow icing for your lemon

jelly-cake by using the grated rind and the juice of

an orange in your frosting. Cranberry juice makes

quite a pretty pink icing.

T. G.-Pillow-cases are usually made with a two

and-a-half-inch hem. If you are fond of embroidery

work your monogram in the middle of the open end

directly above the hem. (2) The Royal Worcester

are the oldest porcelain works in England; they were

established in 1751.

LAURA-I cannot advise you to bu cheap matting

for your new house. There is very *. wear in the

cheaper grades of straw matting. (2) If you do not

object to the color, fit up your little daughter's room

with olive; it is a much more serviceable color than

either pink or blue.

TAMAN-Yorkshire pudding to serve with roast

meat is an English dish. It is made from a rich bat

ter about the consistency of that used for pancakes

without any baking powder of any sort. It is cooked

in the pan with the meat and served with it. About

twenty minutes in a hot oven will suffice.

Subscriber—Cards announcing the birth of a child

are sent out by many people. The usual fashion is to

have the child's name and the date of its birth en

graved on a small card, which is either fastened, with

narrow white ribbon, to, or sent with the joint card

of the parents to all friends whom they wish to notify.

LANsing-Have a clock that may be relied on in

your kitchen, and tell your cook that you will take no

excuse for the meals being behind time; if they con

tinue to be so discharge her. It would seem as though

some persons were incapable of learning the value

of being on time; probably your cook is one of them.

(2) Servants' wages in England are not as large as

they are in this country.

MANy Housekeepers—Sheets should never be

less than two yards and three-quarters long, the

breadth, of course, depending upon the width of the
bed. While linen sheets .# pillow-cases are desir

able, they are not within the reach of the ...
housekeeper, who usually is quite content with the

sheet and pillow-case muslins which come in all

widths and of several qualities.

WASHINGTon—Deviled crabs, lobster farcie and

such dishes may be used either as a fish course or as

an entrée, preferably as the former. Scalloped and

fried oysters and oyster fritters are not usually nor

properly served at a course dinner. Oyster patties

may be used either as a fish course or between the

meat and game courses. Game and salad may be

served either together or as separate courses.

SEveRAL Women—The duties of a housekeeper

in a hotel are usually the care of the bedrooms, par

lors and halls, with oversight of chambermaidsand

cleaners. She usually also has care of linen and giv

ing out of linen; occasionally an oversight of laun

dry is combined, though there is usually a head

laundress or a special laundry matron for this depart

ment. Positions as housekeepers in hotels are

hard to secure, for the reason that the supply for

such places is always much greater than the demand.

NELsonville—When sending the invitations to the

friends whom you are desirous of entertaining at your

summer home specify exactly the length of time which

you wish them to remain and then there can be no

clashing of dates. The following note of invitation

would be sufficient: “My dear—: We should very

much like tohº spend the days between Tues

day, the –, and Thursday, the –, with us at

Glenbank. Let us know upon what train you will

arrive so that we may be on hand to meet you.

Yours very cordially, etc.”

GENEvieve—For the luncheon which you wish to

give the young ladies who officiated as your brides

maids arrange a simple menu. As your husband's

income is not a large one it will be well for you to be

gin your entertaining in a very simple fashion. Your

table, can be made to look very pretty with your

wedding gifts of silver and china, and a simple lunch

eon from your pretty dishes will taste quite as well to

your girl friends as would an elaborate one from a

caterer. Make no apologies either; none are ever

needed where simplicity and good breeding reign.

Ruth G.-It is well not to have any arbitrary rules

in connection with any portion of the housework

because in the average household so much depends

upon circumstances. I should advise you to allow

your maids to plan their own work, and if you find

that things proceed smoothly allow them to continue

doing so. If things do not go smoothly have a gentle

talk with them and explain your reasons for altering

their routine. I do not hesitate to recommend this

plan because it is one which I have tried successfully

myself. I am quite sure that ninety out of one

hundred servants may be trusted to do what is right

and proper under all circumstances. As your house

hold is, of necessity, so irregular a one it will be just

as well for you to make no “cast-iron rules.”

Any books mentioned in this department may be ordered through the Journal’s

-

E. A. S.—The New York “Evening Post” gives

the following excellent receipt for cooking tomatoes

either in a chafing-dish or elsewhere: “In preparing

them you will need two tablespoonfuls of butter, one

teaspoonful of mustard, one raw egg, two table

spoonfuls of hot vinegar, one level teaspoonful of

powdered sugar, one-quarter of a teaspoonful of salt,

and a dash of pepper to every three tomatoes. Select

tomatoes that are large, ripe and firm, pour over

them enough boiling water to loosen the skins, peel,

cut in thick slices and set in the ice-box. The sauce

may be served hot or cold. It is best cold. In com;
bining it, cream the butter, add to it the powdered

sugar, the mustard, which may be dry or “made ''

mustard, and mix well. Add the salt and pepper and

rub into the mixture the yolk of a hard-boiled egg.

For this use a little sieve. Heat your vinegar, then

add that, and finally a beaten raw egg. Set over

hot water and cook until the consistency of a thick

cream. . If it cooks too rapidly the sauce will become

too thick. To prevent this, lift from the fire several

times while cooking, and stir constantly to make it

smooth. Set aside to cool. When rea § to use, put

a tablespoonful of butter in the chafing-dish, add the

slices of tomato, and when hot, serve from dish.

Pass the sauce.”

SEveRAL INQUIRERs—Suitable costumes for the

waitresses at an international fair would be the

peasant costumes of the various nations. The most

picturesque of the French peasant costumes is the

Normandy, which consists of a gray woolen skirt,

worn ankle length, a black overskirt turned back,

washerwoman fashion, a black velvet bodice with a

white muslin chemisette and short puffed sleeves.

The cap should be of the kind known as Normandy.

The Italian costume is a bright-colored skirt, with a

long white lace or drawn-work apron. A Roman

silk scarf should be knotted about the waist. A black

velvet bodice and a muslin chemisette and long very

full sleeves with a little Italian cap complete the

costume. The Italian cap is a long and narrow strip

of linen which is placed lengthwise over the fore

head with the corners turned back. The Dutch

peasant wears a skirt of rough cloth with a long

apron made with a square bib, a chemisette and

sleeves similar to the French costume and a cap of

stiff white linen shaped like a halo and worn with

gold ear springs. The Russian costume has a long

skirt, over which is worn a heavily-embroidered long

apron, the usual bodice and chemisette, long sleeves

and a cap either cone-shaped with a veil hanging

from the end or of stiff linen shaped like a badly

fitting collar. The latter costume may be copied

from the pictures of “The Russian Wedding Feast.”

GRAcE—Miss Parloa, in writing of French methods

of cooking, gives the following receipts for cook

ing haricot beans: In a stewpan put one quart of

fresh or one pint and a half of dried beans, which

have been soaked; add two quarts of water, one

whole onion and a bouquet garni, and cook until

tender (about two hours). When the vegetables

have been cooking an hour and a half add one level

tablespoonful of salt and half a teaspoonful of pepper.

When the beans are tender drain them in a colander,

saving the water for soup. Mix together three

tablespoonfuls of butter, two of lemon juice and one

of minced parsley. Put the beans in a stewpan with

this mixture and place over a hot fire; cook for ten

minutes, shaking the stewpan often. (2) Cook and

drain the beans. Put three tablespoonfuls of butter

or drippings in a large frying-pan and, on the fire.

When the fat is so hot that it smokes add the beans;

cook twenty minutes, shaking the pan often. Taste

to see if more salt or pepper is needed. Serve very

hot. (3) A delicious salad may be made by adding to

one quart of cooked, cold beans three tablespoonfuls

of vinegar, two of oil, one teaspoonful of mustard

mixed with two tablespoonfuls of water; one tea

spoonful of minced parsley, and salt and pepper as

required. This salad should be prepared an hour or

more before serving.

READER—I appreciate fully your criticism that

the average book on etiquette deals only with

average cases, and haveº in answering the

two questions which you have submitted to me. In

the case of a lady who has become a new resident in

a small place who has been called upon by her towns:

women, and for various reasons has been prevented

from returning the calls for several months, the

simplest thing for her to do is, when opportunity

arises, be it one or five years from the date of her

first received call, to go and return the visits which

she has received. Another plan is to issue cards for

a tea or for some at home days, taking, care to send

these to every one who had originally called upon her.

The invitations to a tea or to at home days necessitate

a call from the person receiving them, and the§§
hostess should attempt to call upon any recent brides

or newer residents than herself, and upon any persons

who may have entertained her, or invited her to

entertainments to which she has been prevented

from going, provided that they have called upon her.

After her days at home she should take the earliest

opportunity of returning the calls of those who have

accepted her invitation. I think that this advice

will cover both the case of a new resident and of the

young, married woman, who is prevented from

attending to her social duties for a time. The people

of greatest importance socially are the ones who are

most lenient, and brides are especial subjects of

grace. I am quite, aware of the diversity of

opinion which prevails in the second case you have
suggested. Suppose a new resident receives invita

tions to a wedding and reception from persons who

have not called upon her. What course should she

pursue toward both her would-be hostess and the

new bride? If the new resident has a day at home

let her mail her card to her would-be hostess imme

diately upon receipt of the reception invitation. The

hostess will then, if she be a well-bred woman, make

an immediate attempt to call upon the at home day,

so that the new resident may be enabled to accept

her reception invitation. If she is unable to do so in

erson she will send some one to represent her, or

ailing this she may write a personal note regretting

her inability to compass the first call and requesting

the new resident to waive ceremony for the time be

ing. The new resident, if she be wise, will take this

expressed will for the deed, and the hostess must then

at the first opportunity thereafter call upon the new

resident, who waits for this visit before making her

party call. If the first call is never made then the

party call need not be paid. If, however, the new

resident has no day at home she should simply mail

her card immediately after the receipt of the invita

tion and leave the rest to her hostess. She need

not decline until the last day before the wedding or

reception, and should then send a regret somewhat

in this form: “Mr. and Mrs. Jones Robinson regret

that circumstances have rendered it impossible for

them to accept Mr. and Mrs. Hope Smith's kind in

vitation for Tuesday evening, March 19.” In this

way Mrs. Hope Smith will receive a gentle reminder

as to what constitute the “circumstances.” When

the bride sends out at home cards it is the duty of

the new resident to call upon her—a bride being the

most favored of all beings socially, and one to whom

all women owe a first call, as well as unlimited at:

tention.

|Baby'S

TouchThe Finishing

of beauty—just a kiss of Tetlow's

GOSSamer POWüer

to lend a velvety softness and a delicate

beauty to the skin. Perfectly

pure, entirely harmless, ab

solutely invisible. Popular

for 20 years. Be sure and

get HENRY TETLOW's.

Price 25c. by mail, or at

Druggists. Sample Free.

HENRY TETLOW, Cor. 10th & Cherry Sts., Phila.
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25-cent soapH
sº for Io Cents.. =
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Iblish
Cucumber É

Complexion Soap
REFINES AND WHITENS THE Skin.

(Sold Everywhere—Test It) -

Beware of Worthless Imitations. |

s

=If your dealer does not keep it, send six 2C.

stamps for full-size sample cake by mail.

ALLEN B. WRISLEY ... CHICAGO (E

W. )))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))\\

MENNEN'S Borated Talcum

TOILET POWDER

Aºry
Toilet Preparation

For Infants and Adults.

Delightful after#º Positively

Relieves Prickly Heat, Nettle Rash,

Chafed Skin, Sunburn, etc. Makes the

skin smooth and healthy. Decorated

Tin Box, Sprinkler Top. Sold by

Druggists or mailed for 25 cents. -

Send for Free Sample. (Name this magazine.)

GERHARD MENNEN CO.

Newark, N. J.

Dr. Lyon's

Tooth Powder
Used by people of refinement

for over a quarter of a century.

MOTHER

and BABE

An important book by

Mrs. Jenness Miller

A booklet of pages sent free

- ADDRESS

> * § Jenness Miller Monthly

NSº 11.4% Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

SUMAMER RUGS

and MATTINGS

Chinese and Japanese MATTINGS in all grades,

from $5.00 per roll of 40 yards, up to $25.o.o.

Samples sent by mail.

Our new reversible JUTE RUG, the “SAKAI,”

is the best of its kind. 2 ft. 6 x 5 ft., $2.50 each.

Other sizes in proportion.

1012 and 1014 ch

McCallum & McCallum,"ºº"sº

Agents Make Money Selling the

ºPERFECTION

CAKE TINS
Delicate cake easily removed withoutbreaking. Perfection Tins

require no greasing. All styles, round, square and oblong. Sample

round tin by mail, 20c., prepaid. Circulars FREE. CAUTION.—

Our Trade-Mark “ Perfection" stamped on all Improved Perfection

|

For infants

VanD adults

Tins. Beware of imitations made without the Groove, for the

will leak batter. RichardSON MIFG. Co., In St., BATII, N.Y.

HEALTH

{{#####,as PATTERNS
Complete outfit, 25 improved patterns

for infants' clothes. Also 25 of short

clothes. Eitherset with full directionsº sealed,

§ºnts. “Hists º'fºrANT"Möiffºrts, a

book by a trained nurse, free with each set of patterns.

Mrs. J. Bride. P. o. Box 1265. Boston, Mass.

Health Wardrobe PattCITIS

Prevents the

º 3. --- º;
--- - - - of sla ºn nºt n-d

A. ºs fºliº;#. - s easily app
td. - and closes the

door noiselessly and quickly. By mail 50c. or of hard

waredealers. CALDWELL MFG. Co., 8 Jones St., Rochester, N.Y.

for the “spare room,”FOR A GUBS handsomely printed on

a Silk Banner. º.º. cents. Stamps.

Household NowELTY Co., Drawer 8, Roanoke, Va.

ROSE FIREE to all who grow them.

Specimen copy of our All-About

lithograph, in eleven colors, of a wonderful new rose.

**śN GARDEN

—an appropriate quotation

Roses number, with a grand

LNG, P. O. Box 1697, New York

Complete outfit infants'

clothes, 26 patterns, 50c.

Short clothes, 26 patterns, 50c. Full directions, kind and amount

of material required. Mrs. F. E. PHILLIPS, Keene, N. H.



THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL

__

A Baſil LAWN TENT

For $5.00, worth Double the Price.
Hºi-º- 7% feet Square.

- Made of the best

material, in either

- blue or brown

stripe. Just the

* thing for the lawn

and absolutely in

dispensable for a

picnic. Sent C.O.D.

on approval, ready

ºforuse. Headquar

ºters forº!"Fº
* Tents and Tents

- of all kinds.

Send for illustrated

-º- Catalogue and
==T- Price List.

McAULEY-PETERS TENT & AWNING CO.

65 East Gay St., COLUMBUs, OHIO.

-----------TTTTT

Large Sales
SOLD 1673 0. I. C. H00S

In 1894

Send for a description of THIS

FAMOUS BREED, two of which

weighed 2806 lbs. First applicant

from each locality can have a pair

on time and an agency.

The L. B. SILVER CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

and save all before you pay forMiddlemen's profits. AN the same.

You take no risk. We will send our beautiful cata

logue, giving full de- Address us with your

scription and illus- FREE full address,

tration of our organs. deptilov ºn P. & 0. Co.

P. O. Box. No. 820, Washington, N. J.

==

Buy direct from 15 days' trial in

MANUEACTUniºn your home

---*---º-**-º--º-**--*******************-º--º-*-º--º-3.

Something Every Lady Wants! :

- 1,500,000 IN USE -•:

Rushforth Hair Curling Pins :

are the SIMPLEST and BEST 3.
contrivance for **

CRIMPING

CURLING or

FRIZZING

ever used. Small, compact

always ready. Complete set

of six pins sent prepaid for 15c.

6 sets 75c. Agents wanted

everywhere. Send 4c, for terms and sample.

The Rush Fonth PIN Co., LawRENCE, MAss.

--------------------------------------------------

NEW IDEA

IN TRUNKS
The stallman Dresser Trunk

is a portable dressing case, with

drawers instead of trays; the bot

tom is as accessible as the top. Costs

no more than a box trunk. Shipped

C. O. D. with privilege to examine.

Send for illustrated catalogue,

F. A. STALLMAN, 41 W. Spring St., Columbus, 0.

HE EVERETT RAISIN

SE
EDE Just what every

housewife wants:

child can use it; seeds a pound

in less than 10 minutes; guaranteed

to do the work. By mail,

15 cents. Agent wanted.

EveRETT SPECIALTY Co., tº --- ---

Boston, Mass. -º-º-Hº- H

FREE Sample Tube

Dr. Tarr's Creme

Dentifrice Sent upon re

ceipt of 2-cent

stamp. It preserves the teeth, pre

vents decay, perfumes the breath.

More economical than powder or

liquid. Full_size tube at all drug

gists, 25c. DR. W. W. TARR

Dept. 16, 146 STATE Sr., CHICAGo

WALL PAPER
Samples free from largest Wall Paper concern in U.S.

KAYSER&ALLMAN”; º'Philada.

-

-º
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With illustration by W. L. Taylor

With Porºit

Flowers of Field and Meadow

With Illustrations from original Photographs

Miss Teele, of Gilbury Green . . .

The Quality of Tact . . . .

The Story of Brook Farm

With Illustrations from Original Photographs

The Voice of Highest Range . . .

The Pay of Women Musicians

The Recluse of Fontainebleau

With Illustrations by Bayard Jones

The Paradise Club—VIII

The Rules of a Happy Wife

with Illustratiºn by Alice Barber Stephens

American Girl Waltz

The Blot on Our American Life .

Marriage and Its Safeguards .

A Woman in a Raspberry Patch

The Busy Girl's Vacation

The King's Daughters

A Violet Table Set -

The Summer Luncheon Table

Comfortable Dressing in Summer

Amusing Children in Summer

Some Outdoor Parties .

A Character Game . . . .

A Heart Party . . . . .

A Child's Birthday Party

Ketchups and Pickles

Some Pungent Ketchups

Pickles, Sour and Sweet .

Fashions for Elderly Women .

Underwear for the Summer . . .

The Baby on the Farm

Musical Helps and Hints . .

Literary Queries - - - -

Side–Talks with Girls . . . . .

Art Helps for Art Workers

Hints on Home Dressmaking . .

Floral Helps and Hints

Everything About the House,

oooºboo cooooooooooooooooooooooooooooºooo
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The BEST SEEDS

that GROW are

from Philadelphia

CRABAPPLE BLOSSOM SACHET POWDER

Deligate, Fragrant and Everlasting. 50 cts, a package.

Send 10 cts, for sample package. The diamond

PERFUME Co., Forest Glen Station, Chicago, Ill.

º The IMPROVED HOMETURKO-RUSSIAN
º FOLDING BATH CABINET

º l'ortable, and can be used in any

sº room. Dry Steam,Vapor, Oxygen,

ºnMedicated and, Perfºrmed Baths.

# º º Sure cure for Colds, Rheumatism,

ºsº etc. Prevents contracting disease.

-

º ---

º: L º º

º ºilº §
- º Cº.

sºº MAYor. LANE & Co.

- White Street, New York

Insures a healthy, clear complex

=** 128

Manufacturers of DOLCIIES, Spita Ysand latiling APPLIANCES

WRINGING
Is impossible unless your wringer has well made rolls.

- It is ANTED iron, Lºs of the AMERICAN

WRINGER COMPANY., the largest manufacturers of Wringers and Rolls in

See our name and warrant stamped on

wringer insist on having the W

the world. $2,500,000 capital.

rolls. Books of useful wringer information FREE.

NO DIRT LEFT

In clothes washed with the

* BUSY BEE WASHER.”

100 pieces in one hour and

no hard work done.

-> That's the record.

º-º AGENTs WANTED

Immim Exclusive sale. Write for terms.

LAize lettle MFG. Co., 118 E. 13th St., Erie, Pa.

- Fº-Tº

20th Edition -Postpaid for 25 cents (or stamps).

THE HUMAN HAIR

Why it Falls Off, Turns Gray and the Remedy.

By Prof. HARLEY PARKER, F. R. A. S.

A. T. LoNG & Co., 1013 Arch Street, Philada., Pa.

“Every one should read this little book.”—Athenaeum.

Arnica Tooth Soap
insures, beautiful nearly teeth, an

aromatic breath and healthy mouth

and gums. Absolutely no injury to

enamel. No soapy taste. At all drug

gists or by...mail, 25cts. Refuse sub

stitutes. Test it

C. H. STRONG & Co., - CHICAGO

RetoucherSºNegatives

Earn Good Wages. Constant

demand. – Easily learned. –

Stamp for Illust’d Catalogue.

School of Retouching and

Photography, Oberlin, Ohio ||

American wringer co.

warf:ANTED .

ion, and prevents Obesity. Send

for descriptive circular.

When you buy a
AmERICAN WRINGER CO.

warfANTED .

Address 99 Chambers Street, New York.

BURPEE'S
Tub fits bather so 2 pails of water

make submergent bath. Hot bath

ready in 5 min. Wt., 10 lbs. Cat.

free, Baths or Boats. World's Fair

Award. ACME Fini,DING BOAT

Co., M.I.A. M. Is B U R G, o HIO.

canvas poliding

ENAMELED BATH.

º
º

full bath

***-A -A-A -A.A.A. ________________

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AID IMPROVES THE

: oidºſion APPETITE º

: ADAMS'

Pepsin ºf Gum:
! 4.

º

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

A VERY INTERESTING !

P NOVELTY 4

d

4.

* For eight cents in stamps, ADAMS &

* SONS CO., BRooklyN, N. Y., will

* send a set of sixteen paper dolls, with

4 changeable heads an bodies. 4.

***************************** -A - A

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-
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THE FEERīESS

, Steam Cooker
Cooks a Whole Meal

Over One Burner

on gasoline, oil, gas or common

cookstove. Thesteam whistleblows

when Cooker needs more water. No

steam in the house ! No offen

sive odors! Burning, scorching

or overcooking impossible. Vege.

tables that always lose much of

their flavor and become watery,

Soggy and *...* by boiling, are made dry, light

and healthful. Meatsand poultry, no matter how tough,

are unade tender and palatable. Will Pay for itself
in One Seasºn for Canning Fruit, Fº House

keeper's Friend: the Agent’s bonanza, Agents

Wanted, either sex. Exclusive territory. Address

PEERLESS COOKER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

FREE| ||

Our New 1895 Catalogue

Full description % all

Instruments made by us

*\º $169.

okº, $25.

Best and Cheapest

Cash or Easy Payments

iſſ

Shipped on 30 days' trial.

No Cash in advance.

Actual Factory Value.

No AGENTS, Wºltii', Now.

Washington, N. J.

PHOENIX BICYCLES

Always Satisfactory

Runs easier than otherwheels.

Best bearings, very light but

strong, New styles for '95.

send for free illustrated

catalogue, A.

Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.

Freeport, III.

* Eastern Branch, 575 Madi

son Ave., New York, N.Y.

"ºoß" CHEAP

FACTORY PRICES

WINDSORS run faster, are built stronger, look handsomer, are

better than any other make, and cost$35 tº $50 less. Sºnd statup fºr

catalogue. SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS Now.

sIEG & WALPOLE M*E*G (0. CHICAGO

Raised metal letters, an

Schºol Pins,º
Sterling Silver 25c. 52.ooper doz.

Silver plated roc. .75 --

Catalogue for '95 free.

McRae & Keeler, Attleboro, Mass.

ÉNRLOW's NīāīšiūE
Its merits as WASH BLUE have been fully tested

and indorsed by thousands of housekeepers. ... Your

grocer ought to have it on sale, Ask him for it.

D. S. WILTBERGER, Prop., 233 N. Second St., Philadelphia

FINE THING FOR THE TEETH

At last a perfect dentifrice has been discovered. Never was a

tooth brush dipped into a preparation so unobjectionable and so

It renders the teeth pearly white, gives

to the breath a fragrant odor, extinguishing the ill humors which

usually flow from a bad and neglected set of teeth.

can encrust them, no canker affect the enamel, no species of

decay infest the dental bone, if this pure and delicious dentifrice

effective as Sozodont.

Sozodont is faithfully used.

SOZODONT

is a composition of the purest and choicest ingredients of the
Every ingredient is known to haveOriental Vegetable Kingdom.

a beneficial effect on the teeth and gums.

goeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeg
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it, too.

a Glass!

There's lots of snap and vim in this HIRES' Root

BEER. There's lots of pleasure and good health in

A delicious drink, a temperance drink, a

home-made drink, a drink that delights the old and

young. Be sure audget the genuine

HIRES’

Rootbeer
A 25 cent package makes 5 gallons.

* The Chas. E. Hires Company, Phila

#########################:

!!

Sold everywhere.

delphia, Pa.

:

Its embalming or

antiseptic property and aromatic fragrance make it a toilet luxury.

No tartar

MONEY B E
§§§BICYCL

CATALOGUE, FREE

All styles and prices. Saving

you dealers' profit.

kºs Bicycle for $12.50

75. -- ** 87.50

-- ** 50.00

Shipped anywhere to anyone

C.O.D. Nomoney in advance
- gt - --

CASH BUYERS’ UNION, **śń.”

BABY CARRIAGES $0.68
Direct from the Factory. - -

tº C. O. D. on approval at Wholesale Prices.

- - -6) waiti?ANTED 5 years. No money in advance.

º Wh Pa enormous profits to retail

y y dealers when we save you

50 per cent.? Buy first-class goods that are

guaranteed to be as represented. Any style

and º: up to $35.25. Shipped on approval

and if not as represented costs you nothing.

Waluable present with each carriage. Catalogue Free. Address

Nº. MErroriANDise sur’I-LY Co.

Dept. C35. 248-258 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Arents RUN

*. º SYLPH GYGLES EASY

everywhere º Handsomest, highest grade,

*fastest:16 to 22 lbs, High

est Award World's Fair.

overland Cycles, all

sizes, $40 to$75. Others$15

up. Cata, free. Estab.1864.

ouse, Hazard & Co.

-Mſrs., 80 tº St., Feorºl.



3,500,000 people may how s.

the woman in the Moon -

Price $3,000

[Copyright applied for.]

Since Eve left the Garden of Eden has Woman's sphere been so wide or so elevated

Not as to-day. For centuries the Man in the Moon has had a monopoly; who ever heard

of the Pearline Maid in the Moon?—few, if any. Hear of her now with Pearline's

compliments. The above illustrations are made from the finest photographs of the moon

obtainable. The white outline in the small moon will locate the Pearline Maid for you. Place

the picture at some distance and you will see her in the large one—then you will have no diffi

culty in finding her in the moon itself, when the portion of the moon containing her is visible. :

When you find her you'll never see the Man in the Moon again; pardon the slang—he'll not be -

“in it." This magazine has from //ree and one-/a/ ſo /ve mi/ºons of readers. The price of this

page for one time is //ree ſhousand do//ars. If each reader shows this Pearline Maid to five

others, more than twenty millions will see it, and in time the Pearline Maid will take the place *

ºof the Man in the Moon, and our three thousand dollars will have been well spent.

If you use the imitations, try Pearline. The -

difference will be apparent and you'll continue to -

use it. Some of its advantages will only appear with

time—for instance, its absolute harmlessness.

If you do not use Pearline the social evenings

spent in finding the Pearline Maid in the Moon will

certainly bring out convincing evidence for it from

those who use it.

If you use Pearline we have only to warn you

against the many imitations, and advise you to

use it as directed on each package, to insure the

best results.
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